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ABSTRACT 

In Taiwan schooling is the means used for admission to a prestigious school. In 

school curricula, art lessons are omitted or minimized because art is not needed for a 

higher degree. Children prepare to get the highest scores on admissions tests from first 

grade to high school. Nurturing art talents is neither easy nor common in the schools. 

Therefore, I wanted to explore Taiwanese children’s artistic intelligence via artistic 

activities. The children acted as creators, audiences, and critics—the artists’ roles in 

human development (Gardner, 1994). They needed to think, organize, and ponder their 

ideas for making final designs and, then, transfer their artistic skills to the mediums 

provided. 

The purpose of this study was to explore the visual images that Taiwanese children 

created to represent their mental images and ideas. They responded to three different 

prompts and used different materials in their constructions and drawings. The study was 

an empirical investigation using qualitative research methodology to analyze the artistic 

products that were made by Taiwanese children. Participants, 150 kindergarten through 

fifth grade students in three different elementary schools located in the northern region of 

Taipei, completed three artistic tasks during their regularly scheduled art classes. The 

children generated products in their classrooms. They demonstrated their artistic abilities 

by constructing colored, geometric-shaped pieces (Improvisation/Task One), drawing as 

a response to one of two wordless picture books (Speculative Drawing/Task Two), and 

creating and drawing the most interesting way to go to school (Creative Drawing/Task 

Three). As part of the study, they also completed a questionnaire about their feelings 
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toward the artistic tasks. The children’s products were analyzed and interpreted to 

identify the works’ distinguishing characteristics  

In the Improvisation Task, the connectors were a key factor in making complex and 

free standing three-dimensional products. Using connectors adeptly allowed the children 

to display their skills of depth perception. Also, children who could manipulate shapes 

and color masterfully created symmetric products more frequently. In the two drawing 

tasks, the children used a variety of representational symbols to illustrate their individual 

perspectives. Those who chose to complete cartoon-style drawings demonstrated their 

artistic abilities most strongly. The participants were shown pictorial narratives and 

created drawings based upon their memories or imaginations. The children used their art 

as a tool that allowed them to transfer their ideas and/or realities through art mediums of 

their choosing. The children reflected upon the artistic tasks in their answers to a 

questionnaire and indicated the enjoyment they felt in completing their products. 

Suggestions for practical applications and ways to change the research design in further 

research are discussed. 

Completing artistic tasks allowed the children to express their individual feelings 

and use their imaginations. Using art is an enjoyable way to obtain new insights into an 

individual’s visual thinking and visual perception. Art is to be shared with other people, 

not just used as an individual talent to profit a single person. Art shapes an individual’s 

perception, expands an individual’s imagination, allows an individual to create amazing 

new art forms, and keeps the memory dynamic—abilities that make the environment 

more pleasant. 
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 CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Art is not an academic subject in Taiwanese schools. Although art is included in 

the curriculum, no one is required to complete the artistic tasks well or reach a 

predetermined goal. Parents do allow their children to have an interest in art, but they are 

rather uncomfortable if the child chooses to pursue art exclusively. Taiwanese parents do 

not find it easy to believe that every individual possesses multiple intelligences. 

Traditional academic performance in math, science, and language has been the only way 

to demonstrate an individual’s achievement in Chinese culture for thousands of years and 

remains so today. Parents are interested in their children’s successes, but they have little 

interest in the quality of their children’s lives. The good life, as communicated to 

Taiwanese children by their parents, is to be educated, have a professional job, be 

financially secure, and be happily married. Parents do not talk to their children about the 

quality of their lives; they dissuade their children from pursuing their dreams if their 

interests are not in a lucrative field. Sadly, parents do not realize that children who enjoy 

what they do usually do it very well.  

Taiwanese parents value education and financially support their children as long as 

they remain in school. Many Taiwanese young adults continue to take yearly entrance 

examinations beyond their thirtieth birthday and continue to obtain financial support from 

their parents to avoid entering the adult world. Perhaps, the time has come for parents to 

allow their children to discover what they love to do and to fully develop those talents. 

No matter what the innate aptitudes of children are, a long and intensive process of 
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encouragement, nurturance, education, and training is needed for any child to attain 

expertise in a particular field.     

As I reflect on my years as a student and a teacher in Taiwan, I feel that many 

Taiwanese children have talents that are not valued in the society. I also feel that these 

talents need to be studied and developed if Taiwanese children are to reach their full 

potentials and lead happy, satisfied lives. Studying the artistic intelligence of Taiwanese 

children may lead to a better development of children’s aesthetic senses and may allow 

them to become self-actualized individuals. With these observations and beliefs in mind, 

I began my research by studying the artistic development of children.   

Children’s drawings exhibit distinctive, discernible forms. These forms contain 

information that triggers researchers’ attention. They observe children’s drawings and 

compile the forms into coherent, developmental states from primitive to mature. Hence, 

investigators compare children’s drawings to mental processes (Goodenough, 1926; 

Harris, 1963) because children draw what they know to be true about the objects rather 

than what they actually see (Vygotsky, 1978). From this perspective, children’s drawings 

are dependent on concept development more than visual imagery. The motor skills used 

for drawing are catalogued into age-linked stages. The stages become a measurement 

index that can be used to evaluate the intellectual factors displayed in children’s drawings.      

A broad way to see objects in a pictorial, logical way and to understand the 

interplay among art elements was proposed by Arnheim (1974). He believed that the 

structural features of color, shape, size, the arrangement of objects, and the function of 

any part are determined by the whole. The meaningful graphic shapes of the subject 
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matter are achieved by inventing the various forms that connect with objective reality. 

The artistic designs enable the art elements to be communicable. By viewing the whole 

structure, viewers become aware of features from the details of the artwork to the 

message of the art. Therefore, if visual shapes are considered individually and not as part 

of a whole, the viewer misses the message of the entire composition.    

Gardner (1983a) defined artistic competence as the ability to perform sophisticated 

operations in literature, music, or sculpture. Operations in language and music are 

constructed by their own symbolic systems. Children can imitate language and tones 

from adults. They can compose words and notes after they are familiar with the basic 

vocabulary/denotations. In the fine arts, even a scribble is a truly creative activity 

(Golomb, 2002). That is, children manipulate various lines and dots to invent meaningful 

graphic shapes for representing objects with representational intentions. Gardner named 

the strength of artistic competence as spatial intelligence. He sees spatial intelligence as 

the ability to understand the space that surrounds an individual and the objects within it. 

People who possess spatial intelligence tend to learn, think, and imagine in three-

dimensions; they can move objects around in their minds and realize perspectives from 

different angles. People who have good memories of small details, a strong sense of the 

space that surrounds them, and the ability to relate objects to each other in a given space 

learn and remember from images. These abilities allow individuals to use their visual 

minds when transforming their imaginations into concrete images that can be shown to 

others. Artists have the ability to create beauty in their own lives and in the lives of others 

through their drawings, paintings, sculptures, collages, origami, printmaking, embroidery, 
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needlework, weaving, sewing, designing, jewelry making, pottery, crafts, computer 

graphics, photography, movie making, mobiles, cooking, gardening or invention. By 

doing these tasks, individuals can express themselves visually; they select aesthetic 

feelings and note the features in their environments. Furthermore, fashion arises from 

externalized potent patterns of words, colors, shapes and sounds in socially acceptable 

ways (Alland, 1977). An important concept to understand when looking for artistic 

competence is that drawing is not the only way to demonstrate spatial artistic intelligence.  

All artistic activities require a pairing of physical ability and the visual mind so that 

the artist can process information through fine-motor skills such as hand-eye coordination 

(how well an individuals’ hands and eyes can collaborate and match information), 

dexterity (accurate movements in perfect time), and tactile sensitivity (response to 

individuals’ touch). Maturation, exploration and practice can help every individual 

develop spatial intelligence and physical skills.   

Children initially react to a crayon or a pencil by scribbling. When children can 

control lines and shapes, they can create symbols (Nelson, Martin, & Baldwin, 1998). 

The use of lines and geometric shapes is a way to illustrate real objects, and they 

represent children’s understanding of their surroundings (Maitland, 1895) and their 

imaginations (Cooke, 1885-1886). Children receive personal satisfaction from making 

images (Eisner, 1979). Art is considered to be children’s visual language and is 

associated with writing skills (DuCharme, 1991). Children name their drawings even 

though others cannot recognize them or their symbolic equivalence (Boyatzis, 2000). 

Hence, artistic ability connects with the concept of intelligence (Goodenough, 1926; 
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Kellogg, 1969; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1975) because children commonly go through 

scribbling, non-representational artwork to reach a more fully developed state. Evaluating 

artwork can aid in the determination of a child’s developmental characteristics. The 

variability and flexibility of integrating symbols is an indicator of cognitive growth 

(Boyatzis, 2000; Siegler, 1995). 

Artistic Systems 

Children at age five are able to manipulate symbols by using different mediums to 

express their feelings and ideas, and they are able to appreciate artwork. Gardner (1994) 

claims that humans possess three systems—making, perceiving, and feeling—from birth 

throughout their life spans. The making system includes actions that are behaviors of an 

organism. After one can master acts, the making system tends to connect the acts into a 

sequence. As time goes by, the relatively isolated actions may become an organized 

structure because mental operations depend on motivation and appropriate conditions to 

develop skills. The perceiving system enables an individual to discriminate or distinguish 

the external environment and allows the phenomena to become part of their internal 

proclivities gradually. The feelings system results from peoples’ sensory experiences and 

allows them to illustrate their emotions by their behaviors. Behavioral patterns are 

influenced by interaction and reciprocity that the artist uses in his or her roles as creator, 

critic, and audience. One can distinguish his or her feelings from social context and reflex 

in his or her behaviors. Artists express their feelings through their artworks. In turn, 

artwork arouses communication because audiences and critics feel the impact of the 

artwork. Hence, feelings are crucial components of artistic development. By the time the 
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perceiving system turns to preferential perception, the structure of the making system 

develops complex schemes and, then, skilled behavior. 

Furthermore, Gardner (1994) indicates that art allows the individual to integrate 

cognitive and affective components, and he describes four modes of participation in the 

artistic process: creator/artist, audience member, performer, and critic. The creator or 

artist is a skillful individual who effectively selects, arranges, and combines symbols with 

media to express his or her ideas and feelings by making concrete objects communicate 

to others. The audience member is well aware of artistic expressions, and his or her 

feeling about life is affected by a piece of art when he or she encounters it. The audience 

and performer must be able to understand the author’s point of view. The performer must 

have transferred the meaning faithfully and be capable of carrying out the themes of the 

script so that the art moves his or her audiences in some way. The critic must employ 

reasoning skills and artistic knowledge to discuss, examine, and evaluate an artistic work.  

The critic must also be able to discern the underlying message of the artwork or 

performance and, then, communicate his or her opinions in a common way to the public. 

The four prototypical participants continue the artistic process because the art work needs 

support from audiences.  

Multiple Intelligences 

Gardner (1983b) affirms that intelligence is embedded in various symbol systems 

and that these systems include language, music and mathematical notations, logical 

equations, maps, mechanical engineering, charts and drawings. Human symbol-using 

capacities are an ensemble of relatively generic environmental and cultural factors so that 
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symbol systems naturally develop culturally meaningful information. Gardner noticed 

that different parts of the human brain control different routes to capacity. He has dubbed 

the diverse human intelligences multiple intelligences to draw attention to the wide range 

of abilities that humans possess. The theory includes eight types of intelligence or ways 

individuals can be gifted: verbal, logical- mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, 

musical, interpersonal, intrapersonal and naturalist (Gardner, 1983b, 1999). He states that 

every individual possesses all of the intelligences in varying degrees. In addition, these 

different intelligences interact with each other in unique ways within each person. Thus, 

no one is completely the same as someone else. All of the intelligences can be nurtured 

and developed. People can use their strengths to help them develop their other 

intelligences. Gardner defines intelligence as a biopsychological talent that is able to 

deliver messages and perform in an appropriate cultural setting. People can be gifted in 

one or more intelligences and can perform in a variety of ways to show how competent 

they are in the domain of each intelligence. 

Individuals need to manipulate different intelligences to accomplish almost 

everything. For instance, painting a picture needs the bodily-kinesthetic intelligence to 

master painting’s technical skills. Painting requires the naturalist’s intelligence to 

distinguish details and intrapersonal intelligence to nurture the thoughts required for 

creating artwork. 

The Socio-cultural Context of Learning in Taiwan 

The study of art is discouraged in most schools in Taiwan (Wu, 2004). Although 

some parents permit their children to take art lessons, they do not want or allow their 
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children to become artists. Art can become a hobby, but parents believe art is not useful 

for making a living. Parents may not realize that spatial intelligence is the basis of 

important vocations and valuable careers such as those of engineers, surgeons, architects, 

interior designers and sailors. All of these careers require highly developed spatial 

intelligence. In other words, parents do not acknowledge or recognize that a career 

combines more than one intelligence. To the Taiwanese, art is viewed as less valuable 

than academic achievements in mathematics, science, and language arts. Learning by rote 

is the preferred method for passing examinations as well as studying art. Students imitate 

their teachers and the masterpieces by mimicking. Still, some skillful artists grow up in 

Taiwan, where creativity is nurtured rarely. Only two famous, contemporary artists 

originally came from Taiwan, but both were later educated in the United States. They are 

the cello player, Yo Yo Ma, and the movie director, Ang Lee. Ang Lee’s brother, a movie 

director who lives in Taiwan, has not reached the same achievement as Ang Lee, partially 

due to the low regard for art in Taiwanese society.  

The lack of art education is noteworthy in the Taiwanese educational system. The 

question is whether Taiwanese people seldom possess artistic intelligence or if art 

education needs to be emphasized and reformed. To answer a question about artistic 

talent among Taiwanese children, the artistic potential among the young generation in 

Taiwan needs to be investigated based upon the theory of Multiple Intelligences (Gardner, 

1983b, 1999). This study will help educational practitioners and parents who want a 

better understanding of artistic intelligence and will provide a clear basis for making 

educational decisions. 
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Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to explore the artistic strengths of Taiwanese 

children through three different artistic tasks. The children played an active role such as 

creator/artist, audience member, and performer (Gardner, 1994) within three artistic tasks. 

Interpretation of the general trends in the children’s artistic competence and 

demonstration of how choice and diversity were employed to evaluate children’s 

developing expertise in the arts was explored.  

Research Questions 

In this study, I attempted to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the characteristics of Taiwanese children’s artistic products as shown in 

three different artistic tasks?  What artistic qualities do they demonstrate in these 

tasks? 

2. How do these characteristics and the artistic abilities shown in the Taiwanese 

children’s products differ at different grade levels? 

3. What mediums do children select, and why do they select them? 

4. How do Taiwanese children feel about the three artistic tasks? 

Summary 

Understanding children’s visual, representational depictions requires exploration of 

the developmental stages of art, the artistic systems employed, the concept of multiple 

intelligences, and the socio-cultural context of Taiwanese society so that the value of art 

in Taiwan will be reconsidered and children will be educated in the most appropriate 

learning environment. To develop a more complex understanding of these issues, artistic 
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stage theories, spatial intelligence theory, the meaning of artwork, the relationship 

between art and culture, the lives of artistic prodigies, and artistic creativity will be 

reviewed in Chapter II.   
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This study explored the artistic abilities of Taiwanese children through three 

artistic tasks. Since a single test cannot draw the full depth and breadth of students’ 

strengths, multiple measures are used as an axiom (Herman, Baker, & Linn, 2004). I 

assumed that children could demonstrate their artistic strengths based upon their interests 

and free choice. A review of the literature surrounding artistic stage theories, spatial 

intelligence theory, the meaning of the artwork, the relationship between art and culture, 

three artistic prodigies, and artistic creativity provided the bases for the present study. A 

gap in child growth and development research in Taiwan became evident during my 

research. I used Taiwanese children, drawings, and/or art as key words to search on the 

databases (ERIC, PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, and JSTOR). Only one article was found. 

Study of artistic talent among Taiwanese children is a neglected area due to the emphasis 

placed upon mathematics and science rather than on art.  

Artistic Stage Theories 

Artistic theories, much like their cognitive counterparts, portray chronological, 

developmental stages and identification of characteristics at each developmental stage. 

These studies and theories begin with analyses of children’s art and identification of 

characteristics that can be understood. The theories and studies in this group, generally, 

have a large number of participants. In these studies, the scholars isolated the 

characteristics that appear in the majority of the children’s works at a given age. In the 

review, the theories of Lowenfeld and the theories of Winner are presented and compared. 
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Next, Kellogg’s theory, which focuses on analyses of human figures, is discussed and 

followed by a synthesis of these three theories. 

Lowenfeld’s Theory 

Lowenfeld, in developing his theory (Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1975), evaluated 

children’s creative products at six developmental stages—ages two to four, four to seven, 

seven to nine, nine to twelve, twelve to fourteen, and fourteen to seventeen. His 

contention was that art teachers who understand children’s artistic abilities at each of the 

developmental stages are likely to construct appropriate art lessons that motivate the 

children and meet their creative needs. In Lowenfeld’s theory children of ages two to four 

began to develop self-expression through scribbling; hence, he termed the developmental 

stage The Scribbling Stage. At ages four to seven, he found that children made their first 

representational attempts, and he labeled this stage The Preschematic Stage. At ages 

seven to nine, children achieved the concept of form that Lowenfeld called The 

Schematic Stage. When children reached the ages of nine to twelve, they achieved the 

dawning of realism called The Gang Age. Ages twelve to fourteen became the age of 

reasoning or The Pseudo-Naturalistic Stage. Finally, at ages fourteen to seventeen, 

children reached the period of decision, that is, Adolescent Art in the High School. 

Lowenfeld’s theory has been translated into 22 languages and has become part of the 

canon of art education.  

The Beginnings of Self-Expression: The Scribbling Stage (2 to 4 years).  

The scribbling stage includes three categories—disordered scribbles, controlled 

scribbles, and named scribbles.  
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Disordered scribbles. A child at this stage swings his or her arm to make 

uncontrolled lines. In disordered scribbling, he or she enjoys the kinesthetic motion and 

has little or no control over motor activities.  

Controlled scribbles. As the child progresses to controlled scribbles, she/he has 

visual control while making repeated lines. During this process, the child usually does not 

take his or her marker off the page. 

Named scribbles. In the final stage of scribbling, a child names what he or she 

draws, but the picture may not be recognizable to adults. In this important period the 

child develops the ability to think imaginatively, develops attitudes about self, and 

establishes an awareness of his or her environment. At this stage color may develop 

meaning for the child, and she/he begins to use colors in their own ways. Generally, at 

this stage color choice is not an indicator of deep-seated emotional problems.  

The First Representational Attempts: The Preschematic Stage (4 to 7 years).  

When a child reaches four to seven years of age, representational configurations 

turn into recognizable forms. The recognizable form usually portrays a human figure with 

a head and feet. Children focus on the head because of its importance to them in eating, 

seeing, hearing, and speaking. They include feet because of the importance feet have in 

their ability to move. Though children focus on the head and feet, at this stage they can 

identify other body parts verbally. 

Color becomes more important at this stage. Children begin to use color to match 

objects. They find color exciting and develop a relationship with color. Color may not be 

used logically at this stage of artistic development.   
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Children begin to acknowledge space in their drawings though their concept of 

distance, which is quite different than that of adults. Objects are loose-jointed and 

disconnected in space. The object is constantly drawn the same, especially when the child 

is age seven.  

The Achievement of a Form Concept: The Schematic Stage (7 to 9 years).  

At ages seven to nine, children begin to employ a base line to ground and/or 

arrange the objects in a common space relationship. The line can be presented as a floor, 

a street, a shore, a mountain, or any base for standing. Space-time representation is used 

to illustrate an event’s sequence, tell stories, or show distinct actions. A child may depict 

the inside and outside of an object that looks like X-ray pictures. The non-visual inner 

parts of the object are important to the child; so, the outside becomes transparent. The 

colors demonstrate the visual or emotional concept of the child.  

At seven to nine, children also develop schemas or symbols for real objects. They 

can repeat these schemata in various circumstances using flexibility, deviation, and 

change. The schema is a representation of an object as it is pictured in the child’s mind 

and reveals how he or she interprets and comprehends the information. At this stage of 

development children have not developed the ability to represent the three-dimensional 

quality of space, and the schema or symbol they repeat is usually in two dimensions. 

Children may form symbols or schema that exaggerate parts for emphasis, omit 

unimportant or suppressed parts, and/or change the schematic representation of crucial 

parts. These deviated forms express the object’s special meanings to the child. Children 

create what is real to them; still, a relationship can be seen to objects in their environment. 
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A child of this stage can freely express himself or herself.  

The Drawing Realism: The Gang Age: (9 to 12 years).  

When children reach the ages of nine to twelve, they begin to develop an 

awareness of their real lives, and they begin to think about the society. They also begin to 

consider others’ opinions. At this stage the child may draw the details of the human 

figure without motion. The body parts are an accumulation of details that have special 

meanings for the children. Children’s awareness of the visual appearance of objects help 

them recognize which deviated forms and X-ray depictions are unnatural and 

inappropriate. Unnatural or inappropriate organization tends to disappear during this 

stage. Because children draw what they have experienced, parts of the drawing can be 

removed from the whole, and the removal would not change the meaning of the drawing. 

Children at this stage are more observant of their surroundings and interested in 

discovering the details of nature. Visual sensitivity becomes more refined, and they use 

colors to represent atmosphere. They may include more than one base line and draw 

objects between these base lines. Children are more concerned about detail and use 

ornamentation in their drawings.  

The Age of Reasoning: The Pseudo-Naturalistic Stage (12 to 14 years).  

Children become critical of the art works they draw spontaneously. They value 

visual appearances such as hair style, facial features, jewelry and clothing folds or 

wrinkles. Children over-exaggerate sexual characteristics and include satirical cartoon 

drawings. Some children draw three-dimensional objects; others illustrate smaller, less 

detailed, and less colorful objects at a distance. Products become more naturalistic with 
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the introduction of light and shadows that change under atmospheric conditions. Overall, 

this stage is a vital period for children. Their artistic attitudes and skills at this stage will 

relate to their interactions with art in adult life.   

The Period of Decision: The Adolescent Art in the High School (14 to 17 years).  

Generally, at ages 14 to 17, teenagers are self-critical, introspective, and idealistic.  

They worry about their relationship with society. Art is not an essential part of their needs 

or an important subject unless they plan a career in art. The artistic influences that teens 

understand are related to the design of their clothes or the fashionable trends that identify 

them with their peers. 

The characteristics displayed in children’s art products can be classified and 

evaluated using the artistic developmental stages of Lowenfeld’s theory. Each stage 

provides a frame of reference for the characteristics and concepts that surround the 

development of children’s artistic creativity. These developmental guidelines can help art 

teachers effectively observe the individual growth of the children that they teach. 

Winner’s Theory 

Winner (1982) classified children’s drawings into five stages based upon their ages. 

The first stage is Scribble in which children, at ages one to two, create forms 

unrecognizable by adults. Then, after the Scribble stage, the pre-representational stage is 

demonstrated when children draw geometrical forms. At ages five and six, children reach 

the Emergence of Representation in which objects drawn are usually recognizable. 

Children begin more detailed and complex representational designs during middle 

childhood, ages six to ten. When children reach the Emergence of Realism, ages nine 
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through adolescence, they attempt to achieve optical realism in their drawings. The 

descriptions of these stages follow. 

Scribbles (1 to 2 years) 

Children are prolific in marking without concern for color, and these markings 

become the foundation for later drawings. Children are interested in a regular rhythmic 

arm movement within the page. According to Kellogg (1969), scribbles are categorized 

into 20 types that include vertical lines, horizontal lines, curved lines, dots, and zigzag 

lines. The tadpole figure is the combination of a circular loop and vertical lines; the 

horizontal lines turn into the base line for placing the objects that children discover in 

their scribbles. Children experiment with mediums and discover various shapes in their 

drawing. Their designs are based on these experimental shapes. 

Prerepresentational Designs (2 to 5 years) 

At age two to three, scribbles are more controlled, but they are still 

nonrepresentational configurations. Kellogg (1969) found that children begin to create 

marks that yield basic geometrical forms such as triangles or rectangles during the late 

stage of scribbling. By age three, children draw geometric shapes and fill them with 

scribbled lines. At age five, children’s outlined geometric forms are commonly not 

regular. Children, then, begin to combine a cross with a circle, rectangle, or square that 

form a mandala (Kellogg, 1969). Kellogg asserted that as children age, they discover how 

to merge two diagrams together.     

Emergence of Representation (5 to 6 years) 

Children become interested in transforming their designs into representations 
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before they are actually able to produce recognizable forms. Children have no ability to 

represent depth. They draw a rectangular box with two vertical lines for a table, and the 

objects float all over the page in their drawings. Thus, children’s earliest representational 

drawings are highly unrealistic in form and color. A popular form is a tadpole human 

figure. They are not concerned with matching the color with the object that they are 

portraying.  

Representation during Middle Childhood (6 to 10 years) 

Children are able to draw various and more complex forms. A ground line, called a 

base line, is usually employed as a floor, a street, or a base on which to arrange objects, 

but the children have not developed cubic sense. Children draw a straight line with little 

or no surface for a table; they depict three-dimensional objects in an entirely two-

dimensional manner. A drawing that has the same image on either side of a line and 

appears as though the two items are a fold-out is another characteristic in children’s 

drawings, although, less frequently found. Also, an X-ray drawing emerges at this age. 

Representations of the X-ray are when the inside of the object is shown or when one 

object stands right behind another and the outline or the content of the object behind is 

shown through the front transparent one. For example, children may have interest in 

depicting the contents of the stomach to express a strong visual statement. 

The Emergence of Realism (9 through adolescence) 

Children begin to show concern about adopting graphic representations of cultural 

conventions so that their drawings become more culture bound than those of children in 

earlier stages. Comic strip and cartoon figures often are produced by children in this stage. 
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They reject X-ray and fold-out drawings, which are considered incorrect depictions at 

this stage. In addition, the ground line and skyline no longer appear in the drawings. 

Children begin to portray perspective during the adolescent years. Parallelograms for 

three-dimensional objects are drawn by children at age 14. In fact, adolescents become 

extremely critical in their artistic life. While most young children use drawings to express 

ideas that they cannot express in language, art becomes less important from ages 9 

through adolescence as a way for communicating or expressing feelings.   

In conclusion, the formulation of stage theories delineates the qualitative 

differences that characterize drawing by age range. The theory of Lowenfeld (1947) and 

the theory of Winner (1982) both indicate that children’s human figure drawings occur 

after scribbling. Pictorial symbols are drawn after age four, the time at which children are 

able to draw geometric shapes. Winner’s theory that describes children’s drawing 

development was developed 35 years after Lowenfeld’s theory. Obviously, Lowenfeld 

and Winner found similar characteristics in children’s drawings even though the titles of 

their stages do not use the same wording. The periods of Winner’s age-based 

development have shorter spans when compared to those of Lowenfeld. Though similar 

characteristics were found in these two theories, they were noted at different age levels. 

Both found that children’s drawings contain base lines or ground lines and X-ray 

drawings and that they occur in the same time frame, that is, before children draw 

realistically. However, these two characteristics are placed in different age levels by 

Lowenfeld and Winner. Winner stated that children depict three-dimensional objects at 

age 14, but Lowenfeld found that this artistic skill occurred two years earlier in his 
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research. Lowenfeld’s stages place ages nine through adolescence into three age groups. 

Winner analyzed these three groups as a whole. I employed the characteristics developed 

in these two theories and, later, analyzed them.  

Kellogg’s Theory 

Human figures are the most frequently and earliest drawn subject matter of 

children. Kellogg’s theory focuses on the analyses of children’s human figure drawings 

specifically and investigates the characteristics shown in these human figures.  

A number of steps in the depiction of human figures have been proposed by 

Kellogg (1969). She analyzed two million human figure drawings that were the 

spontaneous work of young children. These drawings, collected during the 22 years from 

1948 to 1970, were created by children of various socioeconomic backgrounds from all 

over the world. Kellogg examined drawings of children who ranged from three to eight 

years of age. She analyzed the drawings for similar characteristics and, then, arranged 

them in a developmental sequence so that the audience, mostly adults, could concentrate 

on certain aspects of the drawings. Due to the differences she found in drawing human 

figures, children’s drawings could not be arranged in a linear and chronological order. 

They had to be categorized by characteristics rather than based solely on the age of the 

artist. For example, though an elder child is equipped with the skills to draw human 

figures in detail, s/he can regress to simplistic tadpole figures. Still, due to the large 

amount of data collected, her age ranges, and the qualities of the drawings, Kellogg’s 

designations can be used as a way to understand what constitutes common child art.  

The drawings of human figures are an outgrowth of previous forms that children 
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created while they were scribbling before age three. Children find “pleasing shapes” in 

nature. Their brains register the various and abundant circular, triangular, and rectangular 

shapes when they see them from different angles. After Kellogg selected the children’s 

drawings for illustrating the Children’s Drawings/Children’s Minds (Kellogg, 1979), she 

and Young, her assistant, found that 99% of the children’s drawings had achieved 

pleasing overall shapes—circular, triangular, and rectangular shapes. Kellogg pointed out 

that seeing forms is truly a natural function of humans. Having the general shape of 

everything one consciously sees would greatly slow down one’s mental response; 

however, the brain unconsciously receives exact overall shapes of objects in the 

environment and scribbling in toddlers.  

Humans Drawn at Age Three 

Children draw a circle-like form that contains eyes and a mouth, and may or may 

not include a torso, arms, legs, or hair. Before the recognition and approval from adults, 

children maintain the pleasant experience in their memory and continue to practice. 

Children’s human figures include a face, an armless human with no head-top markings 

and no torso, a head with arms extending from legs, a face with a few rays, and mandala 

humans, whose shape is a combination of geometric designs. Thus, pictorial work is 

rarely seen at this stage, that is, before age four because it indicates a high level of mental 

development for comprehension of forms.    

Humans Drawn at Age Four 

Four-year-old children are prolific and proceed apace in art as a result of their 

previous scribbling. The various outlines of different shapes, such as ovals, triangles, and 
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rectangles, are infinite and hold an aesthetic appeal. Children’s human figures lack 

anatomically correct proportions, but they do imply shape. A narrow oval shape means 

the arm hangs down; whereas, a more circular arm indicates that the arms are extending 

out. If shaping is all art, about 99% of the children’s drawings with human figures 

succeed in achieving aesthetic shaping for their human figures. The arms come out of the 

head, which depicts balance. Furthermore, when torso and/or legs are drawn, the arms are 

attached below the head. Also, no hair or dress is included at this age.  

Human figures drawn at age four include arms from the head, arms and legs from 

the torso with no head-top markings, ears from the head, armless humans with legs, wing 

arms, faceless humans, a human inside a human (similar to X-ray drawing techniques), a 

double torso with no neck, teeth, long hair and/or female dress, short haired humans, hair 

formed from the sun’s rays, a flat-top head, a square head, and so on. 

Humans Drawn at Age Five 

Children’s drawings that include human figures exhibit few gender characteristics. 

Long-haired females may wear slacks, but males never wear skirts. Beards are never 

drawn. When a form is learned, the child may repeatedly draw it or quickly abandon it. 

Detailed human figures depict such features as arms at the chin line in humans without 

necks, arms from the neck above single area torsos, square torso humans, head-torso 

balance, hands which are similar to feet, sun heads and feet, heads and torsos with arms 

from the head. They also include humans with fingers, snowmen, Latin cross proportions, 

sunken heads, hats, teeth, transparent clothing, square heads on square torsos, and tiny or 

big heads.  
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Humans Drawn at Age Six 

At age six, children learn the relationship between form and their environment. 

Their drawings have pleasing overall shapes and details. Still, their human figures are not 

from real life because they lack some of the human body parts. Also, children have ideas 

about how to use ornaments. Miniature drawings occur at age six because the essential 

formulas are deeply in their minds and their hand muscles can trace the smaller, simple 

size. Children’s human figures include circular decorated humans, humans in action, 

females defined by hair and dress, sun heads, hats, flat heads, platform torsos, outlined 

torsos, triangle legs, square heads, single and/or double area torsos and feet, Greek cross 

torsos, human inside human figures, hats, females defined by hair and dress, square heads 

and torsos, and stickmen. 

Humans Drawn at Age Seven 

Children reaching age seven decline to draw human figures because other subject 

matter distracts their attention. They are more interested in drawing buildings, vegetation, 

and various forms of transportation. Seven-year-old children illustrate their human 

figures with necks and waistline torsos, narrow necks, different arms and feet, arms but 

no legs, and heads and upper torsos only. They also show heads facing the front with 

profile torsos, hair styles, profile faces and torsos with one or two arms, hourglass torsos, 

female clothing, cowboys, shoulder lines, outlined humans, and no neck. 

Humans Drawn at Age Eight 

Children at age eight become more concerned with composition and color. Girls 

emphasize hairdos, and boys become less interested in drawing human figures. Their 
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humans include right-left balance, big heads, pipe smokers, a dramatic simplicity of line 

for body parts, and varieties of hair.  

On the whole, drawings are the shapes of linear content that can be understood by 

its influence on the viewer’s mind. Children begin with a period of visual self-training 

through scribbling followed by a period of drawing single geometric shapes (circular, 

triangular, and irregular). When children combine shapes into their designs, they draw the 

mandala and sun-like figures; then, human figures appear. The processes of young 

children’s scribbling and drawing leave a record of how their active hands are guided 

under eye control. Thereby, children’s minds develop strategies for making shaped line 

formations and for memorizing them with enjoyment. Older children may enjoy drawing 

the simpler versions of human figures that they made years ago. Hence, the norms of 

setting age-level differences cannot be done in children’s drawings with human figures.  

This theory also shares similarities and differences with Lowenfeld’s and Winner’s 

theories. Similarly, Kellogg found that human figures are revealed in children’s art after 

age four. In contrast, the X-ray drawings appear in different age groups in these three 

theories. In Lowenfeld’s theory, children initiate the X-ray figures at ages seven to nine. 

In Winner’s study, they initiate them at ages six to ten, and in Kellogg’s model they are 

noticed at age four. 

Gardner’s Theory of Spatial Intelligence 

Gardner (1983) defined spatial intelligence as the ability to develop images from 

mental models of a special world and manipulate those models by using the hands. He 

identified the core capacities of spatial intelligence as follows: 
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The ability to recognize instances of the same element; the ability to transform or 

to recognize a transformation of one element into another; the capacity to conjure 

up mental imagery and then to transform that imagery; the capacity to produce a 

graphic likeness of spatial information… (p.176). 

Gardner (1993) claimed that intelligences are encountered through different 

developing lenses and symbol systems. Children demonstrate their abilities in the various 

intelligences through their operation in various symbol systems—language is 

encountered through sentences and stories, music through songs, bodily-kinesthetic 

through gesture or dance, spatial understanding through drawing (maps, diagrams, and 

geometrical forms), and so on. The symbols are entailed in each form of knowledge and 

may be marshaled for aesthetic fashion. Consequently, Gardner argued that artistic 

intelligence can work as shorthand for musical intelligence or for aspects of spatial or 

linguistic intelligence. That is, intelligence is mobilized in an aesthetic manner, such as 

sound or structural properties composed in language and music, patterns derived from a 

mathematical purpose, and styles created by artists.  

Children develop through the three systems of making, perceiving and feeling. 

Then, gradually they transform themselves into four roles: creators, performers, audience, 

and critics. While children continually work and learn with symbols, they become 

creators and performers. Finally, children display comprehensive knowledge or 

understanding; they turn into the audience and critics of their own or others’ artwork. 

Thus, when the child acts as a creator or a performer, she or he can improvise with 

her/his own will. If the child reads a book and is required to create themes related to what 
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was read, her or his improvisation will include both roles, that is, creator and performer. 

The child is able to follow the storyline and put himself or herself into the author’s shoes. 

However, in the process of creating an art work, the child experiences these four roles 

repetitively, and sometimes the child plays double or triple roles. For example, children 

who act as critics and audience can connect their personal experiences to their art work 

and revise or recompose their artwork; simultaneously, they are in a process of creating 

and performing. Consequently, though these four roles are defined discretely, they 

interconnect with each other in the children’s creation of art. 

The Meaning of the Artwork  

Children’s forceful visual images intrigue adults. However, normally adults rely on 

their realistic point of view to interpret children’s drawings. As a result, children’s art has 

been referred to as lacking skill and/or having conceptual confusion. For example, the 

tadpole figure illustrates the child’s concept deficiency regarding human body parts. 

Others notice that children do not develop enough representational symbols to 

realistically portray the three-dimensional objects on a two-dimensional surface. 

Children Draw What They Know 

Hollingworth (1923) discussed the various intellectual traits of children as shown 

through their art. She believed that art is a reflection of intelligence. Her definition of 

drawing is that “the term drawing designates a process of causing, by means of pencil, 

pen, brush, or other instrument, certain lines and/or areas that are intended or can be 

interpreted to signify something, to appear on a given surface” (p.141). She indicated that 

drawings must communicate to the viewer. Hollingworth classified drawings as (a) 
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copying—a scrambled and, often, unidentifiable attempt at reproduction that, even when 

recognizable, has no beauty as a design; (b) representative drawing—realistic work; (c) 

analytical or diagrammatic drawing—maps or graphs; (d) mechanical drawing—

conventionalized drawing in which some general principle or pattern is abstracted from a 

concrete instance; (e) impressionistic drawing—abstract work; (f) symbolic drawing—

non-graphic presentation; and (g) caricature—catching and exaggerating individual 

peculiarities with humorous or satirical style. Hollingworth’s definitions were based on 

the techniques employed and the meaning conveyed. 

Another intellectual trait exhibited in child art is based upon the detail shown in the 

drawing of human figures. The human figure displays the most dynamic and visually 

compelling characteristics (Kaupelis, 1966) and is the child’s preferred subject (Boyatzis, 

2000; Di Leo, 1970; Goodenough, 1926; Maitland, 1895; Sisto, 2000). Also, the human 

figure is the earliest clear subject (Cox & Parkin, 1986) of child art. Houses, trees, the sun, 

animals, and automobiles often are shown prominently in children’s drawings, but the 

human figure is drawn earlier than anything else (Di Leo, 1970; Kellogg, 1979). Subjects 

are from their real life experiences. The advantage of using the human figure for 

evaluating the child’s artistic ability is that it is a non-threatening subject, allows for 

nonverbal involvement, is irrelevant to the academic experience and is universal, 

regardless of the culture from which a person comes (Sisto, 2000). Therefore, the 

drawing of the human figure has been used as the motif for measuring children’s 

cognitive growth. A maturity scale for measuring general intelligence was constructed 

based on the drawing of the human figure (Goodenough, 1926; Harris, 1963). Adults 
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deem that a head with facial features, a torso, arms, and legs are essential for portraying a 

human figure.  

Following a simple request to draw a person without specific direction, a child 

draws what is known in his or her memory. A memorized symbol will be produced by the 

child (McWhinnie, 1971) because the child will choose to draw that with which he or she 

is familiar (Machover, 1949). Educators claim that the details in drawing provide a 

measure of the child’s intelligence. The drawing of details also involves a maturity of 

vision as well as kinesthesia. Analysis of one drawing, even without knowledge of the 

child’s developmental pace, allows the educator to look at the degree of physical 

development in the drawing and make an arbitrary judgment determining the child’s 

intelligence. Also, ranges of children’s individual differences within the norm can be 

established. Investigators need to reconsider the influences that affect the number of 

details the children depict in their various social/cultural contexts. The use of drawing 

should not be the only evidence considered in determining a child’s intelligence, because 

young children have a difficult time expressing themselves and what they know 

physically 

Goodenough (1926) was the first researcher to use the human figure as a measure 

of intelligence. The Draw-a-Man Test provides opportunities to examine the development 

of representational strategies and the universality of graphic forms. The feature-count 

method gives credit for more body parts and elaborate features. The lack of details in 

drawings of the human figure and of the clothes that are shown have been taken as 

evidence of low intelligence. The use of human figure drawings as assessment 
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instruments needs to allow for the degree of modernization in a society as well as the 

artistic background of the participants. 

In Lebanon and Egypt, Dennis (1957) conducted the Draw-a-Man test that was 

designed by Goodenough as a nonverbal IQ test. Seven hundred and eight drawings were 

made by kindergarten through fifth grade students. When Dennis counted the details in 

the drawings, the mean Goodenough score was 100 at age five, 95 at age six, 91 at age 

seven, 90 at age eight, 83 at age nine, and 81 at age ten. As children aged their mean 

score showed a decline. In the Islamic world, the human figure is hidden. Traditional 

dress does not draw attention to the body, and children are taught not to look closely at 

the body. As a result Islamic children include few details in the clothing that covers the 

body. They do not include the buttons or pockets of the Islamic traditional dress. The 

result is that as they age and become more familiar with their cultural taboos, they 

include fewer details in their drawings that are related to the body. 

The cultural difference explains the lack of human figure representation among 

children of this region, and these differences influence a child’s visual experience. 

Because styles of dress and opportunities for art experiences vary among cultures (Harris, 

1963), the Draw-a-Man test is not a culture-free instrument. The test can be used to 

understand how much detail from the child’s own culture she or he uses. However, a 

child from another culture cannot have his or her IQ evaluated upon criteria established in 

the American culture. While adults view and count the details of children’s human figure 

drawings, they miss the crucial aspect of art—artwork reflects an inventing capacity to 

construct variations of humans that should be appreciated as a whole aesthetic form.  
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Prior to the Draw-a-Man test, the first measure of visual art abilities began with 

Thorndike (1913), who developed the Scale for Measuring Achievement in Drawing for 

pupils eight to fifteen years old. His scale can be used to show different degrees of merit 

in children’s drawings with graded scales. The achievement and improvement in drawing 

can be measured with exactness and ease when using the fixed standards of the 

Thorndike scale. The scale contains pictures for comparison. The merit and its degree of 

difference were evaluated by 376 artists, teachers of drawing, and students of education 

and psychology. The inter-rater agreement was .75. The scale can easily compare any 

child or group of children to themselves, to others under similar conditions, or to others 

under different conditions. Thorndike defined drawing as “not a scratch, a writing, a daub 

or a mere random product of muscular activity, … [drawing is] a representation of its 

intended object, . . . a statement of its intended fact, or . . . a thing of beauty” (p.16). The 

merit in drawing is as representative drawing, not motor movement in general. 

Based upon a similar idea, Clark later offered a standardized approach that 

systematically addressed identification technology. He (1989; 1993) assumed that 

children’s visual art talents would be normally distributed the same as intelligence. To 

test his hypothesis he developed Clark’s Drawing Abilities Test (CDAT) to screen and 

identify high ability students for artistically gifted programs. The CDAT consists of four 

drawing tasks and a five point criteria scale. The drawing tasks are to (a) draw an 

interesting house as if you were looking at it from across the street, (b) draw a person 

who is running very quickly, (c) draw a picture of you and your friends playing in the 

school yard, and (d) make a fantasy drawing from your imagination. These tasks require 
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skills that depict perspective, texture, space, size, detail, and proportion. Participants have 

15 minutes to complete each drawing. The criteria scale includes 12 properties that 

evaluate sensory properties (line, shape, texture, value); formal properties (rhythm, 

balance, unity, composition); expressive properties (mood, originality); and technical 

properties (technique, correctness of solution). A series of experimental studies were 

conducted with groups of college, middle school, and elementary students in a summer 

fine arts program at Indiana University. The results support the normal distribution 

hypothesis in each of these field tests.  

The psychometric properties of the CDAT were investigated with 185 participants 

in three Indiana University Summer Arts Institutes. The children ranged in age from 11 to 

16 years. The validity of the CDAT was compared with scores on the Children’s 

Embedded Figures Test (CEFT) and with teachers’ rankings of successful performance in 

drawing, painting, printmaking, ceramics, sculpture, photography, figure drawing, 

computer graphics, theater, and dance. The inter-rater correlation was .90 on the criteria 

scale. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient was used to find a significant relationship 

among the CEFT scores with teachers’ rankings of success and each of the four CDAT 

drawing tasks. The correlation between the CEFT and teachers’ rankings of success 

was .24, p< .05. The correlation between the CEFT and the CDAT four drawing tasks 

was .36, p< .05, .29, .27, and .32, p< .05. The correlations of the CDAT four drawing 

tasks were all beyond the .01 level of significance at .73, .69, .61, .81, .65, and .71. The 

correlation between teachers’ rankings of success and the CDAT four drawing tasks were 

all beyond the .01 level of significance at .34, .35, .37, and .39. These results support the 
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hypothesis that drawing abilities are evidence of skills and knowledge in visual art. The 

CDAT was designed for upper elementary, junior high, and lower secondary students 

because it measures representational or realistic drawings. The test has been used on a 

national basis and appears to be a highly effective instrument to identify students with 

superior artistic abilities. 

Children Draw What They See 

Art is built through artifice and transformation because the images elicit sensations 

from the individual that include perceiving, feeling, and creating. Lin (2004) claims that 

the basic and essential ingredients of a work of art include (a) expression, (b) creation, (c) 

representation, and (d) aesthetic properties (p. 228). Cognitive developmental 

psychologists explore children’s cognitive development in assessing their drawings using 

art elements such as line, shape, and space. They conclude that children’s drawings 

represent their perception about their surroundings and their manipulation of art. 

Arnheim (1974) studied the physical act of seeing as well as visual perception. In 

the physical act of seeing, the eye receives the images as a photographic film would. The 

mind, however, interprets the optical experience and creates a perception of the image. 

The visual conception is composed of many observational experiences and different 

angles. Within the drawings of young children, the rendering of their visual conception of 

an object is more common than actually seeing the object. Arnheim (1954) defined the 

developmental sequence of drawing as fully employing the represented characteristics of 

three-dimensional representations within a two-dimensional medium. He stated,   

Artistic representation is normally not based on a particular object watched from a 
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fixed point of view at a given moment, but on the three-dimensional visual concept 

of a species of objects that have been observed from many different angles. As a 

rule perceptual experience does not contain the perspective changes of shape and 

size that are found in the retinal projection. Pictorial representation is not a 

mechanical replica of the perception, but renders its structural characteristics 

through the properties of a particular medium (p.190).  

The validity of Arnheim’s theory has been investigated by Lewis (1962). One 

hundred seventy-nine first to sixth graders in a Berkeley, California, elementary school 

were given wax crayons. They were, then, shown and asked to draw spherical space, 

cubic space, and spatial depth on three sheets respectively. Ratings of one (low) to five 

(high) were assigned to each child’s drawings to indicate how well he or she was able to 

draw the spatial characteristics in the representation of spherical space, cubic space, and 

spatial depth. The inter-rater agreement between Lewis and an independent rater reached 

91%. Chi-square analysis showed that the participants’ grade and developmental level in 

their representations of spherical space characteristics drawings were x² (5, N = 179) = 

9.24, p = .10; in the cubic space x² (10, N = 179) = 28.72, p = .005. In the spatial depth 

they were x² (10, N = 179) = 66.00, p = .005. Only one sixth grader was rated five, the 

highest level in spherical space drawings. No children drew cubic space in perspective. 

Eleven 6th graders employed a quadrilateral representing a cube and were rated four. In 

spatial depth drawings, the ratings of one and two were never given to students over 

grade level three. Most children above grade three could draw a landscape in a receding 

plane and were rated five. Lewis concluded that older children drew the spatial 
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characteristics of objects more completely as they identified geometric patterns within the 

objects and were technically able to reproduce what they perceived.   

The findings supported the hypothesis of Arnheim’s theory that children invent and 

search for equivalent forms of the object with practice and that their depiction of three-

dimensional objects onto the two-dimensional surface becomes more complete as they 

age. Lowenfeld and Brittain (1975) reported that children’s invented forms represent 

what they see and feel. As Dewey (1958) stated, art is as simple as “doing and 

perceiving,” which are two interdependent capacities. The limited skills of inventing 

equivalent forms in young children are due to their lack of experience in practice and 

seeing things in different perspectives. The process of children inventing these specific 

form changes needs to be isolated so that art teachers have an understanding of the time 

when invention develops and how they can adapt their teaching strategies to facilitate this 

development. 

The formal aspects of art are developed from adults’ logical perspectives; as a 

result adults consider children’s designs primitive or innocent. When adults understand 

the developmental stages of visual perception, they can see the qualities of children’s 

designs from a different perspective, one that is native and innate. Then, adults can 

appreciate the freshness and directness of child art. With this new knowledge, adults can 

appreciate that a work of art cannot actually represent the nature of the object, and they 

can understand that the representational objects are the creators’ real experiences within 

their social and cultural contexts.  
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Changing Concept of Child Art 

One view of assessing child art is the realism of their drawings. Cognitive deficits 

limit the realism in children’s drawings, and the deficits are demonstrated by a faulty 

copy of nature, such as omission of parts, incorrect perspectives, and imperfect 

proportions (Goodenough, 1926; Harris, 1963; Piaget & Inhelder, 1956). Child art 

reflects children’s intellectual immaturity and is based on their drawings’ lack of three-

dimensional representation and other distortions of reality. When viewing child art, some 

critics find the so-called primitive art qualities of a work, such as little detail and a 

reliance on “stick figures” or other simplistic representations, to be lacking in artistic 

merit. Arnheim (1974) notes that children’s abilities to analyze and synthesize art appear 

deficient due to the observers’ lack of understanding of the concepts of child 

development. Lewis (1976) believes that children’s drawings become more realistic as 

their age increases. Intellectual immaturity and realistic representations are two important 

supports for the hypothesis of art as a measurement of intellectual ability. This position is 

generally accepted, and children’s drawings are seen as cognitive maps that represent the 

children’s mental conditions. 

On the other hand, those from a different school of thought see art in its own 

context. The combinations of shapes, rather than details, depict objects. Children and 

adults invent equivalences of form to represent a known object. The graphic 

representation and background impart a certain meaning to the figure. Drawing requires 

translating a solid object by using lines and dots on a two-dimensional surface. In this 

view, an artistic representation using forms, which may include an inaccurate depiction of 
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an object, is evaluated to reflect reality. Young children often see more than they draw, 

but they do not have the skills needed to represent the figure realistically. For example, 

they see the entire human figure, but they only have the skill to complete a tadpole figure, 

the simplest formal symbols (Arnheim, 1943; Lowenfeld, 1952). 

Sign-Vehicle 

Phillips (1999) investigated what her students chose to draw when they responded 

to multifaceted literary experiences through the sign system of art. Nine participants, first 

through third graders, were enrolled in a special education classroom for hearing-

impaired children in an elementary school that was located in the southwest region of the 

United States. Data were collected from the spring of 1994 to the spring of 1995 in one 

daily classroom activity—a literature group. During each classroom literary event, 

students responded to the stories they read with drawings and dictated statements. 

Phillips characterized her hearing-impaired students’ drawings and dictations (N=461) 

through the dynamic relations of representamen, object, and interpretant, the tridactic 

structure first introduced in a work on semiosis by Charles S. Peirce, an American thinker 

of the nineteenth century. Phillips categorized the pictorial content based upon the 

patterns of her students’ responses and grouped them into six categories: (a) drawings 

which depicted story characters (93.5% of the time), (b) drawings which depicted story 

settings only (2.8% of the time), (c) drawings which depicted something else brought to 

mind as a result of literary events (3.7% of the time), (d) drawings in which settings were 

non-existent (79% of the time), and (e) drawings which symbolized mood or emotion 

through depictions of facial expression (75% of the time). Phillips indicated that “the 
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expressive potentialities of the sign systems of art and language allowed these children to 

think critically and reflectively upon their personal and social literary experience” (p.263). 

This visual meaning-making requires deeply thorough connections between thoughts and 

signs. 

The analysis of the sign systems or semiotics, which the students used in 

expressing linguistic understandings of their literary response drawings, led them to a 

deeper and more personal understanding of the subject matter that had been used in the 

artistic and literary depiction. For example, a drop can be seen as tears, rain, a watering 

mouth, sweat, or a medicinal eye drop. The depth of understanding is related to the 

meaning assigned to the drop and depends upon the sign associated with the object and 

the conditions, as well as the concepts, experiences, and/or context of the interpreter, in 

this case, the student. The relationships among the sign (representamen), object, and 

interpretant are an ongoing, interweaving process, not a linear one.  That is, they are fluid, 

ever changing, and unending.  

Art and Culture 

A child’s genes and his or her interaction with the environment produce a unique 

combination that yields individual differences. The individual’s culture provides art for 

imitating life. From a sociological view, McFee (1961) claims that the aims of art in 

culture are “(a) to maintain the concepts of reality, (b) to maintain the culture, its 

organization and roles, and (c) to enhance the appearance of objects” (p.20). Art is an 

assumed universal language. Still, because of differences in color preferences, color 

taboos, and symbolic meanings, these elements do not represent the same ideas to people 
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who do not understand or share the culture of the artist. 

Cultural-historical traditions effect aesthetic notions (Alland, 1989). Alland (1983) 

and his wife studied children’s drawings in France, the United States, Japan, Taiwan, Bali 

and Ponape. Children from Taiwan, Bali and Ponape had no art training, and many had 

never drawn. The participants were two to six years old; at least 40 children from each 

culture participated. The children were asked to draw a single picture with six different 

colored felt-tipped pens. French, Japanese, Taiwanese, and Balinese children used 

multiple colors in their drawings in contrast to the Ponapean children and a little less than 

half of the American children who used one color. Alland described the representations in 

each of the children’s drawings. Specifically, Balinese children’s drawings were dense 

(they included many elements) with independent marks all over the page; circles were the 

main shape in their drawings. Ponapean children drew lines across each other, but their 

drawings were less dense. Taiwanese children’s drawings were more detailed and dense. 

Furthermore, they used circles, human figures and crossing lines more than the other 

groups. The detailed elements in Japanese children’s drawings contained coherent themes 

and compositions. The American children’s drawings were scribbling or buildings and 

not dense. And, French children drew buildings filled-in with color, but their drawings 

were not dense. Alland concluded that a varied development of artistic behavior existed 

in the six different cultures.  

Also, Alland (1983) observed a group of Ponapean high school students who took 

art lessons with a devoted art teacher for six months and, afterward, demonstrated great 

skill. Based upon the findings of his research, he concluded that universal stages in the 
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development of children’s artistic ability do not exist because the opportunity to draw is 

different from culture to culture and is based upon generative rules that cause children’s 

artistic skills to develop beyond individual differences.  

A cross-cultural study is needed to consider the differences between developed 

countries and undeveloped countries. The investigators should be concerned with the 

limitations faced in undeveloped countries. Those in undeveloped countries often have 

limited access to art supplies and frequently have not had the opportunity to practice or 

play with a variety of mediums. The ways to nurture inborn propensities differ from 

culture to culture and are manifested in different ways from person to person. Hence, 

crossing the barriers of culture is an added challenge when establishing valid controls for 

cultural factors. 

Eisner (2002) argued that minds develop forms of representation to create and 

convey meaning through experiences of sensibility and through the cultural contexts that 

respond to situations. Each form of representation reveals different modes of thinking. 

Hence, selecting forms of representation is the crucial key in developing the mind. People 

need to practice forms of representation and to make sense of different forms of 

representational artistry because the arts provide the reader with an understanding that 

words and numbers cannot. He proposed that arts could (1) arouse, develop, and reframe 

various forms of thinking and (2) develop complex and subtle perceptions within the 

mind. These forms of thinking are helpful in handling unpredictable real life situations.  

Schuster (1978) used American Indian and non-Indian school children’s drawings 

to investigate the changing perceptions of Indians due to the growing nature of renascent 
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tribalism. Her intention was to compare the changing attitudes, interests, values, and 

perceptions of Indian tribalism. Paricipants were asked to draw on a white paper with a 

pencil and crayons in their classrooms. No fixed limit on time was required. The first task 

was a “Free Drawing,” and participants were asked to identify what they had drawn. The 

second task was to “Draw a Person”. The last task was to draw their parents and 

themselves. Since the awareness of American Indians had expanded during the decade 

between the studies, Schuster used only “Free Drawing” to assess the participants’ 

perceptions of Indians. Each element of Indian cultural content was counted for scoring. 

These elements included, but were not limited to, painted decorations on clothing, beads, 

war bonnets, moccasins, and bows and arrows. Data were collected in 1965 for the first 

drawing collection that was from 555 kindergarten through eighth grade students. Fifty 

percent of the participants were from the Yakima Indian Nation, and the remaining 

participants were Anglos and Mexican Americans. In the first study, the Yakima children 

did not acknowledge their Indian heritage because identification as being Indian was not 

popular. Most of the children’s drawings reflected the rural-white cultural values—that of 

the mainstream society. The drawings for the second study were collected in 1975 and 

included 562 students from the same school district. Thus, participants generally were 

matched for age, sex, and the three ethnic groups. Due to cultural changes in the 

intervening years, the children now were more open about their Indian background. The 

major difference in traditional Indian customs was that attendance at the tribe’s 

ceremonies was organized for students. Yakima Indian students drew Indian cultural 

content more frequently than the other two ethnic groups. Eighty percent of the drawings 
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included Indian cultural content in 1965 and 92 % in 1975. The most frequently depicted 

aspects of Indian culture were the Indian costumes and traditional Indian fishing from 

platforms, hunting, war dancing, and a medicine dance. Evidence in the findings revealed 

the students familiarity with the reservation people who participated in tribal affairs.  

The Yakima Indian students were passively exposed to their Indian cultural content 

from birth. The abundance of visual stimulation in their culture may have been 

diminished by the values of the mainstream culture because fitting in was more important 

socially. When tribalism was promoted, the Yakima Indian students were actively 

engaged in their tribal activities and various art forms and may have become more aware 

of their culture. Children’s drawings are a response to their familiar positive experiences; 

individuals cannot overlook tangible parts of their cultural environment.  

Vygotsky (1978) states that a child’s zone of proximal development “is the 

distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem 

solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving 

under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p.86). He indicates 

that children learn in a socio-cultural context. 

Artistic Prodigy 

Kellogg (1969) stated that child art is influenced by the attitudes of adults and other 

children at home and school as well as by visual stimulations from their surroundings 

such as toys, picture books, comics, cartoons, posters, television, and natural 

environments. Adults admire the children’s ability to draw without considering what 

judgments their audiences will make, but adults do expect children to match their 
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standards. As children age, their drawings show a more realistic view of the world in 

which they live. Furthermore, availability of art materials and the kind of instructions 

given to children influence them. Also, they are influenced by the kind of questions they 

are asked and the comments they are given about their artwork. Children’s feelings are 

attached to the responses that are given to their works. Children’s positive art attitudes, 

based on their own experiences, allow them to move from scribbles to realistic art. 

Furthermore, positive learning attitudes based on students’ strengths make the learning 

process more effective. 

Identifying an artistically gifted, young child is rare since adults find scribbles 

difficult to interpret. Determining the characteristics of spatially, artistically gifted 

children is difficult since little is known about the nature of spatial artistic intelligence. 

Insight can be gained from the case studies of three gifted child artists—Eytan, Yani, and 

Eric.  

Eytan 

Eytan was the only child in his first four years. No scribbles were in the collection 

of Eytan’s drawings that were obtained when he was two years old (Golomb, 1992). His 

father was an architect and his mother was a preschool teacher. He drew thousands of 

drawings when he was two. Although one of his father’s abstract oil paintings hung on 

the wall, Eytan liked to draw realistically with a pencil. His mother dated all of Eytan’s 

drawings. From simple drawings at age two to divergent perspective at age three, Eytan’s 

drawing skills dramatically changed. Eytan followed his intrinsic logic and transferred his 

visual thinking into practice. Eytan’s drawing collection is evidence of the starting point 
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for an artistic, gifted child and his graphic problem solving strategies.  

According to Hollingworth (1923), “Ability should be reserved to signify capacity 

plus the skill acquired by practice” (p.4). Therefore, a supportive context is crucial for 

fostering attitudes toward ability. Karmiloff-Smith (1992) asserted that adults act as 

resources to nurture children and to promote their talents. This kind of support mobilizes 

children to continue their artwork and should not be overlooked (Freeman, 1997). 

Yani 

Yani, a Chinese girl, lived with an artist father. Yani appeared interested in 

painting while she was a toddler. When Yani showed this interest, her father immediately 

provided part of his studio as a place for her to paint. He allowed Yani to immerse herself 

in an artistically autonomous world without formal instruction. By age four, Yani had 

acquired mastery of the brush. By age 17, her work was exhibited all over the world. Her 

father abandoned his career to fully attend to and find ways to facilitate his daughter’s 

artistic development (Goldsmith, 1992). Art, unlike language that is learned by imitating 

adults (Golomb, 1983; Lewis, 1976), needs support and an encouraging environment. 

Children need to be able to interact with various mediums and need to be able to continue 

work on preferred subjects. They need to master skills and capacities that enable them to 

search, encode, remember, match, and transform forms, shapes, positions and placement. 

Enhancing visual thinking, visual problem solving and imagery contribute to the 

commitment of the individual with his or her art. Hence, understanding children’s artistic 

development should not rely on scrutinizing their artwork alone; social support and task 

demands shape the children’s performances. 
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Eric 

Eric’s biological father and mother were artistically gifted. His father died when 

Eric was five-years-old; and when he was seven-years-old, he acquired a step-father who 

was an art educator. Eric’s parents, Zimmerman and Clark (1992), provided appropriate 

conditions and individual assistance for Eric’s learning because of their professional 

training in art. They were directors of the Indiana University Summer Arts Institute. They 

knew about diagnosing Eric’s needs and characteristics relevant to the subject matter to 

be learned. Zimmerman was concerned about the interaction among the factors of family 

background, culture, skill mastery, and personal disposition which could be determined 

as contributing factors to the development of artistic talent. Zimmerman (1992) studied 

her artistically talented son’s graphic development.  

Eric was raised in an artistic family. The family’s conversations centered on art. 

All of the family members created art using various media, and they frequently visited art 

museums. Eric loved producing art on his own, and he also spontaneously told visual 

stories at age five. The story lines were written in first grade. His parents encouraged him 

to copy images from Ed Emberly’s drawing books in his elementary years. He attended a 

summer art institute and evening art classes for adults when he was a sixth grader. He 

took high school advanced drawing and painting classes during his junior year. His 

artwork won many art competitions. While he was a junior, he was awarded a teaching 

assistantship and taught graduate and undergraduate students in the Fine Arts Department 

at the University of Pennsylvania. A Rose Award for a performance art script was given 

to Eric when he was an undergraduate student. Eric worked in the field of art for several 
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years and, then, attended graduate school. He chose art as his career.     

Clearly, parental behaviors influence what their children value. The three gifted 

child artists all had parents who valued art and supported their children. They wanted 

their children to engage in the artistic world, and they wanted to be partners for their 

child. More study in artistic socialization is needed. Such studies would provide 

information for adults about how to realize their children’s great potential, how to find 

appropriate methods to facilitate their children’s talents, and how to understand the 

critical importance of parental development.   

McFee (1970) noticed that understanding students’ cultural backgrounds and 

knowing the ways in which the students’ parents had displayed their attitudes about art 

and described their children’s artwork helped the teacher. The teacher could, then, 

develop a more flexible basis for curriculum, select appropriate materials, and provide a 

continuous learning experience between home and school. Environments stimulate 

children’s visions. The adults’ responses to art forms change the children’s reactions so 

that they can engage in art styles they prefer. Van der Horst (1950) noticed that children 

are capable of various expressions in late childhood and early adolescence, so drawings 

become inadequate for expressing ideas. Also, by age 11, children’s interest in art as 

spontaneous action often declines even though they can draw more details because visual 

realism has become an element in their drawings (Cox, 2005; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 

1975). Artists are influenced by each other and the world. Beholders and artists are 

influenced by the social context/world in which they live (Lin, 2004). 
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Artistic Creativity 

Lowenfeld (1960) noticed that creativity depends upon the use and application of a 

perceptually aesthetic sensitivity. He believes that creative ability comes from a complex 

and active mind that takes advantage of continuously changing situations. He defines 

creative intelligence as the sensitivity that involves the ability to distinguish what is 

essential and what is non-essential for the individual’s own style of expression. Creative 

intelligence is essential for creative expression. So, the naïve expressions of children in 

their drawings as well as the naivety of primitive and folk art are seen as creativity in art. 

Creative thinking produces unusual qualities in art works (Beittel, 1964) and includes 

naivety as well as sophistication.    

Eisner (1965) used four types of creativity (Boundary Pushing[BP], Inventing[I], 

Boundary Breaking [BB], and Aesthetic Organizing [AO]) and two loci (content and 

form) to identify creative characteristics in children’s art works. Only the locus was used 

with Aesthetic Organizing. Participants, 85 sixth graders (46 boys and 39 girls), were 

enrolled in a mid-western private school in the United States. The children were asked to 

produce two art works. For the first task, structures, the children were asked to use one-

quarter pound of oil-based clay, some colored toothpicks, and a paper plate as a base to 

build anything they wished. They were placed in an enclosed booth and had no more than 

45 minutes to complete the task. In the second task, drawing, the children were asked to 

use a pencil and complete a drawing on each of nine pages in an 8 ½×11 inch booklet. 

When the children received the booklet, each page contained only an abstract line. For 

each page the test administrator gave a signal to start, and the children had to complete 
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the drawing within two minutes. Prior to evaluating the products for creativity, three 

artistically experienced judges met for two weeks to discuss Eisner’s criteria and how 

they would use the criteria in evaluating the children’s products. During the two weeks, 

the judges practiced applying Eisner’s criteria by evaluating the creative characteristics of 

works similar to those that would be produced in the study. They used a nine-point scale 

to evaluate each product independently. The products were displayed in two rooms. 

Eisner transferred 85 raw scores to normalized standard scores. Then, he summed the 

judges’ 14 normalized standard scores for each participant. The yield was three over-all 

creativity scores in each medium for each participant. The inter-judge agreements for 

structures were .74, .65, and .61; for drawings they were .80, .79, and .71. The 

correlations between creative performances in the two tasks were low, the median 

coefficient being .11. In the first task, Structure, the correlations between the locus of 

content and types were as follows: between BP and I was .83, BP and BB was .22, and I 

and BB was .05. The correlations between the locus of form and type were as follows: 

between BP and I was .40, BP and BB was -.05, BP and AO was .76, I and BB was -.03, 

I and AO was .39, and BB and AO was .08. The correlations between the loci of form 

and content with type were as follows: BP and BP was .33, BP and I was .32, BP and BB 

was -.03, BB and BP was .00, BB and I was -.05, BB and BB was .64, AO and BP 

was .34, AO and I was .29, and AO and BB was .10. In the second task, Drawings, the 

correlations between the locus of content and types were as follows: BP and I was .75, 

BP and BB was .36, and I and BB was .57. The correlation between the locus of form and 

type were as follows: between BP and I was .77, BP and BB was .26, BP and AO was .73, 
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I and BB was .39, I and AO was .76, and BB and AO was .26. The correlations between 

the loci of form and content with type were as follows: BP and BP was .33, BP and I 

was .32, BP and BB was -.03, BB and BP was .00, BB and I was -.05, BB and BB 

was .64, AO and BP was .34, AO and I was .29, and AO and BB was .10. The four types 

of creativity were higher in drawing than those of structure. Eisner concluded that the two 

tasks, structure and drawing, required different skills. As with most adult artists, children 

can function creatively using mediums of the same type—drawing and collage or 

sculpture and relief. When correlations were computed among the types of creativity for 

boys and girls, no difference in the patterns of the relationships was found.  

The creativity comparison between products of the two tasks was uneven. The 

scores for drawing were obtained from nine different samples of each child, and only one 

sample was created for the structure task. Furthermore, children normally have more 

experience using paper and pencil to create drawings than using clay to create a structure. 

Experience may account for the difference. Also, the allotted two minutes to complete 

each of drawings measure one’s creative thinking, that is, one’s originality, flexibility, 

and fluency, instead of one’s artistically creative ability, such as inventing forms to 

present unique ideas. Though the judges were required to begin with a different product 

in each of the nine evaluations, the products were still in the same order in the two rooms. 

Changing the starting point is not sufficient to diminish the judge’s impressions of the 

previous artwork she/he evaluated. Despite these disadvantages, Eisner’s typology offers 

a useful method for viewing child art and a detailed approach for analyses of the qualities 

and characteristics of artistic creativity.   
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Anderson and Yates (1999) investigated the relationships that existed between 

teaching strategies and children’s creative achievements that were demonstrated by their 

clay models. Participants, six-year-old children, were enrolled in a suburban, junior 

primary, co-educational Catholic school in Adelaide, Australia. Twenty-one children in 

the control group were taught the normal art curriculum by the classroom teacher. 

Twenty-five children in the treatment group were trained by Anderson, one of the 

researchers who had many years experience in teaching three-dimensional art to young 

children. Anderson spent one hour a week for six weeks teaching those children 

techniques that applied to the use of clay. The pre-test was taken in the first week, and a 

post-test was carried out in the eighth week. Both tests were conducted by Anderson. All 

children had 90 minutes to create a clay model that they liked. Their products were 

photographed and rated by three artists. The judges used a five-point scale for assessing 

four artistic dimensions. The scale, as determined by Anderson and the judges, included 

the following: technical competency, decorative competency, aesthetic appeal, and three-

dimensional approximation. They regarded decorative competency and aesthetic appeal 

as creativity. The correlation among judges was .65 on the pre-test and .75 on the post-

test. ANCOVA was used in the analyses. Significant effects were found for the treatment 

group (F[1, 41]= 32.9, p < .01) and for gender (F[1, 41]= 7.1, p < .05). Although the 

treatment group increased scores from the pre-test to the post-test, the treatment was 

more effective on girls than boys. Anderson and Yates demonstrated that young 

children’s artistic skills and creativity can be enhanced through approximately six-hours 

of instruction and practice. The study provides evidence that instruction does not squelch 
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creativity and that art skill does not hinder creativity.  

The results revolutionized the concept regarding school-like activities, which are 

not thought of as creative in nature. The results in this study can be used to emphasize the 

positive effect of instruction. That is, artistic performance can be improved with practice 

and high quality teaching, a unique design, relevant knowledge, skill-focused and 

analogous thinking, and persistence. Vinache (1952) asserted that “no matter how 

original or valuable a creative conception, it cannot result in a work of art unless its 

originator has the requisite skills to convert it into tangible form” (p.253). Children can 

benefit from an enthusiastic and knowledgeable teacher. Therefore, teachers are the key 

to children’s learning. Children’s performances can be enhanced through learning (Clark, 

1993), but the learning environment is a crucial factor if they are to maintain their 

motivation. Despite the positive effect of instruction on children’s performance, a later 

assessment is needed to establish whether children retained their abilities without 

Anderson’s interactive teaching since this study was conducted on a very short-term basis. 

A follow-up on the predictive validity of the teaching strategy is required to see if the 

children would perform as well several years after the instruction. 

Art should be playful, unfettered work. Lowenfeld’s (1975) and Kellogg’s (1969) 

conceptions of art education moved toward non-directive and non-restrictive settings. 

However, Anderson and Yates’s findings and the methods that Zimmerman and Clark 

used to nurture Eric call attention to the importance of direct instruction and the use of 

specific models in creating artwork instead of non-restrictive and non-directive art 

instruction. These findings are contrary to the popular belief that art should be fostered in 
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a completely free and creative environment. 

Gerrard, Poteat, and Ironsmith (1996) examined the effect of rewards and intrinsic 

motivation training on the creativity of 103 third graders (52 girls and 51 boys). The 

participants were from five classrooms in a public school in eastern North Carolina. They 

were randomly assigned to one of four groups—intrinsic motivation training with reward, 

intrinsic motivation training with no reward, control training with reward, and control 

training with no reward. The intrinsic motivation training groups watched a video that 

stressed the importance of schoolwork, and one of the researchers led a directed 

discussion and administered written exercises. The control training groups watched a 

video on American Sign Language and participated in a discussion and written exercises. 

One training session of 40 minutes was used for each group. Each child was asked to 

make paper collages two days after the training session. Each small group was given one 

15×20 inch white poster board for each child, a container of glue, and 110 colored 

papers in various sizes and shapes. Each child was to complete a collage within 15 

minutes. No signal was given to begin the task, but after one minute the children were 

reminded to complete their collages. In the reward groups, the control training group and 

the intrinsic motivation training group, the children were told that the three who created 

the best collages would get a reward that was displayed at the front of the room. In the no 

reward groups, the control training group and the intrinsic motivation training group, the 

children were told that at the end of the task three prizes would be given by drawing lots. 

Lollipops, cookies, pencils, and stickers were placed in a prize bag as rewards for the 

children. Upon completion of the collages, children were told that they would all receive 
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a prize and were thanked for participating. The creativity of the collages was rated 

independently on a 41-point scale by two art professors and a graduate student majoring 

in art. They used the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) (Amabile, 1983, 1996). 

The collages were put in one room, and the judges rated them in any order they preferred. 

The inter-rater agreement was found to be low. Then, 21 teachers of academically gifted 

children were asked to rate the colleges independently on an 11-point scale. The teachers 

were instructed to rate the collages within each group based upon each teacher’s 

definition of creativity. All colleges were photographed, made into slides, and presented 

randomly to the teachers. The coefficient alpha inter-rater reliabilities were .69 for the 

three artist judges and .92 for the teachers. ANOVA was employed to analyze the 

variance. In the artist judges’ ratings, significance was found in the reward groups (F[1, 

102]= 5.45, p < .022), but the training provided by watching the video had no effect (F[1, 

102]= 0.08, p < .776). No interaction effect was found (F[1, 102]= 0.11, p < .754). The 

control training/no reward group demonstrated high creativity, and the least creativity 

was noted among the control training/reward group. In teachers’ ratings, only a low 

statistical significance was found in training (F[1, 102]= 2.49, p < .118). The intrinsic 

motivation training/reward group demonstrated high creativity (Mean=5.47), and the 

least creativity was demonstrated by the control training/reward group (Mean=5.02). The 

two sets of results may be influenced by the number of judges or the lack of artistic 

background among the judges. In actuality, there were two sets of data. Even though the 

collages were the same, they were presented to the two groups of judges in different ways, 

and the rating scale was modified from a 41-point scale to an 11-point scale. Using 
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judges with no artistic background results in a violation of one of the crucial factors of 

CAT—products must be judged by domain experts. The author did not implement the 

CAT accurately, and the consequence is that the reported results are not valid. 

In conclusion, artistically creative thinking requires a belief in the artistic process. 

The artist must have a willingness to engage in the pretence or imaginings of the process 

and must recognize that the task is problematic in some way if he or she is to find a 

solution in which personal satisfaction can be gained (Emery, 1989). Creative thinking is 

nurtured through creative art activities. Creativity has long been related to the 

development of human behavior. The concept of creativity in art education is 

interconnected with other fields, and those who have creative thoughts and actions can 

contribute to different domains. Therefore, identifying core elements of creative 

competency can contribute to students’ creative thinking and minds.  

Summary 

Children naturally integrate knowing and feeling in art. Thorndike (1913) classified 

children’s drawings as (a) informational drawings that state facts, (b) representative 

drawings that illustrate the visual realism, and (c) decorative drawings that create beauty. 

The process of creating art allows artists to recognize their own emotions and to arouse 

sensory images in each member of the audience. Intensive learning appears to turn an 

individual into an intellectual, but art provokes feelings and thoughts that make people 

incorporate cognition with affect and combine aesthetic considerations into their lives. 

Furthermore, people who appreciate art want their surroundings to be more charming and 

look more interesting.  
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Various images appear in modern society. Today’s common images, photos and 

posters, are artificial artwork; still, they stimulate many individuals. Art as a semiotic 

system is based on visual resemblances between different mediums. Unsworth (1992) 

states that art triggers the creative thinking process and develops an enquiring attitude, 

abilities that would help an individual tackle problems with unusual strategies. Artificial 

artworks are used widely and accepted because they can be simple and effective. For 

instance, a graphic figure is easier to understand than a table of statistics. The purpose of 

using visuals is to create communication between the artist and his audience and to force 

the audience members to interpret the meaning of the images. Keeping interest and 

appreciation in visual mediums enables individuals to please themselves. McFee (1970) 

asserts that a perception deficit is a result of the careless use of qualities within the 

environment. Perceptual readiness can be developed through art experiences that help 

children read their environment and discover the social value of their culture. Art-making 

demands sensitivity to surroundings and practical ideas for solutions that involve a great 

deal of intellectual strength (Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1975). 

Symbol systems, language, mathematics and art have been taught to children, yet 

art has been seen as merely play or a way to bring out a child’s natural creative ability. 

Creating art certainly requires creative thinking and reveals individual expression. 

Previous child art researchers offer multi-dimensional concerns about art, human 

development, and art education. Strengthening their findings would clarify the definition 

of artistic development and would contribute to educational practices. Moreover, 

dissemination of how children can learn from art and what important concepts art teaches 
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could promote the educational status and value of art education.
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Table 2.1 

Review of empirical studies of chapter II 

Study Participants Task(s) Analyses Conclusions 
Dennis 
(1957) 

708 students in  
kindergarten 
through fifth 
grade 

Draw-a Man 
Test 

Dennis 
counted the 
details in the 
drawings and 
counted the 
mean score of 
each age 

In Lebanon and Egypt, 
children after age six 
decreased in 
Goodenough scores of 
human figures drawings.

Clark 
(1993) 

185 children, 
11 to 16 years  

Clark’s 
Drawing 
Abilities Test 
(CDAT), 
Children 
Embedded 
Figure Test 
and teachers’ 
rankings of 
successful 
performance 
in art 

Pearson 
correlation 

The score on each item 
in CDAT correlated 
significantly with 
teacher’s ratings of 
success in the program 
for artistically gifted 
students. 

Lewis 
(1962) 

179 first-to 
sixth-grade 
students 

Children’s 
representation 
of spatial 
relations in 
drawings 

Chi-square 
analysis 

Children drew more 
complete objects with 
spatial characteristics as 
they aged. They created 
equivalences of forms in 
a given medium that 
required time for 
experiencing the visual 
conception and 
representational skills 
increased. 

Phillips 
(1999) 

9 first-to-third-
grade students 

Students 
responded to 
multifaceted 
literary 
experiences 
through the 
sign system of 
art. 

Pictorial 
content 
analyses 

The sign system of art 
aroused the students’ 
critical thinking and 
reflections. Visual 
meaning-making 
required thorough 
connections between 
personal experiences and 
signs. 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 

Study Participants Task(s) Analyses Conclusions 
Alland 
(1983) 

At least 40 
children, 2 to 6 
years from Bali, 
Ponape, 
Taiwan, Japan, 
the United 
States, and 
France 

Free drawing Alland 
described the 
representations 
in each of the 
children’s 
drawings. 

A varied development of 
artistic behavior existed 
in the six different 
cultures. 

Schuster 
(1978) 

555 students 
participated in 
the first 
drawing 
collection in 
1965, and 562 
students 
participated in 
the second 
drawing 
collection in 
1975. They 
were 
kindergarten 
through eighth 
grade students.  

Free drawing Each element of 
Indian cultural 
content was 
counted for 
scoring. 

Yakima Indian students’ 
drawings included more 
Indian cultural content 
in the second drawing 
collection due to 
promoting tribalism. 

Eisner 
(1965) 

85 sixth graders Task one: 
make a 
structure with 
oil-based 
clay. 
Task two: 
draw nine 
pages where 
each page 
contained an 
abstract line. 

Pearson 
correlation 

Four types (Boundary 
Pushing, Inventing, 
Boundary Breaking, and 
Aesthetic Organizing) of 
creativity were found 
more in the drawings 
than in the clay 
structures. 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 

Study Participants Task(s) Analyses Conclusions 
Anderson 
and 
Yates 
(1999) 

6 year old 
children—21 in 
the control 
group and 25 in 
the treatment 
group 

Create a clay 
model 

ANOVA Young children’s artistic 
skills and creativity 
could be enhanced 
through instruction and 
practice. 

Gerrard, 
Poteat, 
and 
Ironsmith 
(1996) 

103 third 
graders 

Paper 
collages 

ANOVA The children’s creativity 
in the collages was 
enhanced by watching a 
video that stressed the 
importance of 
schoolwork and by the 
researcher who led a 
directed discussion and 
administered written 
exercises. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Artistic performance is a meaningful, interesting, and enjoyable technique for 

assessing children’s artistic ability. Fine-motor coordination, eye-hand coordination, and 

mastery of the mediums may be the constraining factors that influence young children’s 

artistic performances. For these reasons, I employed various materials to capture the 

children’s attention, encourage them to engage in these artistic tasks, and induce them to 

use their technical skills while producing two- and three-dimensional artwork. Motivating 

children helps them realize their competence. Potter (2001) found that students who held 

mastery goals in art were enthusiastic, careful, patient workers that loved to draw. Emery 

(1989) claimed that intensity of involvement was a catalyst in the interaction among 

contextual, transformational, and representational factors. A child who has commitment 

and an intense involvement views the processes and products as meaningful and 

significant to him/her. DuCharme (1991) stated that self-selected activities that fit 

children’s needs and desires enabled them to approach the chosen activities with purpose 

and intentionality. Motivation and desire are essential to accomplish artwork.  

The exploration of the artistic intelligence of Taiwanese children was used in an 

attempt to answer the following research questions: 

1. What are the characteristics of Taiwanese children’s artistic products as shown in 

three different artistic tasks? What artistic qualities do they demonstrate in these 

tasks? 

2. How do these characteristics and the artistic abilities shown in the Taiwanese 
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children’s products differ at different grade levels? 

3. What mediums do children select, and why do they select them? 

4. How do Taiwanese children feel about the three artistic tasks? 

Participants 

One hundred fifty volunteer students (64 boys and 86 girls) between the ages of 

five and eleven who had no known health problems or developmental disabilities were 

recruited in 21 different classes from three public elementary schools. Sixty-nine students 

from kindergarten to fifth grade were enrolled in Jain-An Elementary School. Forty-nine 

students from third to fourth grade were enrolled in Jain-Kang Elementary School. 

Thirty-two students from kindergarten to fifth grade were enrolled in Wu-Xing 

Elementary School. The three elementary schools are situated in a metropolitan area that 

and represent different school districts in the northern region of Taiwan. The 

communities are comprised of families in the middle and upper middle class ranges. The 

total sample consisted of 14 kindergarteners, 6 first graders, 6 second graders, 48 third 

graders, 38 fourth graders, and 38 fifth graders. The distribution of the participants’ 

schools, grades and gender is presented in Table 3.1. Data were obtained from all 

members present at the time of the investigation.
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Table 3.1 

School, Grade and Gender Distribution of Participants 
School name Grade Gender 

Wu-Xing Jain-Kang Jain-An 
Total 

Male 3 - 3 6 
Female 2 - 6 8 

Kindergarten 

Total 5 - 9 14 
Male 1 - 2 3 
Female 0 - 3 3 

First grade 

Total 1 - 5 6 
Male 2 - 2 4 
Female 1 - 1 2 

Second grade 

Total 3 - 3 6 
Male 4 12 3 19 
Female 6 13 10 29 

Third grade 

Total 10 25 13 48 
Male 3 12 4 19 
Female 5 12 2 19 

Fourth grade 

Total 8 24 6 38 
Male 1 - 12 13 
Female 4 - 21 25 

Fifth grade 

Total 5 - 33 38 
Total 32 49 69 150 

 

Instruments 

The children’s artistic strengths were appraised using three artistic tasks. The first 

one was an improvisational task from the Spatial Artistic portion of the Discovering 

Intellectual Strengths and Capabilities while Observing Varied Ethnic Responses 

(DISCOVER) performance-based assessment. The second was a speculative drawing task 

in which the children read two wordless picture books and drew a connection or the first 

image that came to their mind after reading it. The third was a creative drawing task in 

which the children drew the most interesting way to go to school. The purpose of the 

three tasks was to assess individuals’ strengths through a variety of activities. According 
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to Potter and Edens’ (2001)  research, children engage in hands-on activities easily and 

have few negative feelings when involved in such tasks. 

DISCOVER/Task One 

The DISCOVER assessment (Maker, 1992) is an alternative method used to 

identify gifted students and to identify the strengths of all children. The instrument is fair 

and culturally unbiased and is used for the detection and evaluation of higher level 

thinking and problem solving skills among minority students in the United States (Maker, 

1996, 2001, 2005). The DISCOVER assessment has been adapted for use in several other 

countries. The conceptual framework of the assessment is based upon Howard Gardner’s 

theory of Multiple Intelligences (MI) (1983b, 1999) and Sternberg’s Triarchic Theory 

(1985). Gardner states that people possess one or more forms of intelligence, multiple 

intelligences, to enable them to solve problems or to create products that have value 

within their cultural context (1983b). His concept of MI is a foundation that was used in 

the development of the DISCOVER assessment. DISCOVER also is founded upon the 

Triarchic Theory of Sternberg (1985). Sternberg’s theory explains how an individual 

senses context and how he or she combines the external context with his or her internal 

knowledge to respond to problems. The triarchic theory of successful intelligence is a 

combination of analytical, creative, and practical abilities that enables individuals to 

adapt and shape existing sociocultural contexts and achieve satisfaction within a 

particular environment.  

The DISCOVER assessment was developed to identify students’ strengths in the 

Spatial Artistic, Spatial Analytical, Mathematical, and Oral and Written Linguistic areas 
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for kindergarten to high school students. Each activity contains hands-on tasks that range 

from clearly defined problems (Type 1) to “fuzzy” problems (Type VI) as defined in 

Schiever and Maker’s continuum of problem types (Maker & Schiever, 2005; Schiever & 

Maker, 1991, 1997). Maker and Schiever expanded Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi’s 

continuum (1967; 1976), which consisted of three problem types (Type I, II, and V), to 

six problem types. The modification of the continuum of the problem types allows for 

more gradual movement from structured to unstructured problems during an assessment. 

A number of researchers have investigated the psychometric properties of the 

DISCOVER assessment. 

Inter-rater Reliability 

Kassymov (2000) examined the inter-rater reliability of the DISCOVER 

assessment with target and silent observers’ before and after debriefing (discussion of the 

students’ performance) ratings in two studies. The before-debriefing ratings were not 

included in the regular procedure. All observers had completed at least 20 assessment 

observations. The target observers interacted with students, described students’ works, 

and discussed their observations during the debriefing. The silent observers watched, but 

they did not verbally interact with students. They only listened in the debriefing to 

compare an individual student’s performance with their classmates’ performances. They 

did not know the target observers’ ratings. In the first study, the DISCOVER assessment 

was conducted in kindergarten classes that were located in a predominantly Mexican 

American neighborhood in the southwestern region of the United States. Kassymov’s 

study included five observers. All observers interchanged their roles to be either a target 
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observer or a silent observer. Each group of students was viewed by a different target 

observer and a different silent observer for each activity. All observers were taking notes 

and gave ratings (W=wow, D=definitely, P= probably, M=may be, U=unknown) before 

and after debriefing. During the debriefing, all target observers described their students 

and followed the order of their notes, but they did not mention the ratings of each student. 

Then, the silent observer could compare the ratings of his or her students to the whole 

class. Kossymov found the difference of the observers’ ratings within one category; no 

students received a D rating from one observer and an M rating from the other. The 

difference between observers’ ratings before and after debriefing never exceeded one 

category. That is, the ratings switched between two neighboring categories, such as from 

W to D, but the changed ratings never exceeded the preceding or following categories, 

such as from W to P, or U to P. The percentages of inter-rater agreements between target 

and silent observers on before-debriefing ratings were 40 for mathematical, 25 for spatial 

artistic, 67 for storytelling, and 80 for spatial analytical. The range of after-debriefing 

ratings were 60 for mathematical, 80 for spatial analytical, and 100 for spatial artistic and 

for storytelling. The debriefing played an important role in increasing the inter-rater 

reliability.  

Kassymov’s second study (2000) of the DISCOVER assessment was conducted 

with a sample of over 7,000 kindergarteners. The schools in the study were located in the 

Midwest region of the United States. The school district team altered the DISCOVER 

assessment to make it practical for use in multiple classrooms. The procedures were the 

same as Kassymov’s first study. The only difference was that the target observers rotated 
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among activities, and the silent observers stayed with the same group. Eleven school 

district team members and Kassymov were the DISCOVER assessment observers. Two 

school district team members and Kassymov served as silent observers. The percentages 

of inter-rater agreements between target and silent observers (including the DISCOVER 

team) on before-debriefing ratings were 100 for mathematical, 100 for spatial artistic, 60 

for storytelling, and 90 for spatial analytical. After-debriefing ratings ranged from 60 for 

storytelling and 90 for spatial analytical to 100 for mathematical and 100 for spatial 

artistic. The percentages of inter-rater agreement between target and silent observers (the 

District team only) on before-debriefing ratings were 75 for mathematical, 63 for spatial 

artistic, 88 for storytelling, and 88 for spatial analytical. After-debriefing ratings were 75 

for mathematical, 75 for spatial artistic, 100 for storytelling, and 100 for spatial analytical. 

A higher level of inter-rater agreement between observers was found in the after-

debriefing ratings. In both of Kassymov’s studies, the inter-rater reliability increased after 

debriefing.   

Griffiths (1997) examined the inter-rater reliability of the DISCOVER assessment 

in two studies. The first study contained 25 American Indians, 9 to 13 years old; their 

DISCOVER spatial artistic assessment was videotaped. The ratings of the researchers, 

who watched the videotapes, were compared to the ratings of the original observers, who 

had assessed the children. The agreement between the ratings of the original observers 

and the researchers’ ratings were calculated by Cohen’s Kappa, and the agreement among 

the observers was from 75% to 100%. Griffiths reported a high correlation (r = .81). In 

her second study, she examined the effect of the observers’ levels of experience on inter-
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rater reliability. She examined the ratings of six observers who had different experience 

levels: novice observers (those who had completed less than 10 assessment observations), 

experienced observers (those who had completed 11 to 20 assessment observations), 

expert observers (those who had completed over 20 assessment observations). The 

DISCOVER assessment was conducted with 91 students ranging from 5 to 11 years of 

age. Cohen’s Kappa was used to show the agreement among the observers’ ratings. She 

found a high agreement, 80% to 100%, among the observers’ ratings (the highest 

agreement between the researcher and experts and the lowest agreement between the 

researcher and novices). Moreover, the agreement across all levels of observers was 95 to 

100% in the Definitely category (the superior problem solver or those considered gifted). 

No matter what the level of the DISCOVER observers’ experiences, they could identify 

students with superior problem solving ability effectively. Overall, the inter-rater 

reliability was high within all the levels of observers’ experience. 

Construct Validity 

 Sarouphim (2000, 2002, 2004) examined the alignment of the DISCOVER 

assessment with the theory of Multiple Intelligences based on a series of inter-rater 

correlations in three separate studies. The participants were K, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th-8th, and 9th 

graders. Low correlations were found among observer ratings in grades K, 2, 4, 5, 6-8 

and 9. The correlation range for spatial artistic and spatial analytical was from .02 to .23; 

the correlation range for spatial artistic and mathematical was from .09 to .26; the 

correlation range for spatial artistic and oral linguistic was from .07 to .14; and the 

correlation range for spatial artistic and written linguistic was from .01 to .28. The 
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correlation range for spatial analytical and mathematical was from .00 to .52; the 

correlation range for spatial analytical and oral linguistic was from .08 to .24; the 

correlation range for spatial analytical and written linguistic was from .08 to .29. The 

correlation range for mathematical and written linguistic was from .05 to .21. The 

correlation range for oral and written linguistic was from .25 to .56. The correlations 

among observer ratings were found to be low at the high school level, which has an 

interpersonal activity and no math activity. The correlation between spatial artistic and 

interpersonal was .23; the correlation between linguistic and interpersonal was .29; the 

correlation between written linguistic and interpersonal was .23; the correlations between 

spatial analytical and interpersonal was .28. The low correlations at all levels indicated 

that observers had assigned different ratings to students in each activity. That is, the 

activities of the DISCOVER assessment appraised different aspects of the students’ 

abilities, and, consistent with Gardner’s theory, these abilities were separate.  

Sarouphim found the highest correlations between the DISCOVER activities of 

spatial analytical and mathematical. Her results support the assumptions of MI theory 

because, within Gardner’s studies, an association was found between Logical-

Mathematical and Spatial Intelligence. Sarouphim also found a relationship between 

logical-mathematical and spatial intelligence in the DISCOVER assessment. Therefore, 

based upon the strong correlations in her study, an individual who has strength in logical-

mathematical intelligence may also perform better in the spatial analytical activity and 

vice versa. Also, the DISCOVER oral linguistic and written linguistic activities have high 

correlations because the activities of storytelling and story writing measure the same 
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intelligence. The results of these studies provided evidence that the DISCOVER 

assessment measured students’ strengths in specific tasks and matched the theoretical 

constructs.  

Predictive Validity 

Kuang and Maker (2006) investigated the predictive validity of the DISCOVER 

Assessment. They compared children’s performances on DISCOVER’s Spatial Artistic 

Assessment with the products from their directed drawing completed one year later. The 

comparisons were evaluated with the Consensual Assessment Technique (Amabile, 1983, 

1996). Data were collected from the DISCOVER Projects archives. The sample consisted 

of 74 Mexican-American, Native-American, and Caucasian fourth graders from five 

different classrooms in four different schools. Simultaneous regression analysis showed 

that the ratings on the DISCOVER Spatial Artistic Assessment were a significant 

predictor (F[1, 72] = 5.227, p = .025) of CAT ratings of creativity. Prediction of technical 

quality was not significant (F[1, 72]= 2.669, p = .107). Prediction of spatial artistic ability 

approached significance (F[1, 72]= 3.740, p = .057). No and low significance were found 

between the ratings of technical quality and spatial artistic ability. The low significance 

may be related to the fact that the DISCOVER Spatial Artistic Assessment relies on the 

use of three dimensional constructions rather than drawing skills. The results of this study 

only used judgments of free-hand drawings and may not generalize to other kinds of art 

work. The different kinds of artistic manifestations were demonstrated in varied skills. 

This study provided evidence that supports the use of the DISCOVER performance-based 

assessment to identify gifts and talents of children from culturally diverse groups. 
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Furthermore, the results provided useful data in support of the DISCOVER Spatial 

Artistic Assessment because the assessment was a reliable predictor for the real-life 

situation. 

Sak and Maker (2003) investigated the predictive validity of the DISCOVER 

assessment in two studies. The participants were enrolled in different schools that were 

located in the southwest region of the United States. They were assessed in each 

intellectual domain (linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial analytical, and spatial artistic) 

through the DISCOVER Assessment. In the first study, Sak and Maker compared the 

ratings of the 84 kindergarteners on the DISCOVER Assessment with their scores on the 

Stanford 9 Achievement Test, their scores on the Arizona Instrument to Measure 

Standards (AIMS), and their grades in English, math, and science. The study was 

conducted at the end of 6th grade; simultaneous regression analysis was used for the 

analyses. Sak and Maker found a significant difference between the gifted and non-gifted 

students in their Stanford 9 Tests, their AIMS Math tests, and in 6th grade Math, English, 

and Science achievement. In Stanford 9 Reading, the linguistically gifted students 

performed significantly better than non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically 

gifted students was 5.05, p < .05. The artistically gifted students performed significantly 

better than non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically gifted students was 3.40, p 

< .01. On the Stanford 9 Math, the linguistically gifted students performed significantly 

better than non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically gifted students was 4. 97, 

p < .01. The mathematically gifted students performed significantly better than non-gifted 

students. The mean for the mathematically gifted students was 6.14, p < .01. The 
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analytically gifted students performed significantly better than non-gifted students. The 

mean for the linguistically gifted students was 7.02, p < .01. On the AIMS Math subtests, 

the linguistically gifted students performed significantly better than non-gifted students. 

The mean for the linguistically gifted students was 5.00, p < .01. The mathematically 

gifted students performed significantly better than non-gifted students. The mean for the 

mathematically gifted students was 4.15, p < .01. The analytically gifted students 

performed significantly better than the non-gifted students. The mean for the 

linguistically gifted students was 7.92, p < .01, and the artistically gifted students 

performed significantly better than non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically 

gifted students was 5.22, p < .01. Through the examination of students’ achievement in 

English, Math, and Science, the linguistically gifted students performed significantly 

better than non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically gifted students was 8.90, p 

< .01 for English, 6.46, p < .01 for Math, and 4.60, p < .01 for Science. The 

mathematically gifted students performed significantly better than non-gifted students. 

The mean for the mathematically gifted students was 4.50, p < .01 for Math, and 5.95, p 

< .01 for Science. The spatial analytically gifted students performed significantly better 

than non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically gifted students was 4.05, p < .01 

for Science. And the spatial artistically gifted students performed significantly better than 

non-gifted students. The mean for the linguistically gifted students was 5.98, p < .01 for 

English, 4.74, p < .01 for Math, and 5.53, p < .01 for Science.  

In the second study, Sak and Maker examined the relationships among the ratings 

of the 83 culturally and linguistically diverse kindergarteners on the DISCOVER 
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Assessment, their scores on the Stanford 9 Achievement Test, and their scores on the 

AIMS four years later. The percentages of the participants’ rating in the Definitely 

category were 4.1% for linguistic intelligence, 5.5% for mathematical intelligence, 4.1% 

for analytical intelligence, and 6.8% for artistic intelligence. Linguistic intelligence 

contributed to the Stanford 9 Reading (β= .35, p < .01) and AIMS Reading (β= .27, p 

< .05). Logical mathematical intelligence contributed to the AIMS Reading (β= .30, p 

< .05), Stanford 9 Math (β= .29, p < .05), and AIMS Math (β= .39, p < .01). The results 

of this study provided evidence to support the convergent validity of the DISCOVER 

Assessment. Overall, Sak and Maker found support for the predictive validity of the 

DISCOVER assessment in both these studies.  

Concurrent Validity 

Sarouphim (1999) investigated the concurrent validity of the DISCOVER 

assessment using two extreme case studies. The elementary school in which the case 

studies were conducted had a large Hispanic population with low socioeconomic 

background. The DISCOVER assessment was conducted in a kindergarten classroom. 

She compared the ratings of the DISCOVER assessment with classroom observation and 

interviews of the classroom teacher and teaching assistant. In Phase I, during the fall 

semester, a gifted child, as identified by the DISCOVER assessment, was selected as a 

participant. In Phase II, during the spring semester, Sarouphim chose another participant 

whose strengths, as revealed by the DISCOVER assessment tasks, were below normal. In 

this way, Sarouphim could investigate whether the consistency among ratings would hold 

for the lowest ability students as well as the highest. Through the two phases, Sarouphim 
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found a perfect match among the DISCOVER ratings, the statements of the teacher and 

teaching assistant, and her observations about both the strengths and weaknesses of the 

participants. These highly consistent results provide evidence for using qualitative 

methods in assessing students’ strengths. The consistency among the ratings of the 

DISCOVER assessment, observer’s records, and teachers’ interviews were evident 

through specific activities: Tangrams, Pablo, Math, Storytelling, and Story Drawing. The 

discrepancies among the three accounts were in three domains of the intelligences—

interpersonal, intrapersonal, and bodily-kinesthetic. These intelligences were not assessed 

through specific activities. Although no specific activities in the DISCOVER assessment 

exist for assessing these three intelligences, observers noted behaviors among students’ 

interactions within the small group. The DISCOVER Assessment observers were found 

to appraise intelligences through the specific activities effectively. This concurrent 

validity showed support for the DISCOVER assessment in the study. 

Sarouphim (2001) examined the concurrent validity of the DISCOVER assessment 

by comparing it with scores on the Raven’s Progressive Matrices. The participants were 

257 Native American and Mexican American kindergartners, 2nd, 4th, and 5th graders. 

Their six different schools were located in the northern and southern parts of Arizona. 

Most of the participants were in the free lunch program and from low-socioeconomic 

family backgrounds. The participants’ problem-solving abilities were evaluated through 

the DISCOVER assessment, and their nonverbal reasoning abilities were measured by the 

Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices (RCPM) for young children (grades K-2) and the 

Raven Standard Progressive Matrices (RSPM) for older children (grades 3-5). Sarouphim 
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found correlations among the participants’ Raven scores and the ratings of the 

DISCOVER Assessment to be significant across grade levels. They were as follows: for 

spatial artistic (r = .579, p < .01); for spatial analytical (r = .409, p < .01); and for 

mathematical (r = .311, p < .01). The highest correlations between the participants’ 

Raven scores and their DISCOVER assessment ratings were found in the students’ 

Spatial Artistic Assessment ratings and their Raven scores across grade levels (r = .579, p 

< .01). The significant correlations among the three activities of the DISCOVER 

assessment and the Raven’s Progressive Matrices provide support for the convergent 

validity of the DISCOVER assessment because nonverbal reasoning ability is measured 

by the three activities of the assessment as well as by both the RCPM and RSPM. The 

lowest correlations between the participants’ Raven scores and their DISCOVER 

assessment ratings were found in the students’ Raven scores and their linguistic 

assessment ratings across grade levels (r = .10) and their written linguistic assessment 

ratings across grade levels (r = .09). At the kindergarten level, the correlations were 

significant (r = .33, p < .05). Kindergarteners drew a picture instead of writing a story 

(grades 1-8); then, the Kindergarteners described their drawing orally. The activity and 

explanation involved spatial and linguistic abilities—not just linguistic ones. Sarouphim’s 

results showing nonsignificant correlations among the two linguistic activities of the 

DISCOVER assessment and the Raven’s Progressive Matrices support the discriminant 

validity of the DISCOVER assessment because the RCPM and RSPM are not designed 

for measuring verbal ability. This study showed support for the DISCOVER assessment’s 

concurrent validity. 
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The results of Kassymov (2000), Griffiths (1997), Sarouphim (1999, 2000, 2001, 

2002, 2004), Kuang and Maker (2006), and Sak and Maker (2003) provide evidence of 

the reliability and validity of DISCOVER as an assessment instrument.  

Description of Improvisation/ Task One 

The whole procedure of the DISCOVER Spatial Artistic Assessment takes 

approximately 50 minutes and requires a group of assessors (one assessor works with five 

to six students). Because of time constraints, I used only a portion of the DISCOVER 

Assessment. I chose only the open-ended three-dimensional activity, the Type VI 

problem. In a Type VI problem, neither the presenter nor the solver knows the problem, 

method, or solution. The problem solver needs to identify the problem, define the 

problem, and figure out the best solution to achieve his or her individual purposes. In the 

actual DISCOVER assessment of spatial artistic ability, the children would have 

participated in activities that led them from Type I through Type VI problems. In my 

study, children completed only the Type VI problem of the DISCOVER spatial artistic 

assessment. Since the DISCOVER protocol was not followed in its entirety, the results of 

this study could not be compared directly to results that were based upon earlier 

DISCOVER studies. During Task One of my study, I showed the children how to use 

black plastic connectors with construction pieces (brightly colored cardboard pieces in 

geometric shapes) to make a three-dimensional sculpture, and I distributed the connectors 

they would need for the task. The children were told that they could make anything they 

would like to make. A photographer took pictures of the products each child made. 

During this activity, children were told that they could tell me about their products if they 
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wanted to do so. No topic or specific suggestion was given in this task; so, children, as 

artists, created their constructions through intuitive and automatic responses.  

Description of Speculative Drawing/ Task Two 

Speculative drawing is a reader response activity and an easy method that can be 

used to explore a reader’s personal concerns. The meanings of wordless picture books are 

interpreted by the reader according to his or her own experiences (Whitin, 2002). When a 

reader draws a connection to his or her own life, the reader becomes the audience for the 

artist’s work. As the audience, she or he must comprehend, interpret, and review the 

meaning of the content from one of the wordless picture books. The drawing activity 

based upon the wordless picture book requires interpretation of the author/artist’s intent, 

personal aesthetic perceptions of the illustrations, metaphoric ability, and an ability to 

express reflections through drawing. In such an exploration, the connection between the 

reader and the content enables a reader to view the situation from a perspective other than 

his or her own. That connection may enable the reader to discover inner strengths and 

weaknesses and express feelings and intentions. 

When a reader, within a cultural environment, interacts with an author’s text, 

meaning is explored. In the reader’s reaction to the author’s work, Rosenblatt’s (1976) 

proposed transactional theory, that a reader’s interrelationship with the text provides 

opportunities for him/her to become an active thinker, is supported. The interaction 

requires or demands the reader to make sense of the story. The meaning of the text is not 

universal or absolute; rather, the reader interprets the text and includes personal 

experiences in his or her own way. Based on Rosenblatt’s theory of meaning making, I 
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decided to use picture books without texts. Because picture books are wordless and are 

continuous illustrations, children at any age can interpret the stories in their own way.  

Wordless picture books have been used to assess narrative comprehension in young 

children (Paris & Paris, 2003), reading comprehension (Low, 2001), and children’s verbal 

ability (Hennessey & Amabile, 1988). In addition, wordless picture books have been used 

in teaching to help develop emergent literacy (Jalongo, Dragich, Conrad, & Zhang, 2002), 

creative writing skills (Henry, 2003), improved writing skills (Carter, Holland, Mladic, 

Sarbiewski, & Sebastian, 1998), and instruction of exceptional children (Perry, 1997) as 

well as education within English as a Second Language classes (Salminen, 1998). 

Whalen (1994) investigated children’s attitudes toward wordless picture books and found 

that children liked the illustrations and enjoyed making up or changing the stories each 

time they looked at them. Kuang (2006) investigated children’s interpretations of 

wordless picture books and their development of endings for those stories through 

drawing. The activity started with children reading 42 wordless picture books in one 

semester. Because the portion after the climax of the stories was withheld by the 

researcher, the children were not able to finish reading the books. They were then 

required to create a new ending for the stories. The actual endings of the stories and the 

children’s endings were shared every three weeks. After the actual ending was revealed, 

the children showed and explained their endings/drawings. From sharing their self-

created endings, children realized that everyone interprets stories differently, and they 

further understood that everyone reads wordless picture books from a different 

perspective. Thus, the books, though wordless, led them to different endings. The 
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children’s drawings provided evidence of their abilities to narrate pictures, their creative 

thinking capacities, and their problem solving skills. Although wordless picture books 

have not been used for assessing artistic ability, the researcher believes they are 

appropriate stimulants to elicit children’s thoughts. Children can interpret the illustrations 

in any way they like. Then, the children can act with considerable autonomy, motivation, 

and creativity in developing their thoughts into stories that are meaningful to them. 

I provided two wordless picture books called Three Cats (Brouillard, 1992) and 

The Other Bone (Young, 1984) for the children to read. They could choose one or both 

for their response. Emery (1989) asserted that the capability of children to move from 

simple to complex and from literal to metaphoric forms of representation are based upon 

the children’s preferences, the children’s sensory processes for changing forms, and the 

children’s stylistic qualities. These two stories have metaphors that are thought-

provoking. The story The Other Bone is drawn with pencil, and all pictures are in green 

frames. The story is about a dog that has a dream about a bone. He finds one bone in a 

trash can after he wakes up. While he holds the bone in his mouth, he sees another bone 

in his reflection in the lake. He wants the second bone that he is seeing and opens his 

mouth to snatch it. His greed makes him lose the bone he has in his mouth when he snaps 

at the reflection.  

The story Three Cats is a double-page illustration in gouache and pastel. The story 

is about three plump cats sitting on a branch beside the river. They see three red fish. One 

cat jumps into the river to catch the fish, and the other two cats follow. Then, the three 

scarlet fish jump upon the branch. They eye the cats swimming in the water while the 
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three cats wonder where the fish are. The unexpected reversal allows the reader to decide 

what happens next. Both illustrations are detailed and allow readers to see and feel the 

textures and movements.  

In both of the stories, animals, as protagonists, are reasonably familiar to children, 

and this familiarity captures the children’s attention and allows them to think more 

deeply about the story. The children become the audience while they read the wordless 

picture books. The drawings the children create allow them to become characters in the 

stories. In this way, the children perceive, transmit, and appreciate the phenomena of the 

wordless picture books and draw their reactions as a form of communication; also, they 

become audience members because their emotions and imaginations are activated when 

they read these stories. 

Description of Creative Drawing/Task Three 

The human figure has been found to be the first and most popular subject in 

children’s drawings (Boyatzis, 2000; Di Leo, 1970; Goodenough, 1926; Kellogg, 1969; 

Maitland, 1895; Sisto, 2000). Task Three’s prompt asked the children to draw a person 

going to school in the most interesting way. This task provided the children with the 

opportunity to assume the role of creator as well as the role of audience. The children 

were free to draw with no time limitations. The aim of the drawing was to ascertain if 

children could portray a detailed human figure engaged in meaningful action and whether 

they could depict a cultural environment. Also, they could illustrate distance, space, and 

the features of the geography in a tangible and organized form. Finally, they could show 

the uniqueness of their ideas.  
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Questionnaire 

A follow-up questionnaire (see appendix A & B) was administered. Children 

completed them by themselves or dictated their answers to me. My intentions were to 

determine the children’s feelings about these artistic tasks and to understand the 

children’s preferences. The children’s responses could be used to modify the tasks, 

procedures, materials, or settings for future studies. 

Procedure 

I visited each of the 21 teachers in their classrooms after they agreed to allow me to 

conduct the art tasks. Then, I was introduced to the students. The tasks consisted of a 

portion of the DISCOVER Spatial Artistic assessment, drawing the connection to the 

wordless picture books, and drawing a person that goes to his or her school in the most 

interesting way. Because self-selection is an essential element in the children’s ability to 

approach the tasks, I showed all the instruments and materials and, then, introduced the 

tasks to the classes and let the children read the picture books—The Other Bone and 

Three Cats. Afterward I gave them the consent forms. Therefore, the children had time to 

think about the tasks before they were asked to complete them. Also, I wanted them to 

feel free to complete none, one, two, or all of the tasks based upon their interests.  

Materials for the administration of these tasks included plastic connectors; 

construction pieces (brightly colored cardboard pieces in geometric shapes); two sheets 

of all-purpose white drawing paper, 8 ½ × 11 inches; and two sets of drawing 

implements. The first set of drawing implements consisted of sharpened drawing pencils 
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(2H, H, F, HB, B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B). H is the hardest point and produces the 

lightest line; B is the softest point and produces the darkest tones. The second set of 

drawing implements consisted of pastels—reddish brown, golden ocher, flesh, blue, sky 

blue, green, lemon yellow, reddish orange, red, black, light grey, white. Pastels can be 

mixed, smudged, and blended to gain a variety of colors and textures. Additionally, no 

time limits were set for these tasks. The performance of the art tasks required 

approximately two hours and included time for distribution and collection of materials.  

The third time I visited the classrooms, the tasks were administered. A poster that 

showed the procedure was hung on each classroom’s board to remind the children of the 

tasks. The children’s three choices were (a) Improvisation, (b) Speculative Drawing, and 

(c) Creative Drawing. The construction pieces had been distributed to the desks prior to 

the children entering the classroom due to each classroom’s different setting. The 

differences required that the construction pieces and connectors be distributed in the most 

appropriate way and depended upon the arrangement of the tables. Whether children sat 

individually or within small groups did not matter. They exchanged the construction 

pieces and asked for more connectors from each other and me. The rest of the materials 

were placed beside the board. Thus, the children could do the artwork at their own pace 

and chose their preferences. The first task was Improvisation because a photographer 

needed to take pictures when they were finished and I needed to disassemble the products 

for the next class. The products from the improvisational task were photographed using 

one to four different angles according to whether the figure was a symmetrical or an 

abstract construction. The final drawings were retained for analyses. All children’s 
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products were coded in numbers on the back of each drawing by me. The children were 

asked to respond to the questionnaire when they finished their artwork. I recorded what 

the kindergarteners and some of the first graders said if they could not write by 

themselves. 

The children’s art works, assessed in the study, included photographs of 150 

constructions and 300 drawings. The artwork was rated using agreed-upon artistic 

qualities. 

Data Analysis 

Research Question 1 

What are the characteristics of Taiwanese children’s artistic products as shown in 

three different artistic tasks? What artistic qualities do they demonstrate in these tasks? 

All data were explored when collected. I coded all the information and analyzed it using 

an inductive approach. The procedure consisted of (a) organizing the data, (b) coding the 

data and themes, (c) generating categories, (d) testing the emergent understanding, (e) 

searching for alternative explanations, and (f) writing the report (Marshall & Rossman, 

1998).  

The first phase, organizing the data, included numbering the children’s artistic 

products and sorting the products by grade level. During the second phase, I scanned the 

(a) photographs of 150 constructions, (b) 150 pieces of Speculative Drawing, and (c) 150 

pieces of Creative Drawing to familiarize myself with the entire set. Then, I coded the 

salient pictorial images from the data that related to the research questions. I reviewed the 

data to seek emerging pictorial images and to examine the previous segments with the 
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new codes. I used a peer review technique to validate my coding system (Creswell, 1998). 

Thirdly, I categorized all the pictorial images. I considered numerous scoring systems 

that had been used to analyze children’s art works (Clark, 1989, 1993; Eisner, 1965; 

Goodenough, 1926; Lewis, 1962) to develop the categories of artistic qualities. In the 

fourth phase, I developed a descriptive matrix to summarize the data (see Appendix C). I 

analyzed the children’s artistic products within each category and across categories 

looking for meanings and themes. In the fifth phase, I conducted a member check with an 

external rater. Since the products all had a number, I drew the random samples from the 

container. Fifteen products (10%) were drawn from each task. The external rater assessed 

45 products independently to validate the meanings and the categories that emerged from 

the data and to seek alternative explanations. In the final phase, I wrote the results in 

narrative form and developed a profile that reflected a vignette from the data under each 

category to present the study findings.  

Research Question 2 

How do these characteristics and the artistic abilities shown in the Taiwanese 

children’s products differ at different grade levels? I identified the types of graphic 

symbols the children generated and counted their likenesses and differences based upon 

the pictorial images. The second analysis focused on the actual art elements in the 

drawings to provide a holistic perspective of child art. 

Research Question 3 

What mediums do children select, and why do they select them? I sorted and 

counted the children’s drawings by the medium (drawing pencils or pastels) within the 
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two drawing tasks. The children’s responses for question 5 on the questionnaire (Why did 

you only use drawing pencils or pastels to draw?) were grouped according to the reasons 

for their choices. 

Research Question 4 

How do Taiwanese children feel about the three artistic tasks? I grouped and 

counted the children’s answers to question 1 (How did you feel about doing these tasks?), 

question 2 (Which task did you like the most? Why?), and question 3 (Which task did 

you dislike? Why?) of the questionnaire based upon the reasons the children gave.  

Summary 

The methodology described within this chapter includes the distribution of 

participants, the description of the three artistic tasks, a discussion of the questionnaire, 

the procedures used in conducting the artistic tasks, and the steps taken in the analyses of 

the data. The children’s constructions, drawings, and responses to the questionnaire 

allowed me to assess their artistic talents and preferences as will be explained in Chapter 

IV.   
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This study focused upon analyses of the artistic abilities of Taiwanese children. In 

the study, three artistic tasks were used to assess children’s artistic potential. The tasks 

were related to Gardner’s theories regarding art’s role in human development (1994). 

Children were asked to use art as a thinking tool and to transmit their ideas and/or 

realities through art mediums of their choosing. The purpose of the study was to detect 

the artistic strengths of Taiwanese children and to describe the children’s artistic 

competence.  

Within this chapter the results of the study are presented. Each of the three artistic 

tasks is analyzed individually by grade level, and a discussion of the task’s relationship to 

each of the research questions is included. The four research questions are as follow: 

1. What are the characteristics of Taiwanese children’s artistic products as shown in 

three different artistic tasks? What artistic qualities do they demonstrate in these 

tasks? 

2. How do these characteristics and the artistic abilities shown in the Taiwanese 

children’s products differ at different grade levels? 

3. What mediums do children select, and why do they select them? 

4. How do Taiwanese children feel about the three artistic tasks? 

Summary of Procedures 

Children in the study were students in twenty-one classrooms from three separate 

elementary schools. I visited each classroom three times. On the first visit I met with the 
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teacher. On the second visit I met the children and showed them the artistic mediums that 

they could use for the three artistic tasks. During this meeting the children read the two 

books that they would use in the second task. On the third visit the children completed 

the three artistic tasks under my supervision. Within the available classrooms, one 

hundred and fifty children completed the three pieces of artwork used in the study. They 

also answered questions within a questionnaire that asked about the artistic tasks and 

their feelings toward each task.  

The three artistic tasks each child completed were as follows: (a) In Improvisation 

(Task One), the children used construction pieces and connectors to make anything they 

would like to make, (b) in Speculative Drawing (Task Two), the children drew their first 

thoughts immediately after they read two wordless picture books, and (c) in Creative 

Drawing (Task Three), the children drew the most interesting way for a person to go to 

school. Children were given the necessary materials for each task and asked to 

demonstrate their existing skills by completing each task. For example, in Task One, 

constructing the products required using connectors to combine a number of pieces that 

show detail, layers, dimensionality, size, motion, balance, title matching, and color 

variety. In the drawing tasks (Task Two and Task Three), sketching buildings, modes of 

transportation, trees, or landscape required the skills needed to depict textures, decoration, 

motion, perspective, receding space, the organization of the images in the space, and an 

effective use of color. Also, drawing people and animals required being able to reproduce 

the details of facial features, body parts, and clothing texture as well as emotion, 

movement, and color. I wanted the children to demonstrate their unique abilities and 
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skills as they responded to different prompts and selected different materials in the three 

artistic tasks. Therefore, the children had to apply their creative thinking to achieve their 

purposes in these tasks. In my analysis, I identified the pictorial images, listed prominent 

characteristics that emerged from them, and grouped these characteristics into five 

categories with fifteen subcategories (see Figure 4.1).   

 
Figure 4.1: Artistic Quality 

 
Research Question One 

Question one of the study is, “What are the characteristics of Taiwanese children’s 

artistic products as shown in three different artistic tasks? What artistic qualities do they 

demonstrate in these tasks?” I assessed the children’s products that resulted from the 

three tasks, and grouped them into five categories based upon the artistic qualities that I 

identified. These qualities were complexity (e.g. detail, emotion, and movement), space 

(e.g. perspective, depth, and volume), color, harmony, and creativity (e.g. novelty and 

paradigm-breaking) (see Figure 4.1).The specific artistic qualities they demonstrated in 
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these three tasks follow. 

Complexity 

Complexity includes the qualities of detail, emotion, and movement. The definition 

of detail as used in this study is an individual part or item that is considered separately 

from the whole. Detail can be demonstrated in (a) facial features—hair, eyelashes, 

eyeballs, teeth, decaying teeth, and mucous in the eyes; (b) body parts—ears, fingers, 

shoes, neck, paws, feathers, beards, claws, and scales; (c) textures— meat, wood, bark, 

branches and leaves, and cloth; and (d) ornamentation—buttons, pockets, hairpins, socks, 

hats, bags or purses, sunglasses, masks, color variety, a chimney smoke, windows, tires, 

pieces used, and title matching. As used in this study, Emotion is the expression of the 

characters’ feelings through facial expressions or in emotive behaviors. Characters’ 

feelings can be demonstrated through (a) facial expressions—a happy face, an unhappy 

face, a smiling face, glaring eyes, a crying face, a frightened face, a surprised look, and/or 

a watering mouth and (b) bodily expressions—a gesture, a shout, and an aggressive pose. 

The definition of movement, as used in this study, is a pose that indicates action. 

Movement can be demonstrated in (a) active postures—jumping, chasing, walking, and 

lunging and in (b) motions— moving lines, fire, eruption, waves, splashes or water drops, 

and river shapes. 

Task One 

The complex designs in two- and three-dimensional products were shown with 

details such as ornamentation (74%), body parts (17%), and facial features (8%). The 

children ornamented their products to reflect their titles. For instance, Sharpshooter (see 
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Figure 4.2) has the dynamic limbs and big shoulders of a warrior or heroic figure. In the 

three-dimensionally complex products, more pieces and more connectors were used to 

present details within their designs (see Figure 4.3). Extraordinary degrees of realism 

were demonstrated in a Bow & Arrow (see Figure 4.4). In other products, pieces with 

semi-circular shapes were employed as a smiling mouth to illustrate a happy mood. 

Flowing lines that resembled a river’s meandering conveyed movement as in the body of  

Pretty Lady, the body of Bird, the neck of Goose, the skirt of Self Portrait, Boat, and 

Magic Car (see Figures, 4.12, 4.22, 4.38, 4.40, 4.48, & 4.57). The projections of the arms 

and legs as seen in Sharpshooter also show movement.  

         
Figure 4.2 Sharpshooter.        Figure 4.3 Boat.     Figure 4.4 Bow & Arrow. 

Third Grade                   Second Grade          Fourth Grade 
 
Task Two 

 The objects in the drawings were all concrete objects or images. For example, 

children showed body parts in their animals (42%). These body parts included the 

following: hair, ears, teeth, decaying teeth, paws, claws, or scales. They also added 

texture (18%) to meat, bark, branches and leaves. The children’s characters showed (a) 

emotions (35%) such as astonishment, crying, fear, or a watering mouth as well as (b) 

bodily expressions (3%) such as a gesture, a shout, or an aggressive expression. 

Furthermore, movement (33%) was shown in the active postures of jumping, chasing, 
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and swimming when the children employed moving lines, waves, splashes, and drops.   

A kindergartener included the texture of bark and a fish with scales and used 

different shaped lines to distinguish the sky from the sea instead of using different colors 

(see Figure 4.5). Out of 300 drawings, only one 4th grader created a close-up of a dog’s 

face that showed its hunger for a bone (see Figure 4.6). The child created his bold vision 

by enhancing the detail in the dog’s face through his use of eyes with mucous in the 

corners, hair, and decaying teeth. Another 4th grader depicted the texture of the meat and 

drew the dog with paws, watering mouth, and signs of surprise above his head (see 

Figure 4.7). 

                    
Figure 4.5 Jumping Fish.       Figure 4.6 Salivating Dog.      Figure 4.7 Lucky Dog. 

Kindergarten                  Fourth Grade             Fourth Grade 
 
Task Three 

The drawings were all realistic. In addition to their inclusion of facial features 

(61%) and human body parts (59%) such as hair, eyebrows, eyelashes, eyeballs, teeth, 

ears, neck, fingers and shoes, the children added the texture of cloth, the trunk of a tree, 

bricks, or buildings (11%) and included ornaments (69%) such as clothes, hats, or bags. 

The presentation of emotion (16%) was illustrated through facial expressions, such as a 

smile or glaring eyes, and through movement (29%), such as postures, moving lines, fire, 

exhaust or air flow. One case in point is shown in Figure 4.8. The child, as Tarzan, likes 
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to go to school by swinging, so she uses a strong hand to emphasize the required strength, 

and a vine connects the child’s home and the school. Furthermore, the building in the 

background, Taipei 101, indicates the location of the school. Therefore, objects in this 

drawing portray elaborate details and movement through the use of facial features, body 

parts, texture, ornamentation and active postures. 

The ornamentation of hair and clothes is evident in Riding Girl (see Figure 4.9). In 

Friends (see Figure 4.10), gender can be seen by hair and clothing. These human figures 

show detail in fingers, shoes, socks, buttons, and bags. The textures are shown in the tree 

bark, branches and dots on the sun. 

               
Figure 4.8 Swinging Female Tarzan. Figure 4.9 Riding Girl.        Figure 4.10 Friends. 

Fifth Grade           Third Grade                Kindergarten 
 

Space 

Space, as used in this study, refers to objects and/or the placement of objects within 

the environment to show two or three dimensionality. Space was shown through 

perspective, depth, and volume. The definition of perspective graphically depicts three-

dimensional objects and space on a two-dimensional surface. Perspective was 

demonstrated in three-dimensional buildings, tables, and constructions. Depth is defined 

as the graphical distance between objects. Depth was demonstrated in layering as well as 

the use of foreground and distance (from big to small, clear/dark to light, or from a bird’s 
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eye view). Volume is defined as cubic units or mass. Volume was demonstrated in curved 

edges and the size of the object. 

Task One 

 In three-dimensional products, eighty-six of 150 designs (57%) had depth and 

layers. Forty-nine of the 86 designs (57%) were free-standing, and the remaining designs 

(43%) were non-standing. Seven two-dimensional products indicated depth through the 

use of layers—the child made a fish more realistic by constructing it with popping eyes 

and overlapping fish fins (see Figure 4.11). In Pretty Lady (see Figure 4.12), the child 

who constructed the feminine image used a wavy piece and placed one arm on the top of 

the feminine figure to demonstrate two layers and movement.     

A few of the complex designs were abstract and not based on reality. Eight abstract 

products from the 1st to 5th graders were complex and large-size designs with more than 

ten pieces, layers and details. These abstract objects, though, were not reality based and, 

hence, were not easily recognizable or definable (see Figures 4.3 & 4.13).  

                                       
     Figure 4.11 Fish.     Figure 4.12 Pretty Lady.       Figure 4.13 Airship.  

Third Grade            Fifth Grade       First Grade  
 
Task Two 

 The children who drew tables that were three-dimensional used foreground, layer, 

or a bird’s eye view to depict depth (15%). In Two Quarreling Dogs (see Figure 4.14), 
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the child placed the objects along several invisible lines to show the distance. For 

example, the street line, the fence line, and several invisible lines of the houses are hidden 

behind the fence. Hiding the base line is the method that the child used to show layers 

and perspective. Also, the trees and a house in the distance are smaller. Two dimensional 

houses are depicted, aligned in the same plane. The child tried to draw cube-like or three 

dimensional objects. Also, his graphic solution represented a three-dimensional space on 

the two-dimensional surface. The children drew details in the dogs’ facial features and in 

the texture of the meat and the fence. Furthermore, he used Chinese characters to convey 

messages. The second work that included a table was Jumping Cat (see Figure 4.15). The 

table was drawn in an attempt to show a vanishing point, but it reverses the correct way 

to achieve a vanishing point. The cylinder in Fighting Dog (see Figure 4.16) was formed 

by light and shade so viewers can see the volume of the object. 

                       
Figure 4.14 Two Quarreling Dogs. Figure 4.15 Jumping Cat.   Figure 4.16 Fighting Dog. 

Third Grade                   Third Grade         Fifth Grade 
 

Task Three 

Nineteen out of 150 designs (13%) contained three-dimensional buildings and used 

foreshortened perspectives, layers, or bird’s eye views to depict depth. In Flying Girl (see 

Figure 4.17), two skyscrapers were drawn in oblique perspective and from a bird’s eye 

view. In Standing on a Cloud (see Figure 4.18), a 4th grader drew the front and side face 
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of a house in horizontal oblique projection. An error was made at the right side of the 

roof. The child used a vertical line instead of the angled line that would provide the 

oblique perspective. Some children drew curved lines to portray three-dimensional, cubic 

objects. The curved lines in On the Way to School (see Figure 4.19) were used to 

illustrate the roundness of the rocket. The child used contour lines to portray the 

cylindrical shape of the rocket. Three vehicles directed at the school create a single, 

gradually receding plane.   

             
Figure 4.17 Flying Girl.  Figure 4.18 Standing on a Cloud.    Figure 4.19 On the Way 

to  School.  
Third Grade       Fourth Grade                  Fifth Grade 

 
Color 

Color, as used in this study, refers to the appearance of the objects as defined by 

their hues and saturation. Effective use of Color was demonstrated in how they used tone, 

lightness or darkness, and shades to (a) make objects look real; (b) show distance by 

using darker markings for close objects and lighter markings for objects in the distance; 

(c) portray texture; and (d) depict volume in both monochromatic and polychromatic 

designs.  

Task One 

 The children selected colorful construction pieces. Only a few children’s products 

consisted of less than three colors though simple designs that used a few colors could 
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capture the viewer’s attention. In Boat (see Figure 4.20), an effective sailboat was created 

using two colors only.  The design of Robot Dog (see Figure 4.21) is largely constructed 

in two colors, and the fourth grader who created it used the shape, which is triangle in 

triangle, to capture the elation of the Robot Dog. He also used connectors well because 

they were used to attach the ears as well as represent the eyes. In Bird (see Figure 4.22) a 

child used different colors to render the different body parts of a bird. Two connecters 

were used to connect the blue body of a bird with four gray, red and yellow semi-circular 

shapes representing tail-feathers. Moreover, the colors of the feathers matched the colors 

used in the body parts. The target-like head piece represented the eye of the bird and the 

wave shape of the body conveyed movement.  

          
Figure 4.20 Boat.   Figure 4.21 Robot Dog.                       Figure 4.22 Bird. 
Kindergarten       Fourth Grade                            Fifth Grade 
 

Task Two 

 One hundred and one of the 150 children (67%) drew monochromatic designs. 

Twelve (8%) used pastels, and 37 (25%) used drawing pencils and pastels (see Figure 

4.23). A kindergartener used color to present the vivid life of the ants. An extraordinary 

degree of realism was reached in some of the children’s drawings. Also, most of the 

children were masterful in using drawing pencils, especially when managing the contrasts 

between lightness and darkness. For example, in one monochromatic drawing the child 
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emphasized the theme by illustrating the dog elaborately and delineating the background 

with contour lines. The fifth grader’s drawing consists of many trees drawn in several 

lines. The front row of trees is large, and the contours of those trees are clear while the 

trees in the distance are smaller and have lighter outlines. Therefore, the contrasts 

between the darker and lighter outlines and sizes of trees provide depth or perspective. 

Furthermore, in Prancing Dog (see Figure 4.24) the child indicated the movement of the 

dog by using color contrast. However, only two children were exceptionally skillful in 

using pastels to show the natural colors in the rays of the sun and to capture the brilliance 

of the sun. In Three Cats (see Figure 4.25), a 3rd grader smeared the blue to make the sky 

and mixed colors to depict the texture of the branch. He used dense color to present the 

shade of the cats, and the figures’ facial and bodily expressions are true to nature. His 

drawing reveals superior quality. 

               
         Figure 4.23 Ants.                  Figure 4.24 Prancing Dog.        Figure 4.25 Three Cats. 

Kindergarten                                 Fifth Grade                               Third Grade 
 

Task Three 

One hundred and eight of 150 children (72%) drew monochromatic designs. 

Fifteen (10%) chose pastels, and 27 children (18%) used both drawing pencils and pastels. 

Walking (see Figure 4.26), a colorful drawing by a kindergartener, illustrated two joyful 

men. Although the human figures were portrayed simply, the nose was depicted quite 
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realistically. The larger front buildings and the distant smaller buildings indicated space. 

Each of two drawings showed a large human figure at close range. The buildings and the 

trees in these drawings are far away from the girls. In Girl on a Swing (see Figure 4.27) 

darker and clearer lines were used to portray the girl; in contrast, the buildings on the 

ground were drawn with vague and unclear lateral strokes. In Doreaemon (see Figure 

4.28), a 5th grader drew a joyful girl going to school. She has a propeller on the top of her 

head and a glass of juice in her hand. Both reveal how hot the subtropical island is. Also, 

in the foreground of the drawing saturated color was used in painting the girl, and the 

buildings and trees were far away from the girl. In the background, a rich tone was 

created using a technique called pointillism. In addition, a traditional Chinese painting 

technique, the floatation of objects, was employed.  

           
     Figure 4.26 Walking.        Figure 4.27 Girl on a Swing.    Figure 4.28 Doraemon Girl. 

Kindergarten                            Fifth Grade                               Fifth Grade    
 

Harmony 

Harmony, as used in this study, refers to the arrangement of art elements so that 

they please the viewer. Harmony was demonstrated in symmetry, balance, stability, 

proportion, color, and placement. 

Task One 

 Twenty-one of 150 products (14%) were symmetrical constructions with equal 
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sizes, shapes, and distances. Harmony was easily recognizable in these balanced 

constructions when the children used the same color on both sides of the construction 

such as was done in Man (see Figure 4.29). The child combined the colors used in 

Mickey Mouse (see Figure 4.30); the bright colors represent the cheerful cartoon 

characteristics present in the child’s mind. In Flying Bird (see Figure 4.31), a bird was 

constructed with large open wings. The semi-circle used as a tail-feather gives the bird 

more beauty. 

                      
Figure 4.29 Man.   Figure 4.30 Mickey Mouse.              Figure 4.31 Flying Bird. 

First Grade        Fourth Grade                            Fifth Grade  
 
Task Two 

 Some children arranged the objects, used parallel lines, or divided the surface into 

equal portions to illustrate balance. In Cats (see Figure 4.32), the harmony is achieved 

through the horizontal lines. Some children used color to show harmony. In Three Cats 

and Fish (see Figure 4.33), the child placed three cats on the three points of a triangle to 

stabilize the picture. The picture was a dense design constructed of multiple elements. 

For instance, the school of fish forms a circle and surrounds the frightened cat. Attackers 

on all sides create a center of attention (Bang, 1991) that becomes the focal point to 

capture the viewers’ attention. The sharp contrast of the color between the fish and the cat 

enhances the fearfulness and focuses the viewers’ attention on the vivid reaction of the 
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cat. Three even portions are created by the tree branch, the cat and the water level. The 

three cats imply a triangle that is located on a flat base. Consequently, these structures, 

which add a touch of playfulness, mitigate the fear that the central cat must feel. The 

overall design gives a feeling of stability. The equal portions, circle, and triangle all bring 

harmony to the picture. X-ray Dog (see Figure 4.34) is not a well balanced composition, 

but the depiction does seem interesting and brings humor and pleasure to viewers. 

                                      
       Figure 4.32 Cats.               Figure 4.33 Three Cats and Fish.   Figure 4.34 X-ray Dog. 

Second Grade               Fifth Grade                     Fifth Grade 
 
Task Three 

Some children used size and color to balance the pictures. The arrangement within 

the drawings displayed harmony that pleases the viewer. These three drawings all express 

cheerfulness and balance—the walking girls, the smiling sun face, and the launching 

postures. In Walking Girls (see Figure 4.35) the balance is achieved through the 

placement of the human figures. Seated on the Rainbow (see Figure 4.36) is stabilized 

through the image of a triangle that is created by the rainbow. In Student Shot from a 

Canon (see Figure 4.37), the 5th grader drew an elated girl as a missile. Her teachers form 

a mattress for her landing. The balance in the drawing was created by two factors. A 

group of elements was placed on the lower-left corner of the drawing and a large Chinese 

character translated as “Bang” was arranged on the upper-right corner to provide the 
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balance. In addition, the student who was fired out of the canon bounced to the top of the 

picture and fell down on the teacher-mattress. These actions composed the three points of 

a triangle and created a feeling of stability.  

 

           
 Figure 4.35                               Figure 4.36                 Figure 4.37 

              Walking Girls.                 Seated on the Rainbow.       Student Shot from a Canon. 
Kindergarten                        Fourth Grade      Fifth Grade 
 

Creativity 

Creativity, in this study, refers to a new way to express an idea by using an unusual 

design that fits the context. Creativity was shown through novelty and paradigm-breaking. 

Novelty, defined as something rarely seen, was demonstrated in the originality, the 

uniqueness of the idea, the fantastic situation, the inventiveness of the form, and the 

abstraction of the concept. Paradigm-breaking, defined as breaking the confines or using 

negative space, requires the viewer to see the background and construction pieces as a 

whole. If the viewer does not include the background in his observation, she or he will 

not see the entire object; thus, Paradigm-breaking is demonstrated in frame-breaking and 

an effective use of negative space within the constructions. 

Task One 

 Simple and complex abstract designs occurred in construction products. Designs 
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with less than five pieces used invented forms to show abstraction. In Goose (see Figure 

4.38) a third-grader used shapes to capture his impressions and create an abstract goose. 

However, some children preferred to use more than ten pieces to realize their unique 

ideas. Unique ideas that required multiple pieces were seen when the children used 

negative space in their construction. Most of the children who worked with negative 

space used human figures in which they combined the background and limited concrete 

materials to form the object. This more advanced skill is seen in Man with a Strange Hat 

(see Figure 4.39). A second-grader constructed Self-Portrait (see Figure 4.40), a work 

that included a hat, a necklace, wing arms, and a wavy skirt that showed femininity.  

                                             
    Figure 4.38 Goose.        Figure 4.39 Man with a Strange Hat.   Figure 4.40 Self-portrait.  

Third Grade               Fifth Grade                                   Second Grade 
 
Task Two 

 Symbols such as arrows, heart shapes, musical notes, zzzs for snoring, dollar signs, 

and abstract outlines for birds were used to carry messages. Eleven of 150 children’s 

drawings (7%) were associated with the children’s personal affairs. Three children 

invented forms by drawing a cat head with a fish body or a fish body in the shape of a cat. 

Thirteen of 150 children (9%) created pictures with unique ideas. In the following three 
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examples two artists use only one of the two books to create a unique idea; one artist uses 

both books.  

In Capturing with Nets (see Figure 4.41), a cat uses a fish net to capture flying fish, 

and a fish uses a little cat net to capture jumping cats. By using the tree branch on the top 

and the sea on the bottom, a balanced image is formed. The arrangement of the cats and 

the fish in the drawing form a focus or center. The colors on the left side of the picture 

depict objects that are lighter and larger; whereas, on the right hand side the colors and 

objects are darker and smaller. By using the tree branch on the top and the sea on the 

bottom, a balanced image is formed. 

In Hot Air Balloons (see Figure 4.42), the child selected one of the wordless picture 

books (Three Cats) and drew the cats as dominating the fish. In reality, cats are reluctant 

to swim, and fish cannot live without water. However, a win-win situation was created 

for the cats to stay in the water safely and for the fish to escape being caught. So, in the 

fantasy solution, the cats had diving gear, and the fish bowls became hot air balloons take 

the fish away safely.  

Based on both books, the child drew a picture titled Reverse Chase (see Figure 

4.43). An evil looking mouse chases a cat while thinking about a roast cat on a platter, 

and a brutal cat chases a dog and imagines that the dog is barbecued on a spit. Also, a 

reverse phenomenon was observed: two protagonists were originally hunting for food in 

the books, but the child turned them into targets of the original victim, the mouse. 
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Figure 4.41                               Figure 4.42                           Figure 4.43 

Capturing with Nets.                   Hot Air Balloons.                   Reverse Chase. 
Fifth Grade             Fifth Grade                 Fifth Grade 
 

Task Three 

Many children created novel ways to go to school—a rocket, a head with rotor 

blades, a tornado, and a flying bed. In Flying Bed (see Figure 4.44), the child invented a 

new function for her bed when she drew a flying bed in oblique perspective. Going to 

school with a flying bed represents a dreamy state for children. One of the children used a 

unique idea in Flying a Balloon (see Figure 4.45). A boy floats on a balloon and holds a 

fishing rod that dangles a bone in front of a dog. He wants to motivate the dog to run and 

propel him to school. The finish line is cut by the top border of the page so the viewer 

needs to imagine the partially invisible finish line. Another unique idea, and the most 

unexpected, is shown in Farting to School (see Figure 4.46). The child illustrated the 

scientific concept of motion through the power of gliding by the force of flatulence. The 

cheerful face expresses the child’s great satisfaction even though those around him have 

fainted or run away. Also, a policeman pulls a gun on him. The hectic human figures 

make the picture off-balance, and all objects do not sit on the base line, but the horizon 

line soothes the dramatic scene (Bang, 1991).  
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Figure 4.44 Flying Bed.     Figure 4.45 Flying a Balloon. Figure 4.46 Farting to School.  

Fifth Grade       Fifth Grade                Fourth Grade   
 

Inter-rater Reliability 

Inter-rater reliability was conducted with two different raters. The first rater read 

the artistic qualities that I had identified in the art works. The qualities she read included 

the definitions of the five categories as well at the 15 subcategories with descriptions of 

the characteristics. Later, I gave the rater a written copy of the 15 subcategories that did 

not include the descriptions of the characteristics that I had created when I evaluated the 

artistic products. The inter-rater reliability with the first rater was from 77% to 86%. 

When I discussed the process with the rater, she indicated that she needed the 

descriptions for the subcategories as there were too many to remember without having a 

list in her possession. 

The second rater also read the artistic qualities that I had identified in the art works. 

Those qualities included the definitions of the five categories as well at the 15 

subcategories and included descriptions of the characteristics. To reach higher reliability, 

I allowed the second rater to keep the list that included the 15 subcategories as well as the 

descriptions of the characteristics with her as she evaluated the artwork. The inter-rater 

reliability was 91% for Task One, 96% for Task Two, and 94% for Task Three. After I 

clarified the artistic qualities with the second rater, the agreement reached 97% for Task 
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One and 100% for both Task Two and Task Three. The differences of opinion between 

me and the second independent rater were on the artistic qualities of color and harmony. 

Important Findings 

Overall, in the constructions of Task One, the children demonstrated their artistic 

abilities in ornamentation, volume, color, and symmetry. They also used negative space 

and abstraction with the colorful geometric pieces. In the two drawing tasks, most of the 

pictures were monochromatic drawings. The children portrayed figures with detail, 

emotions, and movement. The most common way to depict space was by using base lines. 

Many complex designs showed the compositions in an aesthetic manner. In several cases, 

the content of the drawings conveyed the children’s unique ideas about a fantasy situation, 

used an inventive form, or emerged frame-breaking. Sensitivity to form, line, color, and 

texture are regarded as special assets in art, and these qualities existed in many of the 

better drawings. 

Research Question Two 

Question two of the study is, “How do these characteristics and the artistic abilities 

shown in the Taiwanese children’s products differ at different grade levels? The 

children’s artistic abilities were demonstrated through the three tasks. Their products 

provided the information I needed to investigate the characteristics and artistic abilities at 

each grade level. Since the kindergarteners to second graders were of a small sample size, 

I combined the kindergarteners (14) with the first graders (6) and also combined the 

second graders (6) with the third graders (48). Therefore, the participants were divided 

into four groups: kindergarteners and first graders, second graders and third graders, 
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fourth graders, and fifth graders. In my discussion of the children’s artworks for research 

question two, I have included three art works for each age group so that the range of 

artistic abilities can be seen. The work on the left includes examples of the most 

advanced artistic characteristics, the middle work includes fewer and less advanced 

artistic characteristics, and the one on the right includes the fewest artistic characteristics 

as identified in question one.  

Kindergarteners and First-graders 

The percentage of the artistic qualities in the kindergarteners’ and the first graders’ 

art works is shown in Table 4.1 at the end of the analyses. 

Task One  

Twenty kindergarteners and first graders composed group one and created products 

using the construction pieces. In an examination of their products, I noted that 15 of the 

20 children used ornamentation. Each of the ornamented products was an identifiable 

object. Ten of the 20 children made flat, two-dimensional products. Four of the children 

constructed designs that used less than three pieces. One showed an active posture. 

Eleven of the 20 children illustrated some form of transportation in their design. Among 

the 11 including methods of transportation, seven included boats, two included airplanes, 

one used an aircraft carrier, and one used a battleship. In the design of their boats, the 

children employed semicircles, parallel trapezoids, or triangle shapes.  

Airplane (see Figure 4.47) is one example of a design that depicts a mode of 

transportation. The first grader who created Airplane used a great number of pieces to 

construct a large, realistic, free standing airplane that demonstrated a grasp of detail and 
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complexity. Another example of a mode of transportation is seen in the work of the 

kindergartener who created Boat (see Figure 4.48). He used fewer pieces, but he included 

a wavy line that grounded the boat and demonstrated the concept of base line. He also 

used a connector to show the boat riding above the wave. In placing the boat above the 

water, he demonstrated the concept of space. A design that was not a form of 

transportation is seen in a kindergartener’s Man (see Figure 4.49). In Man (see Figure 

4.49), the concept of symmetry is conveyed through colors and shapes; however, the 

construction is flat, an indicator of a less complex design. The previous two designs used 

the connectors in a more sophisticated way when they connected pieces at right angles to 

give their designs dimensionality.     

                     
Figure 4.47 Airplane.          Figure 4.48 Boat.             Figure 4.49 Man.  

First Grade                  Kindergarten                  Kindergarten  

Task Two 

The twenty kindergarteners and first graders who composed group one completed 

drawings for the second task. For the second task, I asked them to draw any image that 

they wanted after they had completed reading the two wordless picture books. In 

evaluating their drawings, I noticed that all of the children drew base lines in the middle 

of their pictures or used the bottom edge of the paper as the border of their drawings. 
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Three children used arrows to express the motion of an object. Two children used zzzs 

for snoring. One child used drawing pencils to write a Chinese character representing 

water, but he did not actually draw the water or use color. Five children drew the sun. 

Body parts were drawn in nine of 20 children’s drawings.  

In Rainbow Cat (see Figure 4.50), the many realistic elements are arranged 

effectively. The result is a dense work that is well organized and displays good 

composition. The clouds and the rainbow cat were drawn with saturated colors. The 

monochromatic flowers added detail. The bottom of the page served as the base line to 

distinguish the space between the ground and the sky. In Three Posing Cats (see Figure 

4.51), the child skillfully captured the varying sitting positions of cats and their lifelike 

facial features. Also, he used a drawing pencil to depict the texture of the branch and 

demonstrate his understanding of detail and complexity. In Untitled (see Figure 4.52), the 

figure with a horizontal torso on the top of a long flat circle could be an animal with no 

ears. The figure is surrounded by zigzag lines on the right and multiple horizontal lines 

on the top and the bottom. These markings seem to be scribbles and are not easy to 

interpret. The meaning of the artwork is cloudy when the viewer cannot interpret the 

work. 

     
Figure 4.50 Rainbow Cat.   Figure 4.51Three Posing Cats.          Figure 4.52Untitled. 

Kindergarten                 First Grade         Kindergarten 
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Task Three 

All twenty of the kindergarteners and first graders in group one completed 

drawings for Task Three. The third task was to draw the most interesting way to go to 

school. 

Human figures. Nineteen of the children in group one included at least one human 

figure in their designs. All nineteen of the 20 children who drew a human figure drew the 

figure facing the front. Seventeen included body parts. The human figures within the 17 

drawings that have body parts display different characteristics. Nine are stick figures with 

no arms. Eight of the human figures include a neck, hair, fingers and/or shoes, but none 

include ears. In addition to the differing body parts that were observed in these 17 

drawings, 19 of the drawings included facial features that distinguished the works from 

each other. Two used a blank circle to represent the head; nine used two dots to represent 

the eyes and a semicircle to portray the mouth; and eight elaborately drew eyeballs with 

or without eyelashes. Only one drawing had human figures in walking postures. 

Environment. Thirteen children drew base lines to ground objects. Nine children 

had the sky, such as clouds, in their drawings. Four of those nine drawings had the sun in 

the sky. Two out of the four suns were decorated with either sunspots or facial features. 

Nine children drew buildings; only one attempted drawing a three-dimensional building. 

Three out of seven school buildings had a clock.  

Composition. Two indicated the direction of the school with an arrow. One drew 

musical notes, and another three drew arrows to deliver messages.  
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Method. Seven children demonstrated that they went to school with their best 

friends. Fourteen walked. One went by car; one went by plane; one went by hot air 

balloon; one stepped on the rainbow, and one grew wings to go to school.  

The objects in Two Good Friends (see Figures 4.53) are grounded by a base line 

and depicted in detail with bright color; however, the human figures have no necks. The 

color, detail, and space combine to create a more interesting picture. In Airplane Trip (see 

Figure 4.54), the child drew a girl with a yellow dress and a blue belt, a gray hat with a 

red ribbon, a navy blue purse, and a pair of high-heels. The child gave the girl femininity 

and a great deal of ornamentation; however, her picture contained only two objects. In 

Friends (see Figure 4.55), the human figures have no head-top markings and do not 

denote gender. The minimal detail results in a less interesting picture. 

       
Figure 4.53 Two Good Friends. Figure 4.54 Airplane Trip.         Figure 4.55 Friends. 

Kindergarten                 First Grade                Kindergarten 
 

Table 4.1 

Percentage Summaries of Artistic Qualities in Kindergarten and First-grade Children’s 
Works  

Artistic qualities Task one Task two Task three
Facial features - 35 40 
Body parts 10 45 45 
Texture - 15 10 
Ornamentation 75 30 35 
Facial expression - 15 5 
Bodily expression - - - 

Complexity 

Aggressive postures 5 - - 
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Motion 10 5 - 
Perspective 20 - - 
Depth 45 - - 

Space 

Volume 15 - - 
Color - 10 - 
Harmony 25 - - 

Novelty 5 - - Creativity 
Paradigm-breaking - - - 

Second and Third-graders 

The percentage of the artistic qualities in the second-graders’ and the third-graders’ 

art works will be shown in Table 4.2 at the end of the analyses. 

Task One 

Fifty-four second and third graders composed group two and created products 

using the construction pieces. Twenty-four of 54 children (44%) used at least five pieces 

to make human figures, the major subject matter among members of this group. These 

human figures usually had hats, knees, and active postures (refer to Question One, Figure 

4.2, Sharpshooter) as well as simple representations like a stick figure as seen in Man 

(see Figure 4.58). Nine children created animals, and another nine showed modes of 

transportation. The nine constructions of animals were recognizable, abstract and some 

made use of the negative space. The constructions that included modes of transportation 

included both three-dimensional products as seen as Boat (see Figure 4.3) and two-

dimensional products as seen in Magic Car (see Figure 4.57).  

A unique idea was presented in Machine (see Figure 4.56) and was based upon the 

child’s use of connectors at varying angles. This 3rd grader made a hollow construction 

that required the most advanced skills. Magic Car (see Figure 4.57) includes movement 
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because it appears to be running.  The 3rd grader used a flowing shape as the car’s exhaust 

system to give the appearance of movement. Also, detail can be seen in the car’s 

headlights and a tailpipe. Man (see Figure 4.58) is a simpler work, but the child makes 

use of shapes in his design so that the head seems to wear a hat, and one hand seems to 

hold something. 

            
Figure 4.56 Machine.                  Figure 4.57 Magic Car.         Figure 4.58 Man. 

Third Grade                                   Third Grade               Third Grade 
 
Task Two 

The fifty-four second and third graders of group two completed drawings for the 

second task.  I asked them to draw any image that they wanted after they had completed 

reading the two wordless picture books. In evaluating their drawings, I noticed that 15 

children were good at composition because they employed more than ten objects in their 

drawings. Nineteen children drew the sky; eleven had the sun in their sky. Among the 11 

suns, four were embellished. Three had facial features, and one had circular lines. In a 

less effective uses of composition, six drawings contained two objects and three included 

only one object. Thirteen children used symbols to carry messages. Two were heart 

shapes, and the rest were texts such as onomatopoeic words that imitated the sounds.  

Using words was an easier way to convey their ideas; creating equivalent forms to imply 

abstract meanings would have been more difficult.  
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In Feeding (see Figure 4.59), a cartoon style was used to show a girl feeding fish to 

cats. Several artistic qualities are evident in the work. The line on either side of the cat’s 

tail expresses the cat’s pleasure and adds detail and movement. An unexpected scene in 

the lower left corner is that of a mouse who is holding a fish. Seven cats surround the 

mouse and want to eat both the mouse and the fish. The vignette in the lower left adds the 

artistic qualities of detail, creativity and balance to the picture. In Drowning Man (see 

Figure 4.60), a second grader recalled nearly drowning. Even though he is underwater, he 

drew tears that depict his strong emotion and his memory of the frightful experience. His 

work includes the artistic qualities of detail and emotion. In Waving (see Figure 4.61), a 

third grader used waves to represent the sea and used clouds to represent the sky. The two 

elements indicate an understanding of space, but show none of the other artistic qualities. 

   
Figure 4.59 Feeding.        Figure 4.60 Drowning Man.         Figure 4.61 Waving. 

Third Grade              Second Grade     Third Grade  
 

Task Three 

All of the second and third graders in group two completed drawings for Task 

Three. The third task was to draw the most interesting way to go to school. 

Human figures. Fifty of the 54 children included human figures in their drawings. 

Within the 50, 14 drew human figures in profile; three drew stick figures; 29 included 

neck, hair, fingers and/or shoes; and four added ears. In addition to the body parts drawn, 
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facial features were noticeable in these 50 drawings. Six children of the 50 used a blank 

circle to represent the head. Twenty-nine employed two dots to represent the eyes and a 

semicircle to portray the mouth, and 15 included eyes with detailed eyeballs and/or 

eyelashes. One child drew well-formed stick figures complete with facial features. The 

figures were standing in line, and colors were used to represent school uniforms and book 

bags. The bottom edge of the page served as the base line. The drawing represents 

students obeying the rules of the school.  

Environment. Of the 25 children who drew the sky, fourteen drawings had the sun 

in the sky, six of which were embellished. Thirty-one children drew school buildings, two 

of which had raised national flags on the buildings and a clock (see Figure 4.63), eight 

had only a clock (see Figure 4.62), three had a clock and a pole, two had a flag with a 

pole, and three had only a pole. Only one building was drawn in three dimensions.  

Composition. Two drew arrows and twenty-five wrote texts to convey messages. 

Children may use text to avoid a search for an equivalent visual form. Seven drew only 

one object or one image in the center of the paper. A single object may suggest that the 

child wanted to emphasize the point or may indicate a lack of aesthetic understanding. 

Method. Children chose to go to school in many ways. Two children walked to 

school on their hands. Eighteen children, for example, took modes of transportation to 

school: airplanes, helicopters, parachutes, submarines, boats, trains, sedans, bicycles, 

monocycles, and rockets. Six went to school with the aid of animals such as turtles, fish, 

birds, bees, horses, and cats. Six children exhibited their imagination by taking a magic 

carpet, stepping on clouds, swinging, riding brooms, holding air balloons, and growing 
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wings to fly to school.  

In Riding a Bird (see Figure 4.62), visual realism is evident in the 3rd grader’s 

drawing since no part of the person is visible through the bird and no part of the bird is 

visible through the person. The distant school is smaller, an indication that the child 

understands the artistic quality of space. The child drew detailed figures and portrayed 

the nose realistically, examples of his grasp of complexity.  

In Standing on Hands (see Figure 4.63), the child notices that his hands need shoes 

to protect them from the fresh dog feces on the street. The story portrayed in the drawing 

amuses the viewer and shows harmony. Exaggeration as shown in the boy’s walking on 

his hands and the buildings’ colors may indicate the child’s strong feelings about the 

subject (Lowenfeld, 1947).  

In Route (see Figure 4.64), a third-grader used simple lines and Chinese characters 

to depict his home, school, and the route he took. These circular lines spread across the 

paper and form distinct patterns. Chinese characters label the elements in the drawing; 

however, the lines and imperfect circles are so abstract that their meanings would be 

unrecognizable without the labels. The child may have been attempting to draw a map, 

but since his intent is unknown, the chaotic lines could just as easily have been scribbles.  
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Figure 4.62                         Figure 4.63                                       Figure 4.64 

Riding a Bird.                   Standing on Hands.                                    Route.                      
Third Grade                         Second Grade                                    Third Grade  

 
Table 4.2 

Percentage Summaries of Artistic Qualities in Second and Third-grade Children’s Works  
Artistic qualities Task one Task two Task three

Facial features 7 26 63 
Body parts 11 31 63 
Texture - 11 7 
Ornamentation 67 28 65 
Facial expressions 2 33 9 
Bodily expressions 4 4 2 
Aggressive postures 7 4 6 

Complexity 

Motion 6 22 28 
Perspective 31 2 6 
Depth 30 13 9 

Space 

Volume 35 - - 
Color 2 2 4 
Harmony 13 - 2 

Novelty 4 - 4 Creativity 
Paradigm-breaking 4 - - 

 

Fourth-graders 

The percentages of the artistic qualities in the fourth graders’ art works will be 

shown in Table 4.3 at the end of the analyses. 

Task One 

Thirty-eight fourth graders composed group three and created products using the 

construction pieces. Human figures were the most popular subject matter in the children’s 
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constructions. Fourteen of 38 children (39%) made human figures; four of the figures 

were free-standing three-dimensional products. Their products included facial features, 

facial expressions, bodily expressions, aggressive postures, and color. Animals were the 

second major subject matter and were made using at last three pieces. The simplicity of 

some of these designs may have been a result of the children’s lack of familiarity with 

this art medium.  

An exceptional product, Mask (see Figure 4.65), was a human size mask that had a 

hollow construction and fit the child’s face perfectly. The child demonstrated a solid 

grasp of complexity in constructing such a functional product. In Angry Mother (see 

Figure 4.66), the child conveyed an aggressive posture by using two connectors to form 

the mother’s raised eyebrows. He also used the connectors to form a large mouth and 

hands that rested on her waist. Typically, children used the connectors only to join the 

construction pieces of their designs, but this child employed the connectors as part of his 

design. In Fish (see Figure 4.67), the child used three pieces and two connectors to make 

a simple design. The two equal sized triangles of his fish easily could be seen as 

something other than a fish, and the abstraction denotes a design that lacks detail. 

                         
Figure 4.65 Mask.     Figure 4.66 Angry Mother.                   Figure 4.67 Fish. 

Fourth Grade          Fourth Grade                       Fourth Grade 
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Task Two 

The thirty-eight fourth graders who composed group two completed drawings for 

the second task. I asked them to draw any image that they wanted after they had 

completed reading the two wordless picture books. In evaluating their drawings, I noticed 

that nine children were expert in overall composition. The drawings they made were 

well-arranged and included a number of artistic elements. Twelve children drew the sky 

to indicate space. Eight showed the sun realistically without ornamentation. Thirteen 

children used texts, as labels or dialogue, to carry messages or indicate the elements of 

their designs. In doing so, the meaning of the objects was revealed obviously or easily.  

In Dumbfounded Girl (see Figure 4.68), the girl was so astonished to see three 

angry cats in the water and three happy fish on a tree branch that she nearly fell down the 

hill into the water. The facial expressions, body positions, and active postures of the 

figures were portrayed well. The short proportion of the hills in the right bottom corner 

when compared to the greater proportion of the tree branch in the left top corner brought 

harmony to the work.  

In Dyslexic Reflection (see Figure 4.69), the child attempted to reproduce a dog’s 

and tree’s reflection in the water. His attempt was not realistic because he reversed the 

shadow. Still, the facial feature, body parts, and the tree branch were depicted in detail. 

The tree’s placement on the right side of the drawing created an unbalanced composition 

because it placed too much weight on the right side. The final example Cat (see Figure 

4.70) is a simply drawn cat surrounded by blue scribbles. The blue scribbles may 

represent water, although the intent is unknown. The fourth grader who created this 
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simple design may not have been interested in the topic or may have lacked experience 

with drawing. 

             
Figure 4.68 Dumbfounded Girl.    Figure 4.69 Dyslexic Reflection.   Figure 4.70 Cat. 

Fourth Grade             Fourth Grade                      Fourth Grade 
 
Task Three 

All of the fourth graders in group three completed drawings for Task Three. The 

third task was to draw the most interesting way to go to school. 

Human figures. Thirty-seven of the 38 drawings included human figures—9 had 

stick figures (see one example in Figure 4.71), 20 had details such as a neck or shoes, six 

were in profile, two were drawn from behind or from a bird’s eye view, and two had ears. 

When looking at the facial features within these 35 front facing drawings, four contained 

a simple black circle to represent the head; 25 used two dots to represent the eyes and a 

semicircle to portray the mouth, and six were drawn with elaborate eyeballs and 

eyelashes that demonstrated higher level skills.  

Environment. Twenty out of 54 children included the sky in their drawings. Ten 

included the sun, and three of the ten had suns with facial features. School buildings were 

another popular focus of the children’s drawings and appeared in 20 of the drawings. The 

drawings that included school buildings had a combination of a clock, a pole with or 

without a flag, or a plain building. Three of these 20 drawings were plain buildings; 
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seven had a clock, seven had a clock and a flag pole with a flag; two had a clock and a 

pole, and one had only a flag with a pole. In addition to the ornamentation on the school 

buildings they drew, buildings were drawn in multiple dimensions. Two buildings, for 

instance, were drawn in three dimensions; another two children attempted to draw three-

dimensional buildings but did not succeed. 

Composition. Sixteen children used symbols to convey messages. Fourteen wrote 

Chinese characters or English words. One drew an arrow, and one drew musical notes. 

Three drawings had a single object in the center of the page that may indicate the 

children’s lack of concern for an aesthetic design.  

Method. Modes of transportation used by 19 children included airplanes, hot air 

balloons, missiles, cars, buses, submarines, helicopters, and bicycles. Fourteen children 

used their imagination and went to school in different ways. For instance, one grew wings; 

one stepped on clouds (see Figure 4.18); one rode a broom, one got into a tornado; one 

was seated on a rainbow (see Figure 4.36); one used a zip line; one glided by flatulence 

(see Figure 4.46), and one used a slide. Only two children chose to go by foot. As the 

children age, they appear to have more ideas about the methods they could use to go to 

school.  

In F16 (see Figure 4.71), the bottom of the page serves as a base line for the war 

like depiction that includes many detailed objects; however, small stick-figures are used 

to represent the soldiers within the objects. The sun and the cloud have facial features and 

active postures; so, the child has the ability to draw detailed facial features when there is 

enough space and time. 
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In A Monkey King(see Figure 4.72),  the bottom of the page serves as the ground on 

which a school building and a tiny, moving bus containing stickmen are placed. A boy 

representing the Monkey King floats on a cloud high in the sky. The boy on the cloud 

includes body parts and an active posture. Movement can be seen in the running bus and 

in the boy’s posture. Although the three objects are flat, viewers can understand the 

child’s idea. 

In a less effective attempt, a child drew an unbalance picture. Untitled (see Figure 

4.73) shows an object on the left side of the paper that is not interpretable. 

   
Figure 4.71  F16.               Figure 4.72 A Monkey King.       Figure 4.73 Untitled.   

            Fourth Grade                            Fourth Grade                           Fourth Grade  
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Table 4.3 

Percentage Summaries of Artistic Qualities in Fourth-grade Children’s Work  
Artistic qualities Task one Task two Task three

Facial features 13 29 50 
Body parts 11 47 42 
Texture - 18 5 
Ornamentation 79 13 84 
Facial expressions 5 42 21 
Bodily expressions 5 - 3 
Aggressive postures - 13 5 

Complexity 

Motion 3 39 45 
Perspective 24 5 11 
Depth 18 18 11 

Space 

Volume 34 - - 
Color 5 5 - 
Harmony 21 - - 

Novelty 3 - - Creativity 
Paradigm-breaking 8 - - 

 

Fifth-graders 

The percentage of the artistic qualities in the fifth graders’ art works will be shown 

in Table 4.4 at the end of the analyses. 

Task One 

Thirty-eight fifth graders composed group four and created products using the 

construction pieces. Fifteen children chose to make human figures. Five of the figures 

were free-standing three-dimensional products; two of them were combined with 

negative space. An exceptional example of using negative space is seen in Man with a 

Strange Hat (see Figure 4.39). Animals were made by 14 children. Six were birds. Bird 

had layered feathers (see Figure 4.22); Flying Bird had large wings (see Figure 4.31), and 

a simple construction also was labeled Bird (see Figure 4.76). Three children made 

weapons using many construction pieces. Four-piece products were the simplest 
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constructions at this grade level.  

The range of the children’s artistic abilities is illustrated in the three constructions 

discussed here. In Robot (see Figure 4.74), ears, body parts, and an active posture are 

included to show detail. The child skillfully formed a base line to make the two-

dimensional robot a free-standing robot. In Machine Gun (see Figure 4.75), the child 

depicted the forceful motion of the gun by using three uneven red sticks that illustrated 

the power of the gun. The design, however, had fewer details and was not free-standing. 

Bird (see Figure 4.76) includes only four construction pieces and is a plain design with 

less attraction for viewers. 

                               
Figure 4.74 Robot.                     Figure 4.75 Machine Gun.                    Figure 4.76 Bird.  

Fifth Grade                                       Fifth Grade                                 Fifth Grade 

Task Two 

All thirty-eight fifth graders completed drawings for the second task. I asked them 

to draw any image that they wanted after they had completed reading the two wordless 

picture books. In evaluating their drawings, I noticed that composition was used skillfully 

by 11 children (see Figures 4.24, 4.33, 4.41, 4.42, 4.43, 4.77 & 4.78). Their skill was 

displayed in their uses of light and shade and the placement of objects. Twelve children 

drew the sky, seven of whom included the sun. Three children drew fewer objects. One 

child drew only one object, and two children drew two objects. Their choice to create 
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simplistic drawings may indicate that they lacked interest in the task. Twelve children 

employed symbols to indicate meaning or provide ornamentation. Eight used English 

words or Chinese characters; two used abstract outlines for birds; one used an arrow, and 

one used zzzs for snoring. Older children recognized the meanings of the abstract 

symbols and added those simple signs when they were needed. Two children related their 

personal experiences to the story books.  

One of the exceptional drawings is Fishing Cats (see Figure 4.77). In Fishing Cats 

three cats, on the floatation devices, are at the center of the picture in front of the rising 

sun. The shading implies the direction of the lighting. The objects are drawn in detail and 

show movement as well as volume. In these artistic qualities, the child demonstrates a 

mastery of drawing pencils and composition. All of these elements combine to show 

promising artistic talent. In Capturing Fish (see Figure 4.78), the crying fish show 

emotion, and the cats’ tails exhibit motion, but the picture is flat in a cartoon-like style. 

The seaweed does serve as foreground, and seaweeds are used as invisible base lines to 

give the drawing some depth. Terrorizing Cat (see Figure 4.79) shows a terrorized cat 

who cowers as he faces a large fish. Although the drawing contains only two objects and 

is less effective, the lines behind the large fish show the speed at which it is swimming, 

and the cat’s facial expressions indicate his fear. 
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Figure 4.77 Fishing Cats.     Figure 4.78 Capturing Fish.   Figure 4.79 Terrorizing Cat. 

Fifth Grade                Fifth Grade                            Fifth Grade 
 
Task Three 

All thirty-eight of the fifth graders in group four completed drawings for Task 

Three. The third task was to draw the most interesting way to go to school. 

Human Figures. Thirty-four children drew human figures. Twenty-nine human 

figures included necks, hair, fingers and/or shoes. Twelve human figures had ears. Eleven 

human figures were drawn in profile, and five were stick figures. Other commonalities 

found among these 34 human figures included 20 that drew two dots to represent the eyes 

and a semicircle to portray the mouth, 13 who drew detailed eyeballs and eyelashes, and 

one who employed a blank circle to represent the head. 

Environment. Twelve children drew the sky, seven of which included the sun. Only 

one sun was decorated with facial features. Fifteen children drew school buildings with or 

without ornamentation. Four had plain buildings; four had a flag only; four had a clock 

only, and three had a clock and a flag. Two children drew buildings in three dimensions; 

however, another child attempted a three dimensional drawing but failed in his attempt.   

Composition. Fourteen children used symbols to carry messages. Twelve children 

wrote texts in English or Chinese; one drew an arrow, and the other drew abstract 

outlines for birds. Older children better understand the meanings of abstract symbols and 
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possess writing ability; so, they include these strategies when creating their visual images. 

Method. Thirteen children used different modes of transportation that included cars, 

airplanes, gliders, tanks, boats, helicopters, hot air balloons, and missiles. Ten 

demonstrated their creativity and imagination in getting to school. The more creative 

modes included getting on a balloon, jumping on a trampoline, growing wings, stepping 

on a cloud, lying on a flying bed, swinging, riding brooms, or digging a tunnel. Six used 

animals to take them to school—ants, sharks, elephants, cats, birds, and dogs. Three went 

on a skateboard, skated, or took a zip line as shown in Taking a Zip Line (see Figure 

4.80).  

In Taking a Zip Line (see Figure 4.80), the rays emanating from the sun balance the 

picture, and the human figure is portrayed in detail with an active posture. The entire 

page is used in the design. In Magic Chinese Brush (see Figure 4.81), a girl rides on the 

magic Chinese brush in the center of the picture, and a distant, tiny school shows that she 

is flying toward it. Only two objects are in the picture, and the entire page is not used.  

However, the girl is drawn in detail and with good proportion. The magic broom of 

Western culture has turned into a Chinese brush and illustrates an Eastern cultural 

influence. In Walking (see Figure 4.82), a child drew a boy who has a forward-facing 

head attached to a profiled torso. He did try to draw a human figure in profile, but he 

needs more practice to create the equivalent forms. 
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Figure 4.80 Taking a Zip Line.   Figure 4.81 Magic Chinese Brush.   Figure 4.82Walking. 

Fifth Grade            Fifth Grade           Fifth Grade 
 
Table 4.4 

Percentage Summaries of Artistic Qualities in Fifth-grade Children’s Work  

Artistic qualities Task one Task two Task three
Facial features 8 18 82 
Body parts 34 50 79 
Texture - 29 24 
Ornamentation 79 29 76 
Facial expressions 5 42 26 
Bodily expressions 5 8 8 
Aggressive postures - 29 18 

Complexity 

Motion 5 55 29 
Perspective 32 5 15 
Depth 24 21 26 

Space 

Volume 42 16 8 
Color 5 18 11 
Harmony 3 16 16 

Novelty - 16 8 Creativity 
Paradigm-breaking 3 - 3 

 

Overview of the Artwork 

Construction 

 Simple design constructions were made across all grade levels. The simplest 

constructions in the first group (Grades K-1) were made with two construction pieces. In 

the second group (Grades 2-3) the simplest constructions were made with four 

construction pieces. In the third group (Grade 4) simple constructions were made with 
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three pieces; in the fourth group simple constructions were made with four pieces. The 

human figures show an active posture from third to fifth grade; the third graders’ figures 

include knees, and the fifth graders include ears. The only figure in profile was made by a 

fifth grader. As the children age, the objects they create show more detail.    

The large, free-standing, three-dimensional constructions, which show depth and 

volume, were made by first through fifth graders. The designs that combined negative 

space were made by third through fifth graders. Two hollow designs were made by third 

and fourth graders. One fourth-grader made a design that showed arms that could be bent.  

Overall, the complexity of the constructions increased with age.        

Two Drawings 

One-object designs were drawn by third through fifth graders. The younger 

children drew at least two objects to fill the paper. Most of the images looked flat or 

cartoon style. The older children elaborated on the texture of the objects in their works to 

illustrate volume, and they added emotions and movement that made the scenes more 

realistic. Older children included abstract symbols and texts within their drawings. The 

reasons for their more frequent inclusion may be that older children are able to write and 

able to recognize the meanings of abstract symbols. Most kindergarteners through second 

graders drew colorful designs. Few children used pastels; more children sketched or used 

drawing pencils. Third through fifth graders were more likely to use pencils.  

Research Question Three 

Question three of the study is, “What mediums do children select, and why do they 

select them?” The information on the mediums that the children select was collected after 
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the children completed the three artistic products. The reasons that they selected a 

particular medium were obtained from their responses to the questionnaire (see appendix 

A & B).  

Drawing pencils were selected by 57% of the children in both of the drawing tasks. 

They reported that they used pencils due to convenience, ease of use and deletion, fine 

point/detail, cleanliness and lack of the necessity to fill-in the color. The participants also 

liked to create shadowing through the use of lightness and darkness. Furthermore, a few 

of the participants reflected that they seldom had a chance to use drawing pencils. Only 

three children used pastels in both drawings. One felt that pastels were easy to use, and 

another liked the colorful results. The third child preferred to be different and chose 

pastels because most of his classmates chose drawing pencils. 

Based upon the reasons cited in the questionnaire, I inferred that the children liked 

to draw as they wished. They wanted to use pencil because they had seen that it was 

easier to correct or because their teachers had told them to sketch before they colored. 

Research Question Four 

Question four of the study is, “How do Taiwanese children feel about the three 

artistic tasks?” The following information about the children’s feelings toward the three 

artistic tasks was obtained and compiled from their responses to the questions listed in the 

questionnaire. The fourth question in the questionnaire, “Why did you not want to do the 

task(s)?” was answered only when participants were not willing to do one of these tasks. 

Therefore, owing to their full participation in three tasks, their answer to this question is 

not discussed here. 
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Question One 

How did you feel about doing these tasks? The children’s favorite task as indicated 

in their questionnaires was Task One. They enjoyed this task because they could 

improvise freely on their constructions. Overall, the results indicated that they enjoyed all 

the creative processes, and eighty-eight percent of their responses were positive. They felt, 

for example, that these activities were interesting, fun, and very special. They wanted to 

participate in more activities like these in the future. They mentioned that these activities 

inspired them to use their imaginations and to increase their artistic skills. Furthermore, 

they felt as though they learned something beyond the formal curricula in these tasks.  

Question Two 

Which task did you like the most? Why? Looking at the whole, seventeen of 150 

children (11%) liked all of the tasks without giving any reasons. Eight percent of them 

liked to draw, especially for Task Two and Task Three, because they found drawing to be 

fun and creative. Three percent of them did not have any specific feeling about these 

tasks. Also, all the children had some degree of preference among the three tasks, and the 

results are shown below.  

Task One 

 Forty-four percent of the children liked to create products using the cardboard 

construction pieces. Their reasons were that (a) they felt free to invent any object, (b) the 

construction pieces were like toys to them, (c) they could scramble all the pieces and 

create something out of them, (d) without following a story or a situation, they felt the 

task was easier and simpler than the other two tasks, (e) they could create a variety of 
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objects, (f) they used their creative thinking skills, (g) they could create three-

dimensional objects, and (h) they liked the brain-storming exercise. 

Task Two 

Twelve percent of the children preferred Task Two. They were interested because 

they had the characters and the plots of the stories to follow. 

Task Three 

 Thirty-three percent of the children liked this task because they could draw 

whatever they liked. 

Question Three 

Which task did you dislike? Why? Three percent of them disliked drawing because 

it was boring, troublesome, hard, or they were not good at drawing. Two percent of 150 

children disliked all of the tasks with no reasons given. The results for those who had 

some dislike for the three tasks are outlined below. 

Task One 

 Twelve percent of the children disliked constructing their products because it was 

boring, they ran out of ideas, and/or they had insufficient construction pieces to complete 

what they liked. 

Task Two 

Thirty-three percent of the children disliked the task because it was difficult, 

troublesome and time-consuming. They felt constrained by the prompts (the plots of the 

stories). Some of the children could not imagine what would appear next. Some children 

did not like to think about the stories in depth.  
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Task Three 

Seven percent of the children disliked this task because it was difficult and required 

too much thought. Some did not like to think, could not draw, and felt constrained by the 

mediums.  

In the questionnaire, children expressed a liking for the spontaneity they found in 

Task One. Their second choice was the creative drawing. These two tasks had fewer 

requirements; so, the children felt free to work with the construction pieces and draw 

whatever they liked. Task Two, which 33% of the children disliked, was more interesting 

to me as a viewer because the children had to think and because their products exhibited 

more emotion, detail, and movement. Of the three tasks, complexity was most evident in 

the speculative drawings of Task Two.  

Summary 

The children’s art works, as produced for the three tasks, demonstrated their artistic 

abilities in the areas of complexity, space, color, harmony, and creativity. Different 

aspects of the tasks provided the means to assess their abilities. Most characteristics of 

the children’s construction products were recognizable and reality based. A few were 

abstract objects. Most of the objects were flat or two-dimensional. Some were non-

standing three-dimensional and free standing three-dimensional designs. Human figures 

and animals were common at all grade levels. In Task Two, the content of the children’s 

drawings was related to the two wordless picture books, though the children chose the 

book Three Cats more frequently. Few of the children included both of the stories or 

related the stories to personal experiences. No dogs, cats, or fish were used in 18 
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drawings (12%) only. For Task Three, half of the children wanted to go to school by 

flying. Most 3rd to 5th graders in the group dreamed about traveling through the sky. 

Sixty-seven children (44.7%) went to school by land just as they did in their daily lives. 

The majority of the reality-inclined group was from kindergarten to second-grade. The 

eight children (5.3%) who imagined going to school on water were 3rd to 5th graders. 

Several characteristics were illustrated by all of the children: human figures, a clock on 

their school buildings, houses, the sun, and trees. Drawing pencils were selected most 

frequently in Task Two and Task Three. As for their preference for these tasks, Task One 

was the most popular task. Task Two was liked the least with one-fourth of the 150 

children disliking Task Two. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The artistic abilities of Taiwanese children were studied in their own classrooms 

with artistic tasks that I, as the researcher, selected and administered. One hundred-fifty 

children from kindergarten through fifth grade, ages six to eleven, participated. Three 

different prompts, including colored construction pieces, two wordless picture books, and 

an oral statement were given to the children. A great deal of compositional freedom was 

allowed in the three pieces of artwork. I analyzed the children’s products to identify the 

artistic qualities in the designs and to interpret the children’s intentions when creating the 

products. I sorted the children’s responses to a questionnaire. The children were willing 

to complete the tasks because they found them interesting and the materials alluring. The 

products were quite startling. I was impressed with the overall quality of the products and 

the number of children who showed skill in arranging forms, illustrating characters’ 

actions, creating life-like aesthetics, and exhibiting a mastery of pictorial structure. The 

creative content and cartoon-style designs of the participants’ products were impressive. 

Furthermore, the characteristics demonstrated individual differences, and the children 

demonstrated various artistic abilities in their products.  

Viewing the Characteristics of the Tasks 

Human Figures 

Human figures are repeated frequently in the three tasks. Most of the human 

figures are smiling in tasks one and three. Still, Angry Mother (see Figure 4.66) in Task 

One and Drowning Man (see Figure 4.60) as well as Dumbfounded Girl (see Figure 4.68) 
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in Task Two show unpleasant facial expressions, strong and ineffable feelings. Cox (2005) 

found that children at age four to five can depict happy and sad faces, and my research 

supports his finding. The ability to draw other emotions comes gradually throughout 

primary school years. 

Human figures across these three tasks illustrated an orderly process comprised of 

accurate pictorial representation in detail and specifics. These human figures displayed a 

linear path toward ever-increasing optical realism as age increased. Due to the small 

sample at some ages, a generalization or comparison across groups cannot be made.  

Base Line 

Children usually grounded their objects by using the bottom edge of the paper as a 

base line or drawing a base line, whose function, according to Bang (1991), is to express 

the feeling of calmness. The artistic works produced for my study supported Bang’s 

assertion (see Figures 4.5, 4.9, 4.10. 4.14, 4.19, 4.24, 4.25, 4.32, 4.33, 4.36, 4.41, 4.42, 

4.46, 4.50, 4.51, 4.53, 4.60, 4.61, 4.68, & 4.77). A dramatic scene is soothed by a 

horizontal line, a device that is similar to a base line. Children applied the concept of the 

base line in interesting ways. On Task Three, one child’s hectic, human figures and 

placement of objects on different sides made the picture off-balance until he added a base 

line (see Figure 4.46). In Task One, a child created a free-standing, two-dimensional 

robot by using connectors and construction pieces to form a base, thus, applying a 

process similar to the base line (see Figure 4.74).  

Mediums 

Smearing pastels would have provided a quick means of filling the background, but 
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most children preferred drawing pencils to provide background shadows. Many children 

chose drawing pencils because they were easier to erase, which suggests that they have 

assimilated the idea of writing into the idea of drawing. In my data young children made 

polychromatic designs without any sketch. Most of the polychromatic designs with 

sketches were made by older children. 

Composition 

Most of the objects in the children’s drawings were arranged separately as in the 

writing of Chinese characters; no overlapping was allowed. Many children showed no 

strong imperative to fill the page. In other words, no children filled open spaces with 

abstract marks for ornamentation.  

Many of the children employed excellent strategies in arranging the objects with 

different sizes and tones to show a variety of components (see Figures 4.16, 4.24, 4.25, 

4.26, 4.27, 4.33, 4.41, 4.42, 4.43, 4.68, 4.77, 4.78, & 4.80). Golomb (1983) defines a high 

degree of composition as “(a) those internal to a single figure, (b) those that specify 

relations among figures and (c) those that relate individual forms and figures to the super-

ordinate framework that unifies the different components into a coherent pictorial 

statement” (p.59). Furthermore, the necessary consideration of components and part-

whole relations requires the cognitive organizational capacities of the child artist. 

Composition can be assessed most easily in Tasks II and III. Generally, composition is 

assessed through the placement of multiple elements. The compositions created for Tasks 

II and III contained a number of objects rather than the single construction of Task One. 

As a result, assessment of composition is more evident in the final two tasks. 
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The children’s artistic products provided evidence to demonstrate their conceptions 

of representative skills with different materials through the inventive and imaginative 

processes. The design patterns on their art works showed the significance of individual 

differences in artistic ability and intention. 

Viewing the Three Tasks 

Task One 

The top three subjects that the children created in Task One were human figures, 

animals, and automobiles. This finding supports previous studies (Di Leo, 1970; Kellogg, 

1979) that human figures, animals, and automobiles are children’s favored subjects. 

Connectors were key to building the constructions in Task One. The connectors 

were to be used to attach two or more construction pieces together and to represent 

multiple dimensions. However, in their constructions, 43 percent of the children restricted 

their use of connectors to two-dimensional products. Due to their lack of experience and 

familiarity with the construction pieces, children may not have been aware that a single 

connector can be used to connect more than two pieces or that connectors can be 

employed as human or animal hair, teeth, or fingers. Perhaps, having allowed time for 

free play and experimentation before beginning the task would have made a difference, 

since I spent only 30 seconds demonstrating the way to connect two pieces together and 

did not allow the children to practice before beginning the task. Children, simply, may 

not have thought of connecting four pieces together. The result was that sixty products 

were two dimensional.  

Through the effective use of connectors, 57 percent of the children employed 
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construction pieces with precise shapes to generate abstract objects. Owing to children’s 

accurate perceptions and knowledge of the objects, they discovered forms that convey a 

message and represent or symbolize a known object (see Figure 4.38). Pretty Lady is the 

only profile figure is distinguished by her semi-circular hair (see Figure 4.12). 

The highest artistic qualities using space were achieved in this task due to the 

materials that allowed the children to create multiple-sided objects. The larger products 

(see Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.13, 4.31, 4, 47, & 4.65) provide evidence that challenges 

Goodenough’s (1926) belief that children’s minds are too immature to create three-

dimensional objects in their drawing.  

Task Two 

Children elaborately depicted facial expressions and movement in this task. They 

may have been influenced by the pictorial images in the wordless picture books. This 

influence may have been shown in how they imitated the icons from the illustrations and 

the ways in which they were inspired by the plots and the illustrations. 

The distinctive characteristics that emerged within the products generated for Task 

Two may have resulted from the stimulation provided by the prompts. This stimulation 

was related to the children’s thoughts and creativity. In varying degrees, images, plots, 

and characters from the storybooks are reflected in the drawings. The emotions expressed 

by the stories’ characters, frequently expressed in the facial expressions of the humans 

and animals, relate to the personal, traumatic, or jubilant experiences of the children and, 

sometimes, the drawings they create. However, most of the time these drawings of 

differing emotions do not directly relate to the storybooks. On occasion, those that 
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strongly associate with the story lines convey movement through the jumping or walking 

of the main characters as drawn in their products and shown in the storybooks.  

The common themes of these drawings were derived from the children’s 

imaginations and what they felt would happen after the story ends. Happy endings were 

created by the most of the children. These endings may be the result of their experiences 

with fairy tales. Most fairy stories have happy endings. Thus, the children express delight 

and/or good fortune in their new endings. 

Although Taiwan is surrounded by ocean, the emphasis on success in school may 

not allow children time to enjoy the beach, where they would see reflections. Air 

pollution may be another reason that children cannot see a reflection, even though there 

are a few lakes in the parks. Thus, the children may not have had the chance to observe 

how objects are reflected in the water. Therefore, two of the 150 children drew in a 

dyslexic way, that is, they reversed the objects in the reflection that ought to have been 

presented in a parallel way. Two of the children never may have seen a reflection, or they 

may have turned the paper upside down when they drew the reflection because the 

images in their minds and on their drawings were facing the same direction (see one 

example in Figure 46). 

Task Three 

Human figures 

Human figures, the most prominent representations in the products, occurred in 

138 of 150 drawings. These figures may be attributed to the topic of this task and the 

necessity to engage them. The way human figures were drawn developed as the children 
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aged. Kellogg (1969) indicated that children at age four drew armless human figures. She 

also noted that those aged five to seven drew complete and incomplete human figures as 

well as profile figures. Her observations were based upon two million pieces of children’s 

drawings from her collection. As can be seen in this study, five to seven year old children 

did display their abilities and development in the drawing of their human figures. For 

instance, all children drew complete human figures with ears, eyeballs, eyelashes, hair, 

necks, fingers, or shoes. Imperfect human figures were also found in children’s drawings; 

still, they were clearly identifiable as human forms. For example, genderless human 

figures, such as human heads represented by a blank circle, humans without arms, 

humans with various torsos, humans made as double-line Latin crosses, and relatively 

incomplete human images were shown in 60 drawings from all grade levels. In this study, 

the usual human representations for kindergarteners to second graders, stick figures, were 

found in eight- to eleven-year-old children’s drawings as well. This phenomenon could 

be explained because the older children felt they needed a large group of people in their 

designs (see Figure 4.10). However, contrary representations were found among the 

younger group, kindergarteners to second-graders. They tended to establish detailed 

human figures, despite including a large number of human representations in their 

products. Their inability or unwillingness to draw stick figures may be related to young 

children’s inability to use abstract or simple designs or the fact that these simplified 

designs did not fully represent real objects to them. Therefore, the children did not use 

the same formula in drawing human figures, but the figures the children were inclined to 

draw have realistic facial features or elaborate ornamentation. Some children’s facial 
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depictions were very similar to the facial expressions of cartoon characters. Pretty girls 

were always portrayed with big eyes and long eyelashes. The children adopted or 

imitated other people’s graphic inventions and expressive formulas in their visual 

expression (see Figures 4.9, 4.27, 4.37, & 4.81).  

Objects on a School Building 

The buildings in the children’s drawings shared degrees of commonality: a clock, a 

pole, or a flag on a pole, and symbols with culturally embedded contexts. The clock 

represents the usual sense of time and a connection to the boundary between class periods. 

The children seem to connect a ringing bell with a clock on their schools; 38 children 

drew a clock on their buildings. The bell does ring at 40 minute intervals following each 

class period and, again, after 10 minutes of break time, but the facades of most school 

buildings in Taiwan do not have a clock, especially in the metropolitan area of Taipei. In 

addition to the connection children made between the ringing bell and the clock, they also 

used clocks to indicate different time frames, which may stimulate different frames of 

mind in the children. Children, for instance, feel constrained by going to school at seven 

o’clock and feel exhilarated at three o’clock when the school day ends. Since the 

products for Task Three were titled “The Most Interesting Way to Go to School,” student 

clocks reflected the social conventions or school regulations that require students to go to 

school at seven; however, some drew a clock showing the end of the day, three o’clock. 

For these students, going to school at three in the afternoon might be a solution to their 

usual nightmare—their reluctance to get up early. Also, a reluctance to leave bed may be 

further illustrated by a drawing that included a flying and two-winged bed with the 
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student sleeping upon it (see Figure 4.44).  

Next, the fact that the national flag is shown hanging on a pole demonstrates the 

children’s sensitivity to political issues. The controversy over Taiwan’s sovereignty and 

the high profile dispute over changes in the national flag have been the headline of 

newspaper articles, on the TV news, or a subject for debate within international 

communities.  

Finally, the pole without a flag illustrates the children’s concept or notion of the 

usual flag-raising procedures because the flag would not have been raised by the time 

they arrive at school. Usually, students arrive at school before seven-thirty and study for 

twenty minutes before being called to the morning assembly. The usual agenda for a 

morning assembly is that students congregate on the playground in a class unit, sing the 

national anthem, salute as the flag is raised, and, then, are dismissed. Based on the usual 

agenda, as described above, students would not see the flag on the pole when they arrive 

at school. Therefore, students in this group display a better sense of time.  

Method 

Walking to school. Most of the kindergarteners’ and first-graders’ drawings 

illustrate the usual way they reach school. Generally, they walk to school with their 

friends. Fifteen out of 20 drew pictures that indicate walking to school is the most 

interesting way. This adherence to convention may be based upon their lack of life 

experience or lack of exposure to alternative transportation. Walking to school with 

friends also depicts the excitement and satisfaction they feel about spending time with 

peers, heading toward the same destination, and extending their social life.  
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Their inner voice. Children show varying preferences in the ways they go to school. 

Swimming, riding a bicycle, mountain climbing, and using a zip line (see Figure 4.80), 

tight rope, pogo stick, scooter, skateboard, roller skates, trampoline and a slide are 

depicted in their drawings. The drawings of these outdoor activities may indicate that the 

children do not have enough time to exercise, or they may reflect their inner desires. A 

lack of exercise can be seen in their daily routines: going to school, studying, and 

attending after-school programs to increase their academic achievements. The everyday 

routine of school and study may diminish their craving for outdoor activities, but it never 

extinguishes their hunger for them. Therefore, their drawings illustrate their cry for 

recreation or a world outside of books. 

Media. In the children’s drawings, the influence of media such as the news, 

cartoons and/or comic books is evident. Tarzan (see Figures 4.8, & 4.27); Doraemon (see 

Figure 4.28); monsters, magic carpets, magic brooms (see Figure 4.81); and snowballs 

are recurrent images of characters in the foreign cartoons and story books that are 

commonly sold in Taiwanese book markets. For the children in the study, disasters or 

alternative modes of transportation—tornados, hurricanes, wars, rockets—have not been 

common in their own lives or in Taiwan but can be seen on TV. Due to the prevalence of 

multiple cable news channels in Taiwan, the replay of major or recent news happens 

almost every five minutes, and children’s exposure to the local or world news increases 

simultaneously. They are aware of the war in Iraq, Hurricane Katrina, the Taiwan High 

Speed Rail, or Taipei 101 (see Figure 4.8). Thus, the influence of media can be observed 

in their drawings of these local or global phenomena and in their incorporation of them 
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into their favorite ways to go to school.  

Culture effects. Children’s drawings were also greatly influenced by culturally 

specific inclusions such as Chinese painting techniques, Chinese characters, Chinese 

folklore, or Chinese acrobatics. Chinese painting techniques were employed when 

children have objects float and when they draw the object higher on the page to indicate 

space (see Figure 4.28). Also, Chinese characters typically are included in Chinese 

paintings. Chinese characters are included in forty-four of the 150 works analyzed. These 

forty-four were created by children from 2nd to 5th grade and were used as a way to 

express their ideas or name the objects. Riding on a cloud was demonstrated in four 

children’s drawings (see Figures 4.18 & 4.72) that incorporated a character from Chinese 

folktales. The Monkey King is one of four great classical novels of Chinese literature and 

presents a journey to the West. On the journey the monkey rides a cloud to his destination. 

While Chinese folktales appeared in Taiwanese children’s drawings, they were not as 

common as Western fairy tales in Taiwanese children’s drawings. The Western influence 

reveals the fact that tradition is fading and that cultural transitions and cross-cultural 

influences are great. Though Chinese acrobats rarely perform in Taipei, two children 

drew a boy walking on his hands (see one example in Figure 4.63). These children 

showed the influences of acrobatics and kung fu, strong components of traditional 

Chinese culture. Clearly, Chinese culture has been inscribed on these young minds, and 

they can apply their cultural heritage to the unknown.  

Social Conventions 

Though I have mentioned that children tended to draw figures of the same mode, 
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another explanation could be that students are required to wear school uniforms from 

kindergarten through high school. Some children showed variations in the clothes they 

wear to school and included kimonos, everyday clothes, or formal clothes in their 

drawings of the most interesting way to go to school. 

In Taiwanese schools, students have no right to choose what to wear, when to go 

home, or where to sit. They have to do what is required. In Student Shot from a Canon 

(see Figure 4.37), a 5th grader launched a girl to her school by a missile, and she happily 

lands on the teacher-mattress (see Figure 4.37). Her picture may imply a negative attitude 

toward school and her teachers. Another child also expressed his feelings about the 

school (see Figure 38); the color of the school building is gray as it appears in reality, but 

the red skyscraper is not realistic. The colors he chose may imply that he sees school as 

gray or boring and that he sees after-school activities, such as visiting a skyscraper, as red 

or exciting.  

In thinking about their daily routines, children asserted their creativity and gave 

attention to social and cultural factors. The children’s drawings provided evidence of 

their creativity and communication skills. Furthermore, they demonstrated the visual 

culture in which they immersed themselves. The repertoire of the children’s graphic 

expressions can serve as a reference for establishing Taiwanese children’s graphic 

imagery and the visual sources surrounding them.  

Overall, artistic qualities were developed and used in the rating of each child’s 

three artistic products. The children demonstrated different strengths in each task. 

Different artistic manifestations were demonstrated at varying skill levels. Children used 
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varying mediums (construction pieces, pastels and/or drawing pencils) as they responded 

to the three prompts, and each prompt elicited different artistic abilities from the children. 

Each of the two drawing tasks was a response to a unique prompt and different subject 

matter. Quite a few drawings were drawn in cartoon style. The children were influenced 

by the illustrations of comic books. Though both resulted in drawings, each required and 

displayed the individualistic styles and individuality of the children. 

Recommendations 

Implications for Research 

In future, similar studies, timing needs to be considered. Many parents expressed 

their concern that this study was too close to the final examinations. They hoped the 

teachers would review the semester’s normal work and not introduce additional activities 

such as this study. Also, knowing how the participants feel about their art lessons would 

be helpful in future research. Although children enjoyed both of the picture books in the 

study, 86% of the participants were familiar with the content of The Other Bone. Their 

familiarity may have diminished their desire to work with that story.  

Including spontaneous art would be helpful. Kellogg (1969) claimed that children 

may perform at a lower level on assigned subject matter in art. In other words, when the 

children are not truly capable of handling the subject, they will attempt to comply with 

their immature formulas for producing the assignment. Thus, artistic ability should not be 

judged solely based upon the assigned subject matter, since it may not be a true indicator 

of their full potential.  

Though no time limit was imposed in this study, conducting the three art activities 
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separately might be an advantage for a researcher. The children worked intently and with 

enjoyment, but I felt rushed because little time existed to observe the conditions under 

which the children produced their artwork. Also, some children rushed to finish their 

tasks because their friends were already working on another task. Having time to display 

the children’s artwork, either on a board or in a folder, would allow the children to 

appreciate others’ work and share their own ideas and imagination with their peers. The 

sharing process would allow the children to acquire and/or refine their perspectives so 

that they were capable of fully participating in social, contextual conditions (Wallace, 

Maker, Cave, & Chandler, 2004) and of promoting inquiry as an on-going cycle (Short, 

Harste, & Burke, 1996). Furthermore, the classroom teachers would be able to learn more 

about their students’ perspectives in addition to their grades on traditional paper and 

pencil tests.  

In the future, learning what students continue to think about after completing the 

tasks, what connections they make with other picture books, and what impact the artistic 

experiences had on their normal routines would be interesting. For addressing this 

particular concern, art education curricula would need to be developed that would 

promote the children’s creativity using these two drawing activities and multiple 

mediums. Viola (1936) pointed out that the aim of art is not to produce artists, but to 

encourage rather than suffocate the innate creative capacities of children for art. The 

significant merit of art remains the creative process, not the development of a better artist. 

Implications for the Practitioner 

Based on my experiences during the time that I gathered the data, I came to realize 
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that children needed freedom and a variety of materials to demonstrate their abilities. The 

freedom to choose made them feel comfortable. They were, then, willing to experiment 

with unfamiliar materials and address unfamiliar topics. Children may not have been 

familiar with all of the art mediums. The varying materials provided the children with 

new experiences and stimulated their curiosity which made them willing to engage in the 

projects. Also, an activity with no time limitations and no grades rarely occurs in 

Taiwanese schools. Thus, children enjoyed the free play and concentrated their attention 

on efficiency.  Teachers should consider allowing students to have more choice in the 

tasks they perform.  

Picture books contain varied art styles and use various art mediums in their 

illustrations. Picture books can invite readers to access art in a casual way and can allow 

readers to experience the impressions made by different mediums. Picture books allow 

readers and artists to interact with artwork in a variety of mediums and allow them to 

choose the mediums they most enjoy. Therefore, readers and artists can step into the 

romance stage of learning. In this stage, the emphasis is based on the freedom that allows 

the viewer or creator to see and interact with the subject matter. The romance stage is an 

awakening or arousal period. Through a span of time, the artist becomes more precise in 

the techniques. The continued engagement encourages technical mastery and moves the 

artist toward the final stage of generalization. The artist develops his or her own idea and 

relevant techniques. Fruition is barren without previous periods of romance and precise 

training (Whitehead, 1929). If learning and the process of schooling are based on the 

needs of learners, individuals do considerable work that leads them in the right direction. 
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The learning processes are to create and maintain long-term commitments so that the 

potential of every individual can be developed immeasurably. Teachers should consider 

providing a larger variety of art materials for the children to use in completing the tasks, 

and they should consider offering more encouragement for experimentation that would 

move the children toward technical mastery and generalization.  

Visual thinking practices help artists become constructive thinkers and help them 

suspend reality so that they become aware of the transformational aspect inherent in art. 

While students are involved in the activity and when they have mastered the content and 

procedures, they should be able to revise and develop messages for themselves. The 

opportunities to think deeply, invent, and explore can enlarge their perspectives and 

reverberate throughout their lives. Thus, students may be able to see the outside world 

holistically and introspectively, as well as assess their ideas and problem-solving 

strategies from various angles. Teachers should consider adding more opportunities for 

children to reflect upon and revise their work.   

Students experience the communication between an artist and his viewer and 

acquire self-stabilization through the artistic activity (Kellogg, 1969). Understanding a 

work and connecting it to oneself must be integrated with other capabilities so that the 

individual learns effectively. An intellectually supportive environment encourages 

children to think and share what they read (Yu & Pine, 2006). As students engage with 

pictorial images, they notice how to discover and express meaning with aesthetic 

sensitivity. Pictorial images, filtered through the eyes and mind, provide a basis for 

individual style and the artistic choices an individual makes. To develop such an 
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understanding, students need to read many books illustrated in the same medium. 

Multiple experiences with picture books allow students to appreciate the illustrations and 

the texts and stimulate their experiences as well. Thus, students should be allowed to play 

with the mediums and express the connections they make in their minds. Memories create 

pictures in the mind and stay vivid for a lifetime. When the students encounter similar 

conditions, the memories can be relived (Gardner, 1994). Teachers should consider 

providing a variety of artistic models in the books children read and the materials that are 

available to them.   

Imagining different methods to complete daily routines can help children find new 

and practical approaches so that everyday existence does not become humdrum. After 

pondering alternatives deeply and over a period of time, concrete representations of the 

imagination can be created and expressed in statements such as “that dish is a piece of 

art.” Early childhood scholars have indicated that one can learn about the world and 

oneself from art (Johnson, 1928; Seefeldt, 1992). From art, individuals learn colors, 

shapes, and light; they discover visions from combining all of these artistic elements to 

express themselves in personal styles and to decorate their social world. Teachers should 

consider offering ample opportunities for children to explore and experiment, and they 

should consider creating a hospitable atmosphere that encourages uninhibited creative 

individuality. Also, teachers should consider adding innovative activities that give 

students more opportunities for continuing reflection, a positive mental exercise.  

Creating artworks may amuse students and fill their leisure time more 

constructively. Imagination is the foundation of art. As time goes by, with support, 
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students may develop constructive imaginations. Then, they may create designs and 

decorations that contribute to their careers and enhance their environments. They may 

express their ideas or impressions with mediums and feel release, as well as develop 

diversity of thoughts and judgments in authentic situations.   

If mental faculties can be trained with particular materials, understanding mental 

endowments in human beings is a vital component in learning processes. Education 

should have students dealing with what interests them. Thorndike (1935) stated, “If we 

wish to learn a certain thing, we must arouse adequate interest…we must transmute this 

general wish into an interest that will carry us to and through the detailed activities 

necessary” (p.85). Ability must be supplemented by interest or desire so that educators 

can, to the fullest extent, provide appropriate curricula to meet the needs of artistically 

gifted students as rapidly as possible.  

Also, screening student candidates to find students who are artistically gifted and to 

place them in programs for the artistically gifted would be more effective, efficient, and 

defensible. Educators should provide wide-ranging artistic activities in which children 

can immerse themselves and find their interests. The more prompts and materials that 

educators use, the more accurate the results they may obtain. The optimal goal is to help 

students who show exceptionality and talent in their work to voluntarily follow through 

with stamina and consistency until they have mastered their work thoroughly.  

Conclusion 

The goals and values of education are to help individuals acquire knowledge, 

extend potential, and reap positive consequences from learning. The purpose is to act 
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intelligently and to conquer the difficulties in real-life situations. In Taiwan many 

academically high scoring individuals cannot solve their personal problems appropriately 

or cannot develop appropriate interpersonal intelligence. Consequently, a few of these 

children end their lives at a young age or hurt themselves or others. Students spend too 

much time learning too many academic subjects. Reflection seems less valuable from 

parents’ and teachers’ views; hence, reflection does not fit into the limited time allowed 

for learning. Learning can occur without oppressive guidance. Making money is not the 

only important measure of a life well lived. Helping an individual react and operate 

intelligently is crucial to the future of educators, especially in the rapidly changing and 

technologically driven modern society.  

Historically, people have created meaning through art. Primitive art in caves and 

religious frescoes in churches prove how powerful visual art can be as a tool to 

communicate and educate. People understand the messages easily and quickly from 

visual art because visual perception is the base on which learning takes place. Art 

creators select, interpret and reform diverse art elements to make a new image. The 

process could enhance higher-order thinking skills and creative problem-solving 

strategies (Cornett, 2003). Visual images can convey ideas to engage people intellectually 

and emotionally; therefore, art re-ignites the imagination and passion for creators and 

viewers. Hence, art communicates meanings and feelings. However, Taiwanese educators 

seem to ignore that art is an invaluable communication vehicle because education places 

greater emphasis on the learning of factual information through words. 

Language is seen as a way to increase general intelligence, and writing relates to 
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art forms (Alland, 1977). Language and art are both communication systems, but art 

delivers a message with feelings. Moreover, the function of art is to arouse, express, and 

evoke emotions (Alland, 1989). If art can provide a release, expand perspectives, nurture 

aesthetics, promote creativity, and accrue pleasant environments, it can be an educational 

vehicle to nurture young people. Then, they may be able to associate art with intelligence 

and responsibility in their own individual growth. Repetitious art activities may be an 

interesting method for nurturing children’s experiences and passing ideas and concepts to 

later generations. Learning how to embed art elements into children’s lives and how art 

impacts children throughout their lives is an area worthy of study. I believe that art could 

be a heuristic that allows children to seek out the need and value of creativity for 

themselves. In other words, the individual appreciates the contemplation necessary for art; 

furthermore, doing artistic activities reinforces an individual’s capacity for reflection. 

Sharing artwork and the appreciation for it can enhance the processes of learning respect 

for each other. The feedback would help individuals reflect and develop social 

competence. Hence, children could find better routes and plan with ingenuity for their 

own life issues. Not everybody can be a genius, but they can solve problems properly and 

safely. Not everybody can be a professional artist, but each can create beauty as well as 

be beautiful inside and out. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE (ENGLISH) 
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Questionnaire                

Student ID:                 

I am a female b male      My current age is     Birthday:    year    month    day 

 

 How did you feel about doing these tasks? 

 

 

 Which task did you like the most? Why? 

 

 

 Which task did you dislike? Why? 

 

 

 Why did you not want to do “this” task (s)? (only ask when the 

participant is not willing to do all tasks) 

 

 

 Why did you only use drawing pencils or pastels to draw? (only ask 

when the participant uses only one medium) 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE (CHINESE) 
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         意見調查                 學號:                      

我的性別是 1 女性, 2 男性      我現在的年齡是         出生   年   

月   日 

 請問你對於做這些活動有什麼看法? 

 

 請問你最喜歡那個活動? 請說明你為什麼喜歡這個活動. 

 

 請問你最不喜歡那個活動? 請說明你為什麼不喜歡這個活動. 

 

 如果三個活動中你有一項或兩項活動沒有參與, 請問你為什麼僅

選擇只做該項或該兩項? 

 

 如果你只使用鉛筆或蠟筆作畫, 請問你為什麼僅選擇只用鉛筆或

蠟筆作畫? 
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ARTISTIC QUALITIES 
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Artistic Qualities 
 
Complexity: the quality of being 

compounded. 
      ＊Detail: an individual part or item 

that is considered separately from 
the whole. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Facial features 

Hair  
Eyelashes 
Eyeballs 
Teeth 
Decaying teeth 
Mucous in the eyes 

 
Body parts 

Ears 
Fingers 
Shoes 
Neck 
Paws  
Feathers 
Beards 
Claw 
Scales 

 
Textures 

The texture of the meat 
Wood texture 
Bark texture 
Branch & leaves 
Clothes texture 

 
Ornamentation 

Buttons 
Pocket 
Hairpin  
Socks 
Hats 
Bags/purses 
Sunglasses 
Masks 
Color variety 
A chimney smoke 
Windows 
Tires 
Number of pieces  
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＊Emotion: the expression of the 
characters’ feelings by facial 
expressions or in emotive 
behaviors. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
＊Movements: an action pose, 

or several moving lines to 
show the locomotion. 

Title matching 
 

Facial expressions 
A happy face 
An unhappy face 
A smiling face 
Glaring eyes 
A Crying face 
A frightened face 
A Surprising look 
Watering mouth 

 
Bodily expressions 

A gesture 
A shout 
An aggressive pose 

 
Active postures 

Jumping  
Chasing  
Walking 
Lunging 

 
Motions 

Moving lines 
Fire 
Eruption 
Waves 
Splashes/ Water drops 
River shape 

Space: the objects and/or the placement 
of the objects within the 
environment to show two or three 
dimensionality. 

 
＊Perspective: graphically 

depicting three-dimensional 
objects and space on a two-
dimensional surface. 

 
＊Depth: Graphically distinct, 

the distance between objects. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Three-dimensional buildings  
Three-dimensional tables 
Three-dimensional constructions 
 
 
Layer 
Foreground 
Distance 

From big to small 
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＊Volume: Expressing in cubic 
units or mass. 

From clear/dark to light   
From a bird’s eye view 

 
Curved lines: Using curved lines to draw the    

edges of the object to show the volume 
Large size 

Color: The appearance of the objects 
defined by their hue and saturation 

Tone: Using several tones to make the objects 
look real 

Lightness/ Darkness: Using light colors and 
dark colors to show the distance or 
emphasize shapes 

Shade: Using darkness to indicate the source 
of lights 

Harmony: An arrangement of art 
elements that pleases the observer 
 
 

Symmetry 
Balance 
Stability 
Proportion 
Color 
Placement 

Creativity: A new way to express an idea 
by using an unusual design that fits the 
context 

Novelty: Rarely seen 
Originality 
The uniqueness of the idea  
The fantasy situation 
The inventiveness of the form 
The abstraction of the concept 

 
Paradigm-breaking: Making connections          
outside of the property  

Frame-breaking 
Negative space 
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